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Chapter 1 
Hydrogen
1.1 Hydrogen storage
The large-scale application of renewable energy sources can strongly reduce C 0 2 
emissions. Such energy sources, like wind, sun and tides, are preferred over fossil 
fuels. But the supply of renewable energy often does not meet the demand. The 
power generated, for example, by wind turbines and solar cells depend on the actual 
weather. Thus, energy needs to be stored to make it available at any desired time. 
The storage of electrical energy in large quantities is especially problematic, while 
chemical energy is abundantly available in the form of oil, gas and coal.
Batteries are common carriers for electricity, where stored chemical energy is con­
verted into electrical energy. Batteries are efficient: An efficiency of >99 %  for one 
cycle of charging and discharging can be obtained. Another way to store and distribute 
energy can be realized with hydrogen. Hydrogen can be produced from electricity by 
the electrolysis of water. A disadvantage of the known hydrogen storage media are 
the rather low energy efficiencies compared to batteries. However, a large advantage 
of hydrogen over batteries is the lower weight of the storage medium for the same 
amount of stored energy. Despite of its very high energy density per unit mass, the 
energy density per unit volume of hydrogen is still low compared to hydrocarbon-based 
fuels. This is illustrated in figure 1.1. This graph shows the volumetric energy densi­
ties of different storage media as gasoline, the complex metal hydride NaAIH4, liquid 
and gaseous hydrogen storage.
To make a hydrogen based energy cycle commercially attractive, methods and 
materials for H2 storage are widely studied.1-3 A list of requirements about safety, 
costs, volume, weight, efficiencies, etc. has been defined by the department of energy 
of the United States (D O E).4 The current targets, which are summarized in table 1.1, 
are defined for 2010 and 2015. In addition, a "Ultimate Full Fleet" target is given. 
This target represents a hydrogen storage system with a competitive performance
1
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M2 gas 200 bar H2 gas 800 bar liquid H2 NaAlH4 gasoline
Figure 1.1: Volumetric energy densities of different hydrogen storage systems and gasoline.1
Table 1.1: Summarized targets for onboard hydrogen storage systems for light-duty vehicles 
(DOE 2009).4
Target 2010 2015 Ultimate Full Fleet
System gravimetric density 4.5 wt.% 5.5 wt.% 7.5 wt.%
System volumetric density 28 g/L 40 g/L 70 g/L
System fill time for 5-kg fill 4.2 min 3.3 min 2.5 min
for vehicles with a combustion engine working on fossils fuels. A short overview of 
the currently available hydrogen storage techniques is given in the next paragraphs. 
Unfortunately, a fully suitable storage medium has not been found yet.
Gas and liquid Hydrogen gas can be simply stored in steel high-pressure vessels. 
This is a cheap method, where pressures of 200-800 bar are used. A major drawback 
is the large volume required. Other issues are the energy costs for compression, safety 
and the high weight of the vessel itself. Another option is storage in the liquid form 
in cryogenic tanks. The volume is reduced compared to gaseous storage as shown 
in figure 1.1. A typical problem of using liquid H2 for storage is the relative low 
energy efficiency. The energy costs of the liquefaction process (< 20 K) are high and 
hydrogen will slowly evaporate during storage because of boil-off.
Solid state materials Alternatively, solid state materials can be used as H2 storage 
media. High surface area materials, for example various carbon-based materials, like 
nanotubes or metal organic frameworks (M O F’s), are able to store hydrogen by phy- 
sisorption. They act as a "sponge". Because of the rather weak binding enthalpies 
(5-12 kJ/mol H2), the operating temperatures of these materials are below room tem­
perature. These materials are therefore not suitable for most practical applications.
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metal hydride
Figure 1.2: Schematic view of the H2 loading and reloading process of a metal hydride. This 
can be done by applying specific temperatures and hydrogen pressures.
Hydrogen can also be stored by a chemical reaction with the storage material. This 
is called chemisorption. Metals or alloys react with H2 and form metal hydrides. In this 
way very compact hydrogen storage can be achieved and an even larger volumetric 
density than liquid hydrogen can be obtained. The gravimetric hydrogen content 
depends on the atomic weight of the metal atoms. For example, MgNiH4 and LaNi5H6 
show good volumetric capacity, but store only 1.4 and 3.4 wt.% H2, respectively. 
These materials are too heavy for practical applications. Thus it is desirable to use 
light-weight atoms, like Li and B. Its complex metal hydride Li B H 4 stores a theoretical 
gravimetric hydrogen density of 18.4 wt.%.
Metal hydrides are loaded and reloaded by applying specific temperatures and 
hydrogen pressures. A schematic view of this process is shown in figure 1.2. The 
decomposition temperatures, pressures and duration have to be favorable to make 
the metal hydride suitable for practical applications. These properties are determined 
by the thermodynamics and kinetics of the desorption/absortion reactions.
A widely studied metal-hydrogen material is sodium alanate (NaAIH4). The de­
termination of its structural properties, characteristics and the phase evolution during 
hydrogen cycling using solid-state NMR is the main subject of this thesis. This ma­
terial is introduced in the next section.
1.2 Sodium alanate
Sodium alanate or NaAIH4 is a well-known and extensively studied model system for 
hydrogen storage. In view of practical applications, it combines a moderate gravime­
tric H2 content with reasonable desorption/absorption characteristics. The hydrogen
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Figure 1.3: Crystal structures of NaAIH4, Na3AIH6 and NaH. The white and yellow spheres 
corresponds to hydrogen and sodium, respectively. The red pyramids corresponds to alu­
minium. NaAIH4 has a body-centered tetragonal unit cell with the space group 141/a. It 
consists of [AIH4]-1 tetrahedra surrounded by Na+ atoms. Na3AIH6 has spacegroup P2i/n 
and consists of [AIHô]-3 octahedra surrounded by Na+ atoms too.
desorption takes place in three steps:
3NaAIH4 Na3AIH6 + 2AI + H2 (1.1)
Na3AIH6 3NaH + AI + 3/2H2 (1.2)
NaH Na + 1/2H2 (1.3)
First, sodium alanate decomposes into sodium aluminium hexahydride (Na3AIH6) and 
metallic aluminium (Al) under the release of hydrogen. This reacts further into sodium 
hydride (NaH) with the simultaneously formation of metallic aluminium and release 
of H2. Sodium hydride finally splits into metallic sodium (Na) and H2. NaAIH4 has a 
theoretical hydrogen storage capacity of 7.4 wt.% for a complete decomposition to 
metallic Al and Na. The crystal structures of NaAIH4, Na3AIH6 and NaH are shown in 
figure 1.3. In addition, the structural parameters for NaAIH4 and Na3AIH6 are shown 
in table 1.2.
The relationship between the operation temperature and pressure is determined 
by the thermodynamic properties. These properties determine the stability of NaAIH4, 
Na3AIH6,NaH and Al under different conditions. In figure 1.4, the pressure-temperature 
relations for NaAIH4 are shown.7 For the first and second desorption step, the equilib­
rium temperatures at 1 bar H2 are ~  30 °C (37 kJ/mol) and ~  100 °C (47 kJ/mol), 
respectively. The third reaction step from NaH to metallic Na has an equilibrium 
temperature of 425 °C (56 kJ/mol) at 1 bar H2. This temperature is too high to be 
used in most practical applications.
The actual de- and absorbtion rates of hydrogen are determined by kinetic proper­
ties. In spite of the favorable thermodynamic properties of NaAIH4, its decomposition
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Table 1.2: Opti mized atomic positions for NaAIH4 and Na3AIH5. The atomic positions were 
taken from relaxed cell parameters and atomic positions by van Setten using density functional 
calculations in the generalized gradient approximation.5,6
space group 
unit cell
Wyckoff
positions
X y z
NaAIH4 I4i/a (88) 4b Na 0 1/4 5/8
a = 5.00 Â 4a Al 0 1/4 1/8
c = 11.09 Â 16f H 0.2350 0.3919 0.5438
Na3AIH6 P2i/n (14) 2b Na 0 0 1/2
a = 5.35 Â 4e Na 0.9902 0.4548 0.2540
b = 5.54 Â 2a Al 0 0 0
c = 7.71 Â 4e H 0.0996 0.0496 0.2157
ß = 89.9° 4e H 0.2286 0.3308 0.5428
4e H 0.1605 0.2665 0.9357
temperatures are high because of kinetic limitations. No hydrogen is released from 
pure NaAIH4 at 30 — 100 °C under 1 bar H2, although Na3AIH5/AI is the most stable 
phase at these conditions. Temperatures above the melting temperature of NaAIH4 
of 181 °C are needed to release hydrogen. The decomposition of Na3AIH5 starts at
Temperature (°C)
Figure 1.4: Pressure-temperature relations for NaAIH4 based on data from Bogdanovic et
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even higher temperatures, typically around 250 °C. Additionally, the decomposition 
reactions are practically irreversible.
The hydrogen desorption and absorption kinetics of NaAIH4 can dramatically be 
improved by the addition of a titanium-based catalyst. This was discovered by Bog­
danovic et al.8 An alternative approach is to decrease the particle sizes and/or by 
confinement in a highly porous material.9-13 The exact underlying mechanisms are 
not fully understood. The search for suitable low-weight hydrides for hydrogen stor­
age would greatly benefit from a complete understanding of these mechanisms. Both 
methods, doping with a Ti-based catalyst and reduction of particle size, are explained 
in more detail in the next subsection.
1.2.1 Metal-based catalysts
In 1997, Bogdanovic et al. reported strongly improved kinetics of the hydrogen de­
sorption reactions in NaAIH4.8 This improvement was achieved by the addition of a 
few mol%. of a Ti-based catalyst. The result is a decrease of the onset temper­
ature for hydrogen desorption to 33 °C .7’8’14 The effect is illustrated in figure 1.5. 
This figure compares the desorption kinetics for pure NaAIH4 and NaAIH4 doped with 
different Ti-based precursors. A second effect of the catalyst is that the absorption 
reactions proceed faster. Without a catalyst these reactions are extremely slow and 
practically irreversible.
Doping materials and methods The exact effect of the catalyst depends on mul­
tiple factors, such as the preparation method, used precursor, etc. The first doped 
sodium alanate materials of Bogdanovic and coworkers were prepared by wet chemi-
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Figure 1.5: Isothermal decomposition kinetics, reproduced from Leon et a l.,15 of the first 
desorption of pure NaAIH4 and NaAIH4 doped with 5 mol% of T i on the basis of T iC l3 or 
T ilg  • 6THF held at 150 °C under a residual H2 pressure of 0.3 bar.
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cal processes. A suspension of NaAIH4 and the soluble titanium compounds, titanium 
n-butoxide (T i(OBun)4) and titanium chloride (TiCI3) was made. After this, the sol­
vent was evaporated to obtain the catalyzed material.8 Later, an improvement of the 
kinetic and cycling properties was found by mechanically mixing the titanium cata­
lysts precursor and the alanate. 16 Besides Ti(OBun)4 and T iCI3, different types of 
precursor materials have been investigated. For example, ball-milled NaH, Al and Ti 
powders17 show comparable hydrogen kinetics compared to T i3+ based precursors 
mixed with NaAIH4. Outstanding kinetic properties were found for precursors based 
on Ti 13 • 6THF nanoparticles18,19. However, its preparation method is complicated 
and expensive. In addition, the kinetic enhancement decreases upon hydrogen cycling.
The effect of the dopant depends not only on the nature of the catalyst, but also 
its concentration. This was shown for TiCI3-doped samples by Sandrock et al. 20 An 
increase of the dopant concentration enhances the reaction kinetics. However, the 
total gravimetric capacity will decrease due to the reaction of NaAIH4 with TiCI3:20
TiCI3 + 3NaAIH4 ++ "T i” + 3AI + 3NaCI + 6H2 (1.4)
The final oxidation state of most of the titanium is zero after doping. This oxidation 
state is independent of the initial oxidation state and the doping-method. 15-21-22
Not only titanium-based catalysts are proven to be effective. Other metal-based 
compounds, for example cerium or scandium, 23-25 show a strong catalytic effect on 
the decomposition reactions too. Nowadays, in most studies 2-4 mol %  Ti Cl 3 is used 
as the standard dopant for NaAIH4. This material combines low cost with a good 
performance. The preparation is generally done by ball-milling. 26 In this method, 
the different materials are ground and mixed together with grinding media, like for 
example stainless steel balls.
Effect of the dopant Many experimental and theoretical studies attempted to re­
solve the structure and catalytic effect of the titanium dopant. A short overview of a 
few of these studies is given below.
Various studies report that a large part of the Ti forms an intermetallic phase with 
Al. For example, the formation of T ii_xAlx species at different desorption tempera­
tures was studied by Baldé et al.27 using EXAFS and XANES spectroscopy and X-ray 
diffraction. The compounds formed are different for different catalystic materials. For 
cerium doped samples, XAS measurements suggest the formation of CeClx species 
instead of Cei_xAlx.24
Density Functional Theory studies report that titanium prefers to substitute for 
sodium.28,29. Lovvik et al.30 suggest that upon ball milling, substitution occurs prefer­
entially at the surface. Thus Ti gets a position close to interfaces, grain boundaries, 
or defects. Marashdeh et al.31 proposed a "zipper model". The decomposition reac­
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tion starts with the substitution of Ti at Na positions in the surface of the structure 
and continues by working itself down into the alanate particle.
One of the difficulties in understanding the catalytic effect of the dopant is how 
the mass transfer of sodium and/or aluminium takes place. In situ neutron diffraction 
experiments indicated that T ixAlx_x and NaCI act as grain refiners. These species 
limit the particle growth of Al and NaH and facilitate mass transfer during loading 
and unloading.32
The enhanced kinetics could also be explained by Al and/or Na transportation 
via mobile species. The formation of mobile aluminium hydride species was indeed 
observed by inelastic neutron scattering experiments by Fu et al.33 In addition, an 
inelastic spectroscopy study by Palumbo et al.34 during decomposition of Ti-doped 
alanate reported the formation of highly mobile AIH6_X units. This results in fast local 
dynamics of H vacancies. Bellosta et al.35 suggested that Ti enhances mass transfer 
in the solid. They observed an exchange of deuterium in the gas phase with hydrogen 
from solid NaAIH4 in Ti-doped samples.
1.2.2 Nanoconfined sodium alanate
An alternative way to improve the kinetics in metal hydrides is to decrease the particle 
size to the nanometer range. Even without the addition of a metal-based catalyst, 
these materials show a large improvement of the H2 absorption and desorption char­
acteristics compared to bulk NaAIH4. Baldé et al. reported the synthesis of nanosized 
alanates by the impregnation of a carbon nanofiber support with a solution of NaAIH4 
in THF. The effect is attributed to the prevention of large Al and NaH domains dur­
ing desorption. Later, a more detailed study of the effect of the NaAIH4 particle 
size on the activation energy for hydrogen desorption was done.12 Particle sizes of 
1-10 ¿urn, 19-30 nm, and 2-10 nm were made, while the lower limit of the particle size 
of ball-milled NaAIH4 is 150-200 nm.36 Smaller particles resulted in a lower activation 
energy for desorption. For the smallest particle size an even lower value compared to 
bulk Ti-doped alanate was found. Not only a carbon support is effective, Zheng et 
al.37 showed that also a mesoporous silica impregnated with a NaAIH4 solution shows 
similar effects .
Berseth et al.38 studied the catalytic effect of carbon nanostructures on the de- 
and rehydrogenation characteristics of the sodium alanate. This was done by com­
bining experiments based on a solvent preparation technique and first-principle cal­
culations. These studies suggest that the stability of a NaAIH4 cluster originates 
from the charge transfer between the Na and AIH4 units, resulting in an ionic bond 
between Na+ and AIH4-1. Carbon supports like carbon fullerene and nanotubes are 
electronegative. The interaction with the alanate cluster influences the charge trans-
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fer between Na and AIH4. This results in a weakening of the Al-H bond and therefore 
the absorption/desorption characteristics are improved.
Besides solution impregnation, a complementary technique to synthesize nanosized 
alanate on a carbon support is done by melt infiltration.9'13,39 The carbon material 
and the alanate are mixed and ground in a mortar. This physical mixture is heated to 
the melting temperature of sodium alanate. A hydrogen pressure is applied to avoid 
decomposition. The result is a NaAIH4/C nanocomposite.
Stephens et al.13 showed enhanced kinetics and reversibility for NaAIH4 by melt 
infiltration the material into a nanoporous carbon aerogel. Using nanoporous car­
bon supports, Adelhelm et al.39 showed a strongly improved hydrogen desorption of 
NaAIH4 and NaH. The third reaction step from NaH to Na is generally considered 
not to be useful for practical applications because of the high equilibrium temper­
ature/pressure. However, a destabilization of NaH and a shift of the equilibrium 
conditions was observed. This shift is attributed to a reversible intercalation of the 
metallic sodium in between the carbon sheets.39
Enhanced de- and rehydrogenation characteristics after confinement of NaAIH4 
in a highly porous carbon are also reported for other metal-hydrogen systems like 
MgH240, LiBH441 and Mg(BH4)2.42
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1.3 Scope of this thesis
The aim of this study is to investigate structural and dynamical properties of NaAIH 4- 
based H2 storage materials using solid-state Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR). 
1H, 23Na and 27AI are easy accessible nuclei by NMR, atomic motions can be studied 
and no long-range crystalline order is required. Therefore, solid-state NMR is a good 
technique to generate insight in the structure of sodium alanates and related dynamic 
processes like hydrogen mobility.
In chapter 2, an introduction to the basic principles of solid-state NMR is given. 
NMR interactions, such as the chemical shift, quadrupolar and dipolar interaction and 
their spectral effects are explained. The NMR experiments described in this thesis are 
introduced.
Chapter 3 describes the study of possible atomic motion in NaAIH4 and Na3AIH5. 
This is done by comparing the dipolar linewidths of 1H, 23Na and 27AI spectra with 
second moment calculations. These results show that NaAIH4 has a rigid crystal 
lattice. For Na3AIH6, a narrowing of the proton and aluminium lineshape is observed. 
This indicates a fast rotational motion of AIH5 clusters at room temperature.
In chapter 4, hydrogen mobility in Na3AIH5 is studied as function of temperature. 
A broadening of the XH and 27AI lineshapes is observed upon lowering the temperature. 
This process is successfully described assuming thermally activated rotational jumps 
of AIH6 clusters. Remarkably, even at cryogenic temperatures of 5 K, atomic motion 
is present.
The role of titanium to improve the hydrogen kinetics in NaAIH4 is not com­
pletely understood. Titanium is an insensitive nucleus for solid-state NMR. However, 
scandium is a good catalyst too and easily accessible by NMR. We studied the local 
structure of 45Sc and the formation of different species in ScCI3-doped NaAIH4 by 
23Na, 27AI and 45Sc NMR. These results are discussed in chapter 5. Scandium is 
mainly present as a distorted ScAI3 phase after cycling the sample with hydrogen. 
This result is consistent with the model that ScAI3 (and TiAl3) acts as a grain refiner 
for the metallic Al.
Chapter 6 describes the structural properties of NaAIH4/C nanocomposites as 
studied by 23Na and 27AI NMR. NMR spectra are mainly determined by the local 
structure. NMR is therefore a very suitable technique to study these materials because 
the materials are XRD-invisible. After melt infiltration, the local structure of NaAIH4 
is preserved compared to bulk NaAIH4. In partly decomposed samples, no Na3AIH5 
is detected. In contrast to bulk alanates, this points towards decomposition in one 
single step. The structural properties observed with solid-state NMR are restored 
after one rehydrogenation cycle. This demonstrates that the dehydrogenation of the 
NaAIH4/C nanocomposite is reversible, even without a Ti-based catalyst.
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NaAIH4 reacts violently with 0 2/H20. Because of safety issues and efficiency, it 
is important to get insight in this oxidation process. Chapter 7 describes a study of 
this process using solid-state NMR and X-Ray diffraction. These experiments show 
the formation of an intermediate X-Ray invisible material. This phase is identified as a 
sodium aluminum hydroxide with Al in a tetrahedral hydroxide coordination. The final 
oxidation products show separated sodium and aluminium phases. These consist of 
aluminum hydroxides, which are octahedrally coordinated with aluminum and sodium 
carbonate hydrates.

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
Chapter 2
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance spectroscopy is a powerful technique to study structure 
and dynamics of molecules and materials. Most of the isotopes in the periodic table 
possess an intrinsic nuclear spin, i. e. a small magnetic moment. When the abundance 
of an isotope is sufficiently high, it can be observed by NMR. The magnitude of 
nuclear spin depends on the amount of protons and neutrons in the nucleus and 
comes in multiples of 1/2. It therefore varies for different isotopes. When nuclear 
spins are placed in a large homogenous magnetic field, they start to align and precess 
along this field. NMR is based on the detection of the magnetization of these spins 
after excitation with a radio frequency pulse. The precession frequency of a nuclear 
spin depends on its electronic environment, interaction with other spins and applied 
magnetic field. During an NMR experiment, the distribution of these frequencies, 
called a spectrum, is measured. From the NMR spectra, detailed information about 
the properties of materials and molecules can be extracted.
In this work, solid state NMR spectroscopy was used to study hydrogen storage 
materials based on sodium alanates. The basics of NMR theory and experiments are 
introduced in this section.43-46
2.1 Basic NMR experiments
2.1.1 Nuclear spins in a magnetic field
When nuclear spins are placed in an homogenous magnetic field, they start to precess 
at a specific frequency. This is illustrated in figure 2.1. Usually, superconductive 
magnets with typical magnetic field strengths of 4-23 T are used. The interaction 
of a single isolated nuclear spin I with a magnetic moment j t  = 7 /7/ and a static 
field along the z-direction B0 is called the Zeeman interaction. This interaction is
13
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Figure 2.1: 20 T/850 MHz superconductive NMR magnet and alignment and precession of 
nuclear spins placed in a magnetic field. The total net magnetization in the sample is indicated 
by the red arrow.
described by the following Hamiltonian:
Hz = - t ' t  (2.1)
= - 7  hizb 0,
where 7  represents the gyromagnetic ratio and fi the Plank constant. For a nuclear 
spin with spin quantum number I = 1/2, this results in two possible eigenstates 
I/, ni/ > = |l/2,1/2 > and 11/2, —1/2 >. The energy difference between these two 
levels equals
A E  = Tiujq = /ryßo (2.2)
and is illustrated in figure 2 .2. The frequency cu0 is called the Larmor frequency. In 
the classical description, u 0 corresponds to the precession frequency of a spin.
No magnetic field 
B = 0
With magnetic field 
B = Bn
— AE = yftB0=^ ®0
Figure 2.2: The effect of the Zeeman interaction on the spin energy levels of a spin 1/2.
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Boltzmann The population difference between the two energy states for a spin 1/2 
in a magnetic field in thermal equilibrium is given by the Boltzmann distribution. This 
gives rise to a total net magnetization in the sample. For an ensemble of I = 1/2 
spins the ratio between these two populations A/|1/2ii/2> and A/|1/2i_1/2> equals:
/V|1/24/2> = e- AE/kT (2.3)
A/|l/2,-l/2>
_  Q —j h B o / k T
From this equation, the total net macroscopic magnetization in thermal equilibrium 
can be derived. In the high temperature limit, this macroscopic magnetization is given 
by the Curie law:
A/72ß 0fi2 , x
Mo =  (2.4)
were N equals the number of spins per unit volume.
Relaxation After the spins are placed in a magnetic field, it takes some time before 
the magnetization builds up and a thermal equilibrium is established. The spin-lattice 
relaxation time T\ describes the relaxation to this equilibrium state:
Mz = M0( l - e-t/Tl), (2.5)
where Mz corresponds to the magnetization along the z-direction and M0 is the 
equilibrium magnetization. The spin-lattice relaxation is caused by the exchange of 
energy between the spin system and the molecular surroundings. The relaxation time 
Ti can vary substantially for the same nucleus in different environments.
The magnetization can be manipulated by using radio-frequency (RF) pulses. For 
example, the total net magnetization along the z-axis can be moved to the xy-plane. 
The decoherence of magnetization in the xy-plane is described by a second parameter, 
T2. This parameter is called the spin-spin relaxation time and is mathematically 
expressed by
Mx (t) = Mx ( O j e - ^  (2.6)
MY ( t) = MY(0)e-t/T2,
where Mx and My correspond to the magnetization along the x- and y-axis. This 
dephasing is caused by fluctuating microscopic magnetic fields. These fluctuations will 
result in different resonance frequencies and a decay of the total net magnetization 
in the xy-plane. This process is faster than the relaxation process, T2 < T i .
Further, macroscopic variations in the B0 magnetic field over the volume of the 
sample affect the dephasing of the total magnetization in the xy-plane. These vari­
ations can originate from instrumental imperfections or susceptibility effects. These
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variations do usually not provide structural information and are therefore included in 
a second parameter T| which is defined as:
were T !2 describes the decay due to these macroscopic variations.
2.1.2 Bloch equations
The magnetization can be manipulated by using RF pulses. In NMR experiments, 
these are applied as oscillating magnetic fields in the xy-plane. The behavior under 
RF pulses can be described by the Bloch equations based on the classical interaction 
of a magnetic dipole M interacting with a magnetic field B:
^  =  7 M x  B i t ) .  (2.8)
After including Tx and T2 relaxation, this equation becomes:
d M J t )  —y —y A/fx(t)
=  7 ( / W ( t ) x ß ( t ) ) , - - ^
d M y i t )  /~rt/ \ r w Mu i t )  . .
B ( t ) )y T2 ( )
d M z( t ) /~rt/ \ "7^ / w Mz(t)dt K.,)z T_
To simplify this description, the Cartesian coordinate frame is transformed to a ro­
tating axis-frame. The x- and y-axis will rotate at the Larmor frequency around the 
z-axis. In this representation, spins "on resonance" are stationary in the xy-plane.
Effect of an RF pulse From the Bloch equations in the rotating frame, the effect 
of a radio-frequency pulse on-resonance (at the Larmor frequency) on the total net 
magnetization is derived. A magnetic field Bx = 2BiCos(u0t) is applied to a spin 
system in thermal equilibrium (Mz = M0, Mx = 0 and My = 0) . This gives the 
following solutions of the Bloch equations in the rotating frame:
Mz = MoCosi^Bit)
Mx = 0 (2.10)
My = Mosini^Bit).
The magnetization rotates around the x-axis with a nutation frequency equal to Ui = 
7 B x. The magnetization as a function of the pulse length is illustrated in figure 2.3. A 
pulse with a duration of 27t/(4o/i), for example, rotates the equilibrium magnetization
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Figure 2.3: Effect of a RF-pulse of length t and nutation frequency u  i =  7 6 1  on the 
magnetization in the rotating frame.
Figure 2.4: Relaxation of magnetization back to the equilibrium state along the z-axis after 
a 90° pulse with T \  ~  T 2 . Th is signal with respect to a reference frequency is detected in the 
coil and is called a free induction decay.
f(Hz) x 10
Figure 2.5: NMR spectrum after Fourier transformation. Usually only the real part is plotted.
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to the y-axis. This is called a 90° pulse. Similarly, a 2tt/(2u i ) pulse is called a 180° 
pulse, because it completely inverts the total magnetization to the -z direction.
In practice, pulse rise and decay effects related to the quality of the probe circuitry 
are present. The actual pulse width, therefore, to achieve a certain pulse angle is 
often slightly longer than expected for a specific RF-field strength. A correction has 
to be performed and we speak about an effective field strength. This corresponds to 
the field that relates pulse width and effective nutation angle as 0 = 2'KUeffTp.
Relaxation and signal detection After transferring the total net magnetization to 
the xy-plane by a 90° pulse, the magnetization relaxes back to the equilibrium state 
along the z-direction. The effect of T\ and T2 relaxation can again be calculated 
by the Bloch equations. Assuming My(0) = M0, Mx(0) = 0 and Mz(0) = 0, the 
solutions in the lab frame are:
Mz = M o (l^ e^ )
Mx = Mosinijjüo^e^ (2.11)
My =  M o c o s i j jü o ^ e ^
This is illustrated in figure 2.4. Mx{t) and My(t) correspond to the real and imaginary 
parts of the signal. The signal is called a free induction decay (FID) and detected in 
the receiver coil. Its Fourier transform gives the NMR spectrum, which is shown in 
figure 2.5. Usually, only the real part of the spectrum is plotted.
2.2 NMR interactions and their spectral effects
The resonance frequency of a nucleus is determined by various magnetic and electronic 
interactions. In this section, descriptions of the interactions, which are relevant to 
explain the spectra in this thesis are given.
2.2.1 Anisotropic interactions
Anisotropy Anisotropic interactions, like the dipolar and quadrupolar interaction, 
depend on the orientation of the molecule or crystal with respect to the internal 
magnetic field. In liquids these interactions are averaged because of Brownian motions 
of the atoms and molecules as shown in figure 2.6. In solids atomic motions are 
normally restricted. The NMR spectrum of a single crystal shows different resonance 
positions depending on the crystal orientation in the magnetic field. In a powdered 
sample, all orientations with respect to B0 are present (with equal probability). This 
results in an average spectrum, called a powder-spectrum, as illustrated in figure 2.7.
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Solid Liquid
Figure 2.6: Translational and rotational motions are present in liquids and anisotropic interac­
tions are averaged. In solids atomic motions are usually restricted and anisotropic interactions 
are not averaged.
Figure 2.7: The size of anisotropic interactions depends on the orientation of the crystallite 
with respect to the main magnetic field . 47 A different orientation of the crystallite results in a 
different resonance position. For a powdered sample, where all orientations are present, these 
resonances are are summed up to yield a typical powder line shape.
An unfavorable effect of these anisotropic interactions is that spectra are often 
broad and unresolved. However, in specific studies these interactions may be helpful, 
because the orientation dependence can provide information about the structure and 
dynamics of the material.
Magic angle spinning A common technique to average anisotropic interactions in 
solid-state NMR is Magic Angle Spinning (MAS). The sample is rotated very fast at 
a specific angle with respect to the external magnetic field, the so-called magic angle. 
The magic angle 9 = 54.74° is chosen such that (3cos26 — 1) = 0. This results in 
an averaging of anisotropic interactions which scale with a factor (3cos26 - 1).
There are two types of line broadening in solid-state NMR, homogeneous and in- 
homogeneous line broadening. Homogenous line broadening originates from randomly 
fluctuating magnetic fields in the sample. Dipolar couplings, for example, result in 
homogenous line broadening. Inhomogeneous broadening, as caused by the first order
Individual peaks
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quadrupolar interaction and chemical shift anisotropy, is generated from local fields 
which are constant at the typical timescales in NMR experiments. Magic angle spin­
ning is very efficient in removing inhomogeneous broadening. For homogenous line 
broadening, the efficiency is reduced. In this case, spinning speeds need to be sub­
stantially larger than the line broadening to completely average out these interactions. 
In modern NMR probes, spinning speeds up to ~ 65 kHz are achieved.
When the spinning speed is not fast enough, spinning sidebands will appear in the 
spectrum as additional resonances. These resonances are separated by the spinning 
frequency. The effect of Magic Angle Spinning is illustrated in figure 2.8, where a 
static and 10 kHz MAS single pulse 23Na spectrum of Ti-doped sodium alanate is 
displayed. The static spectrum shows a broad unresolved powder spectrum and it is 
not possible to distinguish different chemical sites. When 10 kHz MAS is applied, 
the resonances are clearly distinguishable and can be assigned to Na3AIH5, NaCl and 
NaAIH4.
ppm
Figure 2.8: Magic Angle Spinning: Static and 10 kHz MAS single pulse 23Na spectrum of 
Ti-doped sodium alanate
Molecular motions Molecular or atomic motions are usually highly restricted in 
solids. However, in certain solids atomic mobility can be present. This mobility can 
partly average out anisotropic interactions like in magic angle spinning. A typical 
example of a solid with mobile atoms is cyclocarbon adamantane, C10H16. Its struc­
tural formula is shown in figure 2.9. The ball-shaped molecules are fixed on the 
lattice positions and rotate rapidly and isotropically around their 6-fold axes. This 
results in an averaging of all intramolecular interactions. In addition, the averaging of 
the intermolecular interactions is incomplete, because the diffusion of the ball-shaped 
molecules is relatively slow. This atomic motion combined with MAS strongly narrows 
the 13C linewidths. This is illustrated in figure 2.9 which shows the 13C spectrum of 
adamantane.
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Figure 2.9: Crystal structure and 13C NMR spectrum of adamantane (300 MHz magnet, 
4 kHz MAS). The rapid rotation of the molecules results in two very narrow 13C resonances.
2.2.2 The chemical shift interaction
The chemical shift interaction is based on currents induced in the molecular orbitals, 
which change the magnetic field at the position of the nucleus. The chemical shift 
Hamiltonian is given by
Hcs = 'yT- a • B, (2.12)
where a is the chemical shielding tensor. When the interaction with the external field 
is large compared to the nuclear spin interactions, only the lz term remains (B0//z ) :
H C S  = 1 -  CTzz  • B 0 • l z (2.13)
azz is given by:
= ( o  0 l ) &!ab
' o '
0
V 1 /
(2.14)
where á/aj¡, equals the chemical shift tensor in the non-rotating lab frame. This results 
in a small change in the splitting of the energy levels of the nuclear spin and a shift of 
the resonance frequency. The size of the chemical shift depends on the local electronic 
configuration around the spin site which is affected by bound atoms, bond lengths 
and angles. Therefore, the chemical shift varies for different molecular environments 
and can be used as a "fingerprint" to identify materials and/or molecular sites. For 
example, the assignment of NaCI, Na3AIH6 and NaAIH4 in figure 2.8 is based on 
differences in chemical shift values. The chemical shift is usually expressed in parts 
per million (ppm) relative to the frequency of a reference compound.
2.2.3 The quadrupolar interaction
Most of the NMR active nuclei are quadrupolar nuclei. These nuclei have a nu­
clear spin larger than 1/2 and posses an electric quadrupole moment. The electric
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quadrupole moment originates from a non-spherical charge distribution in the nu- 
clues. The quadrupolar interaction describes the interaction of this nuclear electric 
quadrupole moment with a electric field gradient tensor. The electric field gradient 
tensor is derived from electric fields induced by surrounding electrons and nuclei. This 
tensor contains the second spatial derivatives of the electrostatic potential at the 
position of the nucleus.
The basic form of the Hamiltonian representing the quadrupole interaction is given
by:
Ñ°  = ^ J ) ñ r - { / -K <215>
where eQ is the nuclear electric quadrupole moment and V is a second-rank Carte­
sian tensor describing the electric field gradient. Two parameters, r]Q and CQ, are 
frequently used in interpreting NMR spectra of quadrupolar nuclei. The quadrupolar 
asymmetry parameter r}Q is defined as:
Vq = V^ ï l , (2.16)
Vzz
where Vxx < Vyy < Vzz correspond to the principal values of V. The quadrupolar 
coupling constant CQ, is defined as:
CQ = eQVzz/fi. (2.17)
Since the electric field gradients strongly depend on the electronic environment around 
the nucleus, CQ and r]q can be used to obtain information about the local structure.
Cq (MHz)
Figure 2.10: For sodium surrounded by oxygen atoms, calculated values of Cq are plotted 
as function of coordination number and local geometry using using a simple point-charge 
model.48
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In figure 2.10, calculated values of C q  are plotted for sodium surrounded by oxygen 
atoms as function of coordination number and local geometry. A simplified model 
assuming point-charges was used.48 A perfect tetrahedral or octahedral coordination 
will result in Cq = 0 because the electric field gradients are zero because of symmetry 
considerations. On the other hand, when all coordinations are in the same plane, the 
electric field gradient will become large. Axial symmetry will result in r]Q = 0. For 
non-axial symmetry, values of 0 < r]Q < 1 are found depending on the difference 
between Vxx and \fyy.
First order quadrupolar interaction The Zeeman interaction leads to an equal 
splitting of the 2/ + 1 spin energy levels. This results in 21 transitions for a I = 3/2 
spin as illustrated in figure 2.11. Taking into account the quadrupolar interaction, 
this energy level diagram will change.
For a small quadrupolar interaction a first order approximation is sufficient to 
calculate the shift of the spin energy levels. In this case, the resonance frequency of 
the central transition is unaffected. The other transitions will be shifted by a factor 
n times Q, were n = ±1 for the 3/2 1/2 and —3/2 —1/2 etc. Q is defined as
Q = (Uq/2)(3cos2P — 1 + 7]sin2ßcos2a), (2.18)
where
wq = 3e2qQ/2l(2l -  l)h. (2.19)
Q depends on the orientation of the electric quadrupole moment inside the magnet. 
This orientation is described by the Euler angles a and ß. For a single crystal, this
No magnetic field 
B = 0
With magnetic field 
B = B„
interaction ~ C
Spectrum
□
single crystal
quadrupolar powder pattern nQ = 0
Figure 2.11: Effect of the first order quadrupolar interaction on the spin energy levels and 
NMR spectra of a single crystal and powdered sample.
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Figure 2.12: Simulated quadrupolar powder spectra for 27AI for different values of r¡Q and 
C q . (600 MHz magnet)
results in separate lines for each transition. In a powdered sample, all orientations 
are present, and a quadrupolar powder pattern is observed. The shape of the first 
order quadrupolar powder pattern is determined by C Q and r}q . Simulated quadrupolar 
powder patterns of 27AI for different values of r]Q and C q  are shown in figure 2.12. 
These parameters give information about the local structure and geometry around 
the nucleus, since they depend on the electric field gradient tensor V.
Second order quadrupolar interaction The first order quadrupolar coupling is av­
eraged when magic-angle spinning is applied. For larger quadrupolar interactions this 
does not hold and second order effects start to play a role. The effect of the second 
order quadrupolar coupling is an anisotropic shift of the resonance frequency. This 
shift results in a powder pattern for the central transition. This is illustrated in figure 
2.13a for CQ = 3.1 MHz and r}Q = 0. The second order quadrupolar interaction 
is not completely averaged under MAS and therefore quadrupolar lineshapes show a
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27Al ppm
Figure 2.13: Simulations of the central transition of 27AI (a.) static assuming Cq = 3.1 MHz, 
1ÌQ = 0, (b.) under magic-angle spinning , (c.) with additional linebroadenings of 300 Hz (d) 
and 600 Hz (e) and a Czjzek distribution50,51 with n = 5 and < Cq >= 3.1 MHz. (400 MHz 
magnet)
residual second order powder pattern under magic angle spinning. Typically, the MAS 
speed should be faster than the line width of the static lineshape. When a suffiently 
fast MAS speed is applied, the line width of the central transition reduces by a factor 
~3.49 Therefore the spinning speed should definitely exceed 1/3 of the static line 
width to avoid overlap between centerbands and spinning sidebands in order to obtain 
readily interpretable spectra.
Examples of the effect of the second order quadrupolar coupling on the central 
transition lineshape of 27AI under magic-angle spinning are shown in figure 2.13. A 
simulation of the lineshape of the central transition assuming C q = 3.1 MHz and 
r]Q = 0 is shown. In experimental spectra, additional line broadening can occur. This 
line broadening can, for example, originate from an incomplete removal of dipolar 
couplings under MAS and disturbs the typical lineshape. Two examples of simulations, 
where line broadenings of 300 and 600 Hz are applied, are shown. In disordered 
solids, small variations in the electronic environment may result in a distribution in 
quadrupolar (and chemical shift) parameters. The Czjzek distribution50,51 is a model 
for distributions in C Q and r]Q for amorphous solids. In figure 2.13e an example is 
given for a system with 5 degrees of freedom for the distributions in the electric field
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gradient tensor values ( n  = 5) and < C q  >= 3.1 MHz.
Broadening of the central transition may result in unresolved ID NMR spectra. 
An easily accessible experiment to circumvent this problem is the Multiple Quantum 
Magic Angle Spinning experiment, MQMAS 52,53. The interest in quadrupolar nuclei 
largely increased after the introduction of this experiment. MQMAS is a 2D NMR 
experiment. The frequencies at the horizontal axis in the 2D MQMAS spectrum rep­
resent the frequencies that are found in a single pulse ID NMR experiment. Series of 
ID NMR spectra are recorded as function of a second time variable. The frequencies 
along the vertical dimension are revealed by a second Fourier transform. The increase 
of resolution in the MQMAS experiment is based on the fact that the quadrupolar 
frequencies of a multiple quantum transition m¡ = —3/2 3/2 and the central tran­
sition mi = 1/2 —1/2 are linearly correlated. In this way, isotropic spectra of 
quadrupolar nuclei can be obtained.
A typical example of a MQMAS spectrum is shown in figure 2.14. It shows a 23Na 
MQMAS spectra of Na2P70 4. The first spectrum, figure 2.14a, shows the spectrum 
after a 2D Fourier transform. The spectra are spread out along narrow ridges, with 
slopes of 7/9 for I = 3/2 and 19/12 for I = 5/2. These slopes are removed by 
applying a so-called shearing transformation. After this transformation, the F\ di­
mension displays the isotropic chemical and quadrupolar induced shifts and is free of 
anisotropic line broadening. A projection of the spectra on this axis can thus show
F2(ppm)
a. before shearing transformation b. after shearing transformation
Figure 2.14: 23Na MQMAS of Na4 P 20 7, (a .) MQMAS spectrum before shearing and (b.) 
MQMAS spectrum after shearing.
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the different sites present in a material: The crystal structure of Na2P70 4 contains 
four different sodium sites. The projection in the horizontal F2 dimension shows an 
unresolved spectrum of four overlapping resonances. However, different positions in 
the Fr dimensions can be distinguished, depending on the quadrupolar coupling pa­
rameters. Well-separated resonances of the four different sites are observed. After 
shearing, they are displayed parallel to the F2 axis.
Different conventions are reported in literature for the scaling of the F\ dimen­
sion.54 We multiplied the vertical axes (Fi) of the MQMAS spectrum by a factor 
of 9/34 for I = 3/2 and —12/17 for I = 5/2. This results in an equal chemical 
shift value in ppm in the F\ and F2 dimension for a hypothetical resonance without 
quadrupolar interaction. 55
From the differences in shifts in the vertical and horizontal (Fi, F2) dimensions, the 
quadrupolar parameters and the quadrupolar induced shift can be derived. First, the 
peak position in the Fi dimension, <5fi and the center of gravity in the F2 dimension, 
<5p2, are determined. Using these values, the isotropical chemical shift öiso and the 
quadrupolar induced shift <5qis can be calculated according to:
where vz is the Zeeman frequency of the nucleus and D1 equals 25000, 6000, 2551^, 
1388§ for 1= §,§, f, respectively.
Distributions in quadrupolar parameters and chemical shift values both result in a 
line broadening in a ID  experiment. These distributions can be separated in a MQMAS 
experiment. Two examples are shown in figure 2.15. This figure shows 27AI MQMAS 
spectra of AIP04 and 7 -AI20 3.56 The spectrum of AIP04 shows three different sites, 
all of which run parallel to the diagonal. This means that the linebroadening of these 
sites is dominated by distributions in chemical shift parameters. The peaks in the 
MQMAS spectrum of 7 -AI20 3 show a broadening along the diagonal too. However, 
they also bend in the off-diagonal quadrupolar induced shift direction. This typical 
shape indicates that these resonances experience a distribution in both chemical shift 
and quadrupolar interactions.
17<5Fi + 10<5F2 ( 2 .20 )
Öq is (2 .21)
From Öq is , Pq is derived, which is related to the values of C Q and r]Q :
(2.22)
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Figure 2.15: Unsheared 27AI MQMAS spectrum of AIP04 and 7-AI20 3.56
2.2.4 The dipolar interaction
A nuclear spin induces a small magnetic field and interacts with neighboring spins. 
This interaction is called the dipolar interaction and it depends strongly on internuclear 
distances. Dipolar couplings between equal and unequal spins, homo and heteronuclear 
coupling, have different spectral effects. These are described below.
Heteronuclear dipolar coupling The Hamiltonian of the heteronuclear dipolar cou­
pling between two nuclear spins I and S is given by:
H?s = - 7 z ' l!ÿ ^ { 3 c o s i 9ls - l ) l zSz, (2.23)
r is
where riS equals the internuclear distance and 0iS the angle of the internuclear vector 
with the external magnetic field. Because of its 3 ( c o s 2Qi S -  1) dependence, this 
interaction will average to zero when a sufficiently fast spinning speed is used.
Homonuclear dipolar coupling The Hamiltonian of the homonuclear dipolar cou­
pling between two equal spins la and lb is given by:
« 1°, =  - j z ^ p r i 3cos2eUb -  1 )( lazliz -  (fa • Í)), (2.24)
I alb
where r/a/b equals the internuclear distance and 0¡aíb is the angle of the internuclear 
vector with the external magnetic field. This dipolar interaction is again averaged out 
under magic angle spinning because of its (3cos20/a/b - 1) dependence. Since this
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*
Two dipolar coupled spins: 
Pake doublet
Multiple homonuclear dipolar 
coupled spins: Gaussian lineshape
Figure 2.16: NMR spectra of two dipolar coupled spins and multiple homonuclear coupled 
spins.
interaction results in a homogenous broadening, the MAS speed should exceed the 
linewidth.
For an isolated heteronuclear or homonuclear spin pair in a powdered sample a 
typical pattern, called the Pake doublet, is observed. An example is shown in figure 
2.16. When a large number of homonuclear dipolar coupled spins are present, the 
resonance line will broaden. This lineshape tends to a Gaussian for a sufficiently large 
number of spins. This is illustrated in figure 2.16.
Second moment calculations The expected static dipolar linewidths of the NMR 
spectra can be calculated using second moment calculations. These calculations are 
based on the Van Vleck equations57 and the known crystal structure. The second 
moment M2 representing the total dipolar interaction experienced by a nuclear spin I 
is given by the sum of a homonuclear and heteronuclear term:
M !2 = Y^ M2Sk ■ (2.25)
J  k
The summations run over all homonuclear dipolar coupled nuclei Ij and all heteronu­
clear coupled nuclei S*. Thus the total second moment M2 of spin I is calculated by 
summing up all the individual contributions of all dipolar coupled spins. The homonu­
clear part, M2/j is defined as:
i i - 3 , , 4 o / m o \ 2 ( 1  - 3cos20//.)2
<  = 5 /(/ + lb;/>2( j £ J  ----- 6 •' ■ (2.26)
where r, equals the internuclear distance and 9nb represents the angle between the 
internuclear vector of I and Ij and the external applied magnetic field. In addition, 
the heteronuclear part, M2S(< is given by:
Mf* = is ( s  + lb b g f t2( ^ )  (1 3C^ 28,S‘ )' . (2.27)
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where is the internuclear distance between I and Sk and 9isk is the angle between 
the internuclear vector and the magnetic field.
m !Jj and M ^  scale with a factor 1/ r6 and thus vanish quickly for longer internu­
clear distances. In practice, atoms within a radius of ~ 10 Â from I are taken into 
account. In a powdered sample, all angles with respect to the main magnetic field 
are present. In this case, the expressions of m !Jj and are simplified by using 
((1 - 3cos26 f ) avg = 4/5.
The total second moment M{ is used to calculate the full width at half maximum 
(FWHM) of a dipolar broadened line. M{ is related to the mean square width <r of a 
distribution using M{ = a2. The FWHM (in Hertz) of a Gaussian function is given 
by:
FW H M  = er V Ö M / tt. (2.28)
For a rigid lattice and correct crystal lattice parameters, this formula should reproduce 
the experimental dipolar linewidth. In NMR, a rigid lattice does not mean that there 
is absolutely no atomic motion present. There might be motion of atoms present, 
but the frequencies of these motions are not higher than the NMR linewidth at low 
temperatures.
When fast mobility in the crystal is present, the crystal lattice is no longer rigid. 
The internuclear distance and angle will vary during the recording of the FID. The 
result is that dipolar couplings are averaged and a smaller line width will be measured 
compared to the results of the second moment calculations. The total magnetic 
moment changes according to:
//. (1 - 3 cos2 du )2
~ ---------j,---- —  (2.29)
j
//. 1 A  (1 - 3 cos2 du )2
~ (2.30)
n i V
(2.31)
for homonuclear dipolar coupled spins. For heteronuclear dipolar coupling, it is given 
by:
-  ( 1 ~ 3C; f 9,S‘ )2 (2.32)
' k
n
M ISk „  ±  ISkJ (2 33)
2motion  „ r 6 '
" x rk
The summation runs over the number of jumps n between different positions of an 
atom during the recording of a FID. In this way, the expected dipolar linewidth can 
be determined by calculating an average value for the second moment, assuming a 
specific model for atomic mobilities.
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When the averaging takes place "at the timescale" of the NMR experiment, i.e. 
T2 «  h M 2r¡g¡dl/2, the total number of jumps n can be converted to a temperature 
scale under the assumption that the frequency of motion vc of the atoms follows an 
Arrhenius equation:
vc = v0e x p ( - E a/R T ) .  (2.34)
This frequency of motion scales with the dipolar linewidth:
Vc =  27r A f ’ (2 '35)
where n equals the number of jumps and A f the dipolar line width in the absence of 
mobility. Rearrangement of equation 2.34 and 2.35 and assuming M 2r¡g¡d = (A ƒ/7/)2 
results in the following equation for the temperature T  as function of the number of 
jumps n:58
T in ) = —---------- —----------- -, (2.36)
R(ln vb - Inn - ln-7/ - 0.5 lnM2r/g/¿)
where E a equals the activation energy of the atomic motion, i/0 the attempt frequency,
R  the molar gas constant, 7 / the gyromagnetic ratio and M 2r¡g¡d the rigid lattice value
of the second moment.58,59 By comparing the experimental linewidths as a function
of temperature to simulations of the linewidths, E a and i/0 can be fitted for specific
models of atomic mobility. A detailed study of 1H dynamics in sodium alanates using
this principle will be discussed in chapter 3 and 4.
2.2.5 Echoes
Static ^  powder spectra of metal hydrides in solid-state NMR are usually very broad, 
which corresponds to a fast signal decay in the time domain. When the signal decay 
is fast compared to the typical delay between pulse and data acquisition, a significant 
part of the signal is not recorded and artifacts will occur in the spectrum. This 
experimental problem is solved by using a spin echo sequence.
90° 180° echo
Figure 2.17: Simple 90° — 180° spin echo pulse sequence
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The principle of a spin echo sequence is to refocus the effect of nuclear spin 
interactions in time. A simple 90° — 180° pulse sequence60, for example, can be used. 
This sequence is shown in figure 2.17. After the 90° pulse, the signal dephases. After 
some time t ,  a 180° pulse refocusses the signal. An echo is formed and the complete 
signal is recorded without receiver delays.
Numerous variations of this echo sequence exist, depending on the different types 
of interactions to refocus. For example, this 90° — 180° pulse sequence will refocus 
hetero-nuclear dipolar couplings and chemical shift anisotropy. These interactions are 
linear in the observed spin operators. This echo will not work for interactions which are 
bilinear in the observed spin operators, like the quadrupolar and homonuclear dipolar 
coupling. For these spin systems, a commonly used echo is the solid-echo sequence 
consisting of two 90° pulses.61 A more detailed discussion about the use of different 
spin-echo sequences is given in chapter 3.
2.2.6 Double resonance NMR
Double resonance experiments can be used to study atomic bond lengths and proximi­
ties. These can be determined from the strength of heteronuclear dipolar interactions. 
As described before, the effect of a 90° — 180° spin echo sequence is to refocus the 
magnetization. The basic principle of the spin echo double resonance experiments 
is to prevent this refocussing and thus the formation of spin echoes by applying RF 
pulses on a heteronuclear dipolar coupled nucleus.
The basic experiment for static samples is the spin-echo double resonance (SEDOR) 
experiment.62 The effect is a decrease in signal intensity, which will only take place 
if these two spins are indeed heteronuclear dipolar coupled. Two different types 
of this experiment are used in this thesis. First, rotational echo double resonance 
(REDOR)63, when the bound nucleus is a spin 1/2 nucleus and transfer of population 
in double resonance (TRAPDOR)64,65, which is used when the bound nucleus is a 
quadrupolar nucleus. These experiments are used in chapter 7 to identify the various 
oxidation products of NaAIH4
REDOR Magic angle spinning is applied during this experiment and averages the 
heteronuclear l-S dipole coupling to zero over one rotor period. The effect of the 
heteronuclear dipolar coupling can be reintroduced by simultaneously applying rotor 
synchronized 180° pulses to the S nuclei. During this sequence, the sign of the 
heteronuclear dipolar coupling is reversed and no longer averaged to zero over one 
rotor period. This prevents the formation of a full spin echo. This is observed as an 
attenuation of the signal intensities compared to an experiment without 180° pulses 
applied to the S nuclei. This effect is only present if I and S are close together and
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Figure 2.18: R E D O R 63 and T R A P D O R 64,65 double resonance experiment
the dipolar coupling strength is large.
An example is shown in figure 2.19. It shows 27AI spin echo spectra of NaAIH4. 
These are measured with and without the application of 180° pulses on the 1H channel. 
A clear difference in intensity is observed, which is indeed expected since 27AI and 1H 
are strongly coupled in this material.
The attenuation factor is usually plotted as a function of the total echo time r. 
The attenuation becomes stronger with increasing r  and the exact shape of the plot 
depends on the 1-5 dipolar couplings. For simple spin systems, this curve can be 
quantitatively analyzed to determine the dipolar coupling constant and therefore the 
distance between two spins. For more complicated spinsystems, it can still be used 
to qualitatively determine atomic proximities.
T T T T
120 110 100 90 80 70
27Al ppm
Figure 2.19: 27AI-1H R ED O R spectra of NaAIH4. 27AI spin echo spectra of NaAIH4 are 
shown, which are measured with and without the application of 180° pulses on the 1H channel. 
An total echo time r  of 260 ß s  was used.
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TRAPDOR When S is a quadrupole nucleus, the previously described REDOR se­
quence does not work properly. The reason is that a 180° pulse cannot invert all the 
spin energy levels of a quadrupole nucleus. This can be solved by using the TRAPDOR 
sequence. The effect of the TRAPDOR pulse sequence is again to reintroduce dipolar 
couplings, like in REDOR. Under magic angle spinning, the quadrupolar interaction 
of S becomes time dependent, because of the continuously changing orientation of 
the molecular orientation with respect to the magnetic field. When slow magic angle 
spinning is combined with continuous RF irradiation, this leads to population transfers 
between different spin energy levels of the quadrupole nucleus S. These population 
transfers prevent refocussing of the l-S dipolar couplings. The result is a dephasing 
of the spectrum of /. A reduction of signal intensities depending on the dipolar cou­
pling strengths and echo time is observed. Experiments with and without TRAPDOR 
pulses are compared as in the REDOR experiment to obtain information about the 
dipolar couplings and atomic proximities.
Chapter 3
Wide-line solid-state NMR  
characterizations of NaAIH 4  and 
Na3 AIH 6
Abstract
NaAIH4, Na3AIH6 and T iC I3-doped NaAIH4 are characterized by 1H, 23Na and 27AI solid- 
state NMR. The signal intensities and linewidths of 1H NMR spectra are measured using 
different spin echo sequences and backpredictions of a single pulse experiment. By comparing 
these results, the optimal experiment to measure wide-line NMR spectra of sodium alanates 
is found. To study possible of atomic motion, linewidths of 1H, 23Na and 27AI spectra are 
compared with calculations of the dipolar broadening using second moment calculations. 
This model confirms that NaAIH4 has a rigid crystal lattice. For Na3AIH6, a narrowing of 
the proton and aluminium lineshape is observed, indicating a fast rotational motion of the 
AlHg clusters at room temperature.
M. H. W. Verkuijlen, P. J. M van Bentum, E. R. H. van Eck, W. Lohstroh, M. Fichtner and 
A. P. M. Kentgens, J. Phys. Chem. C, 113, 15467-15472, 2009.
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3.1 Introduction
This chapter describes solid-state 1H, 23Na and 27AI NMR measurements on pure 
NaAIH4, Na3AIH5 and titanium-doped NaAIH4. Static powder spectra are recorded 
without applying magic angle spinning. Because of the anisotropic nature of the 
NMR interactions, static powder spectra in solid-state NMR are usually very broad 
as described in chapter 2. This is especially true for XH spectra because of the 
strong homo-nuclear dipolar couplings between protons. Such a broad signal in the 
frequency domain corresponds to a fast signal decay in the time domain. Therefore, 
a significant part of the signal is lost because of the delay between the pulse and the 
actual detection of the NMR signal. A Fourier transform of this reduced signal results 
in artifacts in the spectrum. This problem is solved by using a spin echo sequence or 
by applying a back-prediction to the signal acquired by a single pulse sequence. We 
compare several echo sequences and back-predictions to find the optimal experiment 
to measure static XH spectra of alanates without artifacts.
The line-broadening of the XH spectra in our samples originates mainly from homo- 
and hetero-nuclear dipolar interactions. The effect of other interactions are neglected: 
For the quadrupolar nuclei 23Na and 27AI, the second order quadrupolar interaction in 
sodium ala nate is small and the linewidths of the central transitions in static spectra are 
mainly determined by dipolar interactions. Therefore, the measured dipolar linewidths 
of the XH NMR spectra and 23Na and 27AI spectra can be analyzed using second 
moment calculations based on the Van Vleck equations57.
3.2 Experimental Section
3.2.1 Sample preparations
Commercially available NaAIH4 (Sigma-Aldrich) was purified by a Soxhlet extraction 
with THF and ball-milled for 30 minutes. The Ti-doped sample was prepared by 
ball-milling purified NaAIH4 with 6 mol% TiCI3 (99.999 %, Sigma-Aldrich) for 30 
minutes. 19 Na3AIH6 was synthesized by ball milling NaAIH4 and NaH using a 1:2 
molar ratio.66 The purity of the samples was checked by 23Na and 27AI Magic Angle 
Spinning (MAS) NMR experiments. The chemical shift values concur with values 
from literature67 and no significant amounts of impurities are found.
3.2.2 NMR experiments
Static XH NMR spectra were measured of pure NaAIH4, Ti-doped NaAIH4 and pure 
Na3AIH6 at room temperature. These measurements were performed on a Chemag- 
netics Infinity 300 MHz spectrometer using a home-built probe specially designed for
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Figure 3.1: Echo sequences employed in this study. A. The Hahn-solid-Hahn echo,68,69 
r h s h  = 10,15 ß s  B. The magic echo, 70,71 t^ e  =  20, 30 ß s  C. The magic sandwich echo, 72 
t m s e  = 2.0 ß s ,  i i m s e  = 3 ,4 ,5  and r  =  t m s e  *  h m s e -
detecting static proton signals without background signals. All NMR experiments 
were performed in a flow of dry nitrogen to avoid contamination of the samples. The 
samples were placed in a small closed quartz tube inside a 5 mm horizontal solenoid. 
For these 1H measurements an effective RF field strength of 147 kHz was applied 
and a 90° pulse length of 2.10 /¿s was used. Different spectra measured by several 
echo sequences were compared, including the Hahn-solid-Hahn echo68,69, the magic 
echo70,71 and the magic sandwich echo72. The 1H spin-lattice relaxation time Ti was 
measured using a saturation recovery sequence combined with a Hahn-solid-Hahn 
echo.
Static 23Na and 27AI NMR experiments at room temperature were performed on 
the purified NaAIH4 sample using a Chemagnetics Infinity 600 MHz spectrometer 
and a 2.5 mm MAS probe (without using Magic Angle Spinning). The static 23Na 
spectrum was recorded using an echo sequence consisting of two 90° pulses at an RF 
field strength of 150 kHz. The static 27AI NMR measurement was performed using a 
short hard pulse of 0.20 /¿s at an RF field strength of 270 kHz.
3.2.3 Second moment calculations
Second moment calculations were performed for XH, 23Na and 27AI to determine the 
size of the dipolar line broadenings in the case of a rigid crystal lattice using the Van 
Vleck equations57. The atomic positions were taken from relaxed cell parameters and 
atomic positions determined by van Setten5,6 who used density functional calculations
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in the generalized gradient approximation. Nuclei within a distance of 10 Â were taken 
into account. Inclusion of nuclei at longer distances did not significantly effect the 
results of the calculations. Handling the AI-AI and Na-Na terms as like or semi-like 
spins leads to only a slight difference in the overall calculated FWHM. 73 For NaAIH4 
and Na3AIH5 not all 27AI and 23Na electric field gradient tensors were expected to 
have the same orientation within a unit cell. All AI-AI and Na-Na terms in NaAIH4 
and Na3AIH5, therefore, were approximated by handling them as semi-like spin terms. 
The experimental values of the line broadening were obtained by fitting the 1H, 23Na 
and 27AI spectra to a Gaussian line.
3.3 Results and discussion
3.3.1 Spin echoes
The integrated XH peak intensities and line widths measured by a single pulse and the 
three different echo sequences of figure 3.1 are compared. First, the Hahn-solid-Hahn 
echo is applied using pulse delays of thsh = 10,15 ¿us. This echo has been used before 
by Schmidt-Rohr68,69 to detect the first points of the time signal of 13C-13C spin pairs 
without distortion. This pulse sequence combines the effects of the Hahn-echo which 
refocusses resonance offsets and interactions which are linear in the spin operator 
like hetero-nuclear dipole couplings and the solid echo, which refocusses interactions 
bi-linear in spin operator, like homo-nuclear dipole couplings. Secondly, the magic 
echo is applied, 70,71 with time reversal pulse lengths of tme = 20,30 ¿us. The magic 
echo has previously been applied in the metal hydrides YH3, LuH3 and TiHL98 as an 
adequate pulse sequence to refocus the homo-nuclear dipolar couplings. 70,71 Finally, 
the magic sandwich echo is used with nMSE = 3,4,5 and t m s e  = 2.0 ¿us. This echo 
was proposed by Maus et al. 72 to study crystallinity and mobile-fraction dynamics in 
polymers.
To find the optimal experiment, the integrated peak intensities and linewidths of 
XH spectra of the pure NaAIH4 using several echo sequences are compared in table 
3.1. The actual spectra will be discussed later and are shown in figure 3.2 and 3.6.
All echo pulse sequences result in spectra with approximately the same linewidths. 
This means that, depending on the type of experiment, no phases with different 
linewidths are specifically selected or will disappear. However, significant differences 
in total signal intensities are observed. For NaAIH4, the largest signal intensity is 
observed for the magic sandwich echo with nMSE = 4, so this sequence was used for 
further analysis. We tried back prediction of the single pulse FID after recording a 
FID minimizing the time delay between the pulse and data acquisition for our probe. 
This does not give proper results for NaAIH4 as too much of the time domain signal
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Table 3.1: Linewidths, integrated peak intensities and lineshapes expressed as the fraction 
Lorentzian/Gaussian (Frac. L/G) for different spin echo sequences on NaAIH4. SPE is 
measured by a single 90° pulse, HSH using the Hahn-solid-Hahn echo, MS using the magic 
sandwich echo and ME is measured by using a magic echo.
Sequence Delays Intensity FWHM (kHz) Frac. L/G
SPE 0.38 ±0.2 68.1 ± 1.0 0.21
HSH thsh = 10 ¿us 0.61 ± 0.2 43.8 ± 1.0 0.00
HSH thsh = 15 ¿us 0.24 ±0.2 42.3 ± 1.0 0.00
MS nMSE = 3 0.96 ±0.2 42.0 ± 1.0 0.00
MS nMSE = 4 1.00 ± 0.2 41.0 ± 1.0 0.00
MS nMSE = 5 0.86 ± 0.2 41.5 ± 1.0 0.00
ME tmse = 20 ¿us 0.86 ± 0.2 38.1 ± 1.0 0.00
ME tmse = 30 ¿us 0.64 ±0.2 41.7 ± 1.0 0.00
Table 3.2: Linewidths, integrated peak intensities and lineshapes of Na3AIH6 
measured by a single 90° pulse and back prediction.
. SPE BP is
Sequence Delays Intensity FWHM (kHz) Frac. L/G
SPE 0.94 ±0.2 16.5 ±0.4 0.24
SPE BP 1.00 ± 0.2 14.2 ±0.4 0.00
HSH t hsh = 10 ¿us 0.79 ±0.2 14.4 ±0.4 0.06
HSH thsh = 15 ¿us 0.65 ±0.2 14.1 ±0.4 0.00
MS nMSE = 3 0.85 ±0.2 13.8 ±0.4 0.01
MS nMSE = 4 0.79 ±0.2 13.9 ±0.4 0.01
MS nMSE = 5 0.74 ±0.2 13.8 ±0.4 0.02
ME Tmse = 20 ¿us 0.83 ±0.2 13.2 ±0.4 0.00
ME tmse = 30 ¿us 0.70 ±0.2 13.1 ±0.4 0.00
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of this fast decaying signal is missing.
The same comparison of different echoes is done for Na3AIH5 and the result 
is shown in table 3.2. The largest integrated peak intensity for Na3AIH6 is ob­
served for the single pulse experiment with back prediction using a Gaussian function 
exp(~^ ~2ß^)- In the frequency domain, this fit corresponds to a Gaussian lineshape 
with FWHM = ■ The FWHM of the linewidth including backprediction is
14.2 ± 0.4 kHz. For the delay between pulse and acquisition, ¡j, = 9.6 /¿s is found. 
As expected, ¡j, is indeed equal to applied deadtime in this experiment. The spin 
echo sequences give similar line widths compared to the single pulse experiment with 
backpredition.
Summarizing, NaAIH4, requires an echo pulse sequence because of fast signal 
decay. For intensity purposes, the magic sandwich echo with Hmse = 4 is the best 
choice, while for all echo sequences approximately the same linewidths are observed. 
For Na3AIH5, having a substantially narrower proton linewidth at room temperature, 
a single pulse experiment with back prediction of the time domain signal using a 
Gaussian function gives maximum signal intensity. Again, comparing the different 
sequences, comparable values for the linewidths are observed.
3.3.2 NMR spectra and second moment calculations
The 1H spectrum of NaAIH4 recorded using a magic sandwich echo with nMsE = 4 is 
shown in figure 3.2. A lineshape close to Gaussian is observed. When a sufficiently 
large number of spins is present, proton lineshapes generally tend to a Gaussian line­
shape, caused by the homonuclear dipolar couplings. The FWHM of the observed
kHz
Figure 3.2: 1H NMR spectrum of NaAIH4 using a magic sandwich echo ( i i m s e  = 4) and 
fitted with a Gaussian (FW HM  = 41.0 ±  1.0 kHz)
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lineshape is 41.0 ± 1.0 kHz. Second moment calculations predict a line broadening of 
41.5 kHz, which is very close to the experimental value.
The same measurement on the commercially available non-purified NaAIH4 sample 
shows a comparable line shape but with an additional narrow peak in the center. 
This is most likely an impurity. A remarkably large difference in values between 
the purified and ball-milled NaAIH4 (~ 88 s) and commercially available non-purified 
NaAIH4 (~ 1100 s) is observed. The same effect of strongly enhanced relaxation 
rates after ball-milling is observed in MgH2-based hydrides by Skripov et al.74,75.
For the non-purified NaAIH4 the estimated particle sizes are several ¡j,m, whereas 
for the ball-milled materials typical particle sizes are around 50 — 100 nm. Therefore, 
the difference in relaxation times could be explained by a difference in particle size 
and/or crystallite grain size. This would imply that spin-diffusion to the surface is 
the rate-limiting step. At the grain boundaries, for example paramagnetic impurities 
and/or defects in the crystal structure could be present, which are probably introduced 
by ball-milling. The relaxation rates of protons close to the surface are strongly 
enhanced due to an interaction with these defects and/or impurities. In addition, the 
relaxation rates of protons in the crystallite, are dominated by spin diffusion which is 
provided by flip-flop transitions due to dipolar couplings to the protons at the surface.
kHz
Figure 3.3: 23Na NMR spectrum of NaAIH4 using a solid echo. The fit parameters used 
were: CQ = 154 ±  3 kHz, =  0.10 ±  0.05 and FWHM = 7.5 ±  0.2 kHz.
The results of static 27AI and 23Na measurements are summarized in figure 3.3 and 
3.4, respectively. They both show a typical quadrupolar powder pattern and fitting 
gives the quadrupolar coupling constant C q  = e2qQ/ti and quadrupolar asymmetry 
parameter r]Q. These are shown in table 3.3. The observed values for C q  are in 
agreement with previous studies by Tarasov et al. 76,77 Based on the symmetry of 
the crystal structure and a simple point charge model using Na+AI+3H4 to calculate
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Figure 3.4: 27AI NMR spectrum of NaAIH4 using a short single pulse. The fit parameters 
used were: CQ = 3.10 ±  0.05 MHz, n Q =  0.00 ±  0.05 and FWHM = 15.7 ±  0.2 kHz.
Table 3.3: Quadrupolar parameters of [\laAIH4
Nucleus Cq Vq FWHM
23Na 154 ±3 kHz 0.10 ±0.05 7.5 ± 0.2 kHz
27AI 3.10± 0.05 MHz 0.00 ±0.05 15.7 ± 0.2 kHz
the electric field gradients, a quadrupolar asymmetry parameter t]q ~ 0 is indeed 
expected.48,78
Both line shapes are broadened by a Gaussian broadening with a FWHM of 15.7± 
0.2 kHz and 7.5 ± 0.2 kHz for 27AI and 23Na, respectively. The second moment 
calculations for 23Na and 27AI give values for the FWHM of 15.8 kHz and 7.7 kHz, 
in agreement with the experimental values. These broadenings are mostly due to the 
dipolar interaction with the neighboring protons. The agreement of the calculated 
line broadenings and the measured line widths show that the NMR experiments are 
consistent with the known crystal structure from diffraction experiments and confirms 
a rigid crystal lattice for NaAIH4 because no motional averaging of the dipolar coupling 
is observed.
A static XH spectrum of the Ti-doped NaAIH4 sample measured using the Hahn- 
solid-Hahn echo with thsh = 15 ßs is shown in figure 3.5. Clearly, two fractions 
are present with different Ti values, which are measured using a saturation recovery 
sequence combined with the Hahn-solid-Hahn echo. Comparison with previous NMR 
results by Majer et al. 79 show that the broad component with a FWHM of 42.5 ± 
1.0 kHz (T i ~ 20 s) corresponds to NaAIH4 and the narrow component with FWHM
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Figure 3.5: 1H NMR spectrum of T i doped NaAIH4 using a Hahn-solid-Hahn echo. Fractions 
of NaAIH4 (FW HM  = 42.5 ±  1.0 kHz, 7 Ì ~  20 s) and Na3AIH5 (FW HM  = 13.2 ±  0.4 kHz, 
T\ ~  8 s) are observed.
13.2 ± 0.4 kHz (Ti ~ 8 s) originates from Na3AIH6. For NaAIH4, is shorter than 
for the pure material, which was also observed by Majer et al. 79 This difference in Ti 
can be explained by a smaller particle size for Ti-doped NaAIH4 due to milling effects 
which occur when two materials of different brittleness are mixed.
23Na and 27AI MAS NMR experiments of this sample confirm the existence of 
Na3AIH5 and show that NaH was not present in this sample. The presence of Na3AIH5 
is explained by H2 release of the NaAIH4. The sample is stored at room temperature 
and the experiment is performed approximately two months after the actual manufac­
turing of the sample. Sandrock et al. 20 showed that even under this mild temperature 
condition, hydrogen desorption already takes place. Further hydrogen desorption of 
Na3AIH5 to NaH is not observed, most likely because of the lower hydrogen desorption 
rate constant, higher activation energy20 and reaction enthalpy7, of the second step 
of the hydrogen desorption reaction.
The fact that the NaAIH4 and Na3AIH5 1H lineshapes have the same linewidth both 
in the pure samples and in the Ti-doped sample leads to the conclusion that Ti-doping 
in our sample does not influence proton mobility at the NMR timescale (~ 10-4^10-5 
s) at room temperature. This also means that titanium has no observable effect on 
the dipolar coupling strength, indicating that in our Ti-doped sample the internuclear 
distances and crystal structure are the same as for the undoped materials. Usually, 
Magic Angle Spinning is required to achieve resolved spectra. However, the clear 
difference in line widths between NaAIH4 and Na3AIH5 makes it possible to distinguish 
between these two fractions without MAS.
To further explore the strongly reduced 1H linewidth in Na3AIH5, a pure sample
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Figure 3.6: 1H NMR spectrum of Na3 AIH5 using a magic sandwich echo ( i i m s e  = 3) and 
fitted with a Gaussian (FW HM  = 13.8 ± 0 .4  kHz)
is investigated using various echo sequences. The static proton spectrum using a 
magic sandwich echo (nMsE = 3) is shown in figure 3.6. Fitting using a Gaussian 
lineshape results in a linewidth of 13.8 ± 0.4 kHz, which confirms the assignment of 
the two peaks in Ti-doped NaAIH4. Second moment calculations give an average 
line width of 38.9 kHz for the three different proton sites in Na3AIH5. Compared
Table 3.4: Experimental and second moment calculated FW HM 3 of pure NaAIH4 and 
Na3AIH6 at room temperature.
Sample Nucleus Exp. value (kH;z) 2nd moment calc. (kHz)
rigid rotating AIH6
NaAIH4 XH 41.0± 1.0 41.5 n/a
23Na 7.5 ± 0.2 7.7 n/a
27AI 15.7 ± 0.2 15.8 n/a
Na3AIH5 XH 13.8 ± 0.4 38.9 14.1
23Nal b 4.7 ± 0.2 8.0 4.5
23Na2 5.3 ± 0.2 7.6 5.3
27AI 2.8 ± 0.1 14.9 2.7
a For Na3AIH6 the rigid lattice linewidth and the linewidth assuming isotropic rotating A IH6 clusters 
are given. b The peaks corresponding to the two different sodium sites (intensity 1 : 2) in Na3AIH6 
are overlapping. Therefore, the peak positions from the MAS data are used for this fit.
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to the experimental value, the calculated linewidth is significantly broader, indicating 
that some form of mobility in the crystal leads to narrowing of the dipolar broadened 
Na3AIH5 line shape.
To quantify this line narrowing effect, we have calculated the second moments for 
XH assuming fast rotating AIH5 clusters with an isotropic distribution of orientations 
and reorientations giving equal probabilities for all angles between the internuclear 
vectors with respect to the crystal axes. 80 In this model, the dipolar interactions within 
one AIH6 cluster are averaged to zero. The dipolar interactions between different 
AIH5 clusters are partly averaged giving a residual line width of 14.1 kHz, which is 
close to the experimental value of 13.8 ± 0.4 kHz. For aluminium and sodium, the 
same comparison is done. The resonances of 27AI and the two different 23Na sites 
have experimental linewidths of 2.8 ± 0.1 kHz and 4.7 ± 0.2 kHz/5.3 ± 0.2 kHz, 
respectively. These experimental values are in agreement with the calculated values 
of 2.7 kHz (27AI) and 4.5 kHz/5.3 kHz (23Na) indeed indicating isotropic rotating 
AIH5 clusters.
3.4 Conclusions
Static solid-state NMR spectra are usually very broad. To resolve the receiver dead­
time problem, the Hahn-solid-Hahn echo, the magic echo, the magic sandwich echo 
and a single pulse experiment with backprediction are applied to NaAIH4 and Na3AIH5. 
These measurements were done at room temperature in combination with a specially 
designed NMR probe to measure spectra without proton background signals. To min­
imize intensity losses due to incomplete refocussing of the NMR signal, the intensities 
of the NMR signals for the different pulse sequences are compared. The magic sand­
wich echo gives the maximum signal intensity of the used echoes for NaAIH4, while 
for all echo sequences a similar linewidth is observed. For Na3AIH5, having a sub­
stantially narrower proton linewidth at room temperature, the single pulse experiment 
with Gaussian back prediction is the best choice. Comparable values for the linewidths 
measured by the different sequences for Na3AIH6 are observed. Because equal line­
shapes are observed, no phases with different linewidths are specifically selected or 
will disappear depended on the type of experiment.
Static 23Na, 27AI and XH spectra and second moment calculations indicate a rigid 
crystal lattice for NaAIH4. However, for Na3AIH5, the calculated values for the sec­
ond moment are significantly smaller than the experimental values. This is explained 
by hydrogen mobility in the crystal, which averages the dipolar couplings. The main 
mobility is most likely caused by rotating AIH5 groups. In a Ti-doped sample, ap­
proximately the same linewidths are observed. This indicates that Ti doping has a 
negligible influence on mobility of hydrogen on the NMR time scale at room tempera-
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ture. Different T\ values for commercial available, purified and Ti-doped NaAIH4 are 
observed, which is explained by a difference in crystallite grain size. This indicates 
that spin-diffusion to the surface is the rate-limiting step.
Hydrogen mobility in Na 3 AIH 6
Chapter 4
Abstract
1H and 27Al linewidths of Na3AIH6 are measured at temperatures of 5-313 K. A dipolar 
broadening of the lines is observed upon lowering the temperature. This process is suc­
cessfully described by thermally activated rotational jumps of A IH6 clusters. These clusters 
rotate fast around one single C4 axis and relatively slow around the other two C4 axes with 
an activation barrier of Ea = 25 kJ/mol and an attempt frequency of v0 = 4 x  IO10 Hz. 
Remarkably, even when the sample is cooled to 5 K, no rigid crystal lattice is observed for 
Na3AIH6 and atomic motion remains present.
M. H. W. Verkuijlen, P. J. M van Bentum, E. R. H. van Eck, W. Lohstroh, M. Fichtner and 
A. P. M. Kentgens, J. Phys. Chem. C, 113, 15467-15472, 2009.
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4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, the results of static 1H, 23Na and 27AI measurements of 
Na3AIH6 are described. These data show that atomic motions are present because 
of an averaging of the dipolar couplings. The main mobility is most likely caused by 
fast rotating AIH6 groups. To study these atomic motions in more detail, variable 
temperature measurements are done for pure Na3AIH5 in a regular NMR setup, where 
temperatures of 143-313 K are applied. Furthermore, measurements of 27AI linewidths 
at temperatures of 5-293 K are performed in an attempt to stop these molecular 
motions completely. A low-temperature broadening of the XH and 27AI lineshapes is 
observed. To shed light on the nature of the rotational dynamics in Na3AIH5, the 
XH and 27AI linewidths are simulated based on a computational approach proposed by 
Goc assuming thermal activated rotational jumps of the AIH5 clusters.58,59,81
4.2 Experimental Section
4.2.1 Sample preparations
Na3AIH5 is synthesized by ball milling NaAIH4 and NaH using a 1:2 molar ratio.66 The 
purity of the sample is checked by 23Na and 27AI Magic Angle Spinning (MAS) NMR 
experiments. No significant amounts of impurities are found and the chemical shift 
values concur with values from literature. 67
4.2.2 Variable temperature measurements
Two series of XH and 27AI low temperature NMR measurements were performed on 
Na3AIH6. For the first series (in Nijmegen), temperatures ranging from 143 K to 
313 K in steps of 20 K were applied. A Chemagnetics Infinity 400 MHz spectrometer 
and 4 mm triple resonance MAS probe were used. For 1H, a single 90° pulse was 
used at an RF field strength of 60 kHz. The FID was backpredicted using a Gaussian 
function. For 27AI, a short single pulse of 0.2 ¿us at an RF field strength of 100 kHz 
was used.
The second series of low temperature measurements were performed at the uni­
versity of Southampton (UK) at temperatures ranging from 5 K to 298 K. A Varian 
600 MHz spectrometer and a home-built static double channel HX probe with a 2 mm 
RF coil were used. This probe was placed in a continuous flow cryostat Spectrostat- 
NMR49 from Oxford Instruments and liquid helium was used as a cooling liquid. 
Before applying the cooling gas, the cryostat was evacuated. The sample was placed 
in a glass tube, which was sealed with a droplet of a two-component epoxy adhesive.
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For 27AI, a short single pulse of 0.2 ¿us at an RF field strength of 100 kHz was applied. 
For 1H, a 90° pulse and a RF-field strength of 100 kHz was used.
The 27AI NMR spectra were referenced with respect to an aqueous solution of 
AI(N03)3. All NMR data processing was done using the matNMR package. 82
4.2.3 Second moment calculations
The XH and 27AI line widths are simulated as function of temperature to shed light 
on the origin of the motional averaging of the dipolar couplings. These calculations 
are performed by implementing a computational model proposed by Goc et al.58-59-81. 
This simulation is performed in Matlab. 83 Thermally activated rotational jumps of the 
AIH5 clusters are assumed. The rotations are implemented as cyclic permutations of H 
atoms around the C3 and C4 axes of the AIH6 clusters, as illustrated in figure 4.1. The 
linewidths are calculated for an Al and H atom in a unit cell of Na3AIH5. Neighboring 
atoms in a total volume of 3x3x3 unit cells are taken into account, corresponding to 
54 AIH5 clusters in total. The number of jumps is transformed to a temperature scale 
using the Arrhenius equation and assuming that averaging of the dipolar couplings 
takes place during the time of the recording of the FID, i.e. T2 «  7 /M2r/g1,/2. As 
Goc58 showed before, this leads to the following equation for the temperature T as 
function of the number of jumps nc per rotation axis:
c R(\nv0 - ln/7c - In7 / - 0.5 lnM2r/g)
where £a equals the activation energy, R the molar gas constant, i/0 the attempt 
frequency of the rotational jumps, 7 ¡ the gyromagnetic ratio and M2r¡g the rigid 
lattice value of the second moment. 58,59 The activation energy £a and the attempt 
frequency v0 are varied to find the correct fit. The calculated absolute linewidths 
are compared to the experimental data for different rotation axes. The structure of 
Na3AIH6 is non-cubic and therefore the values for £a and v0 may be not equal for 
different rotation axes.
The following models for reorientations of the AIH6 clusters are compared:
• C4z. C4XY1 , C4xy2 - Rotation around only one of the three single C4 axes. With 
each iteration n, one of the 54 AIH6 clusters in the 3x3x3 unit cell of Na3AIH6 
is randomly selected and rotated, giving a number of jumps per rotation axis 
equal to nc = n/54.
• C3: Rotation around one single C3 axis, giving a number of jumps per rotation 
axis of nc = n/54. The other C3 axes give the same result because of symmetry.
• C4An: Rotation around any C4 axes assuming these have the same energy barrier. 
With each iteration n, one of the 54 AIH5 clusters is randomly rotated around
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one of its three C4 axes, giving a number of jumps per rotation axis equal to 
nc = n/(3 * 54).
• C3An: Rotation around any C3 axis, giving a number of jumps per rotation axis 
equal to nc = n/(4 * 54).
• C4zfast + C4xyisIow + C4xY2siow'- A combined rotation assuming a fast rotation 
around the C4z axis and a slow rotation around the C4xyi and C4xy2 axes. This 
is implemented in the model by rotating for each iteration all clusters around 
the C4z axis (fast rotation) in a random direction. Each 256th iteration, to 
simulate a large enough difference in rotation speed, one of the 54 clusters 
in the 3x3x3 unit cells is rotated around one of the two other C4 axes (slow 
rotation) in a random direction giving a number of jumps per rotation axis for 
C4xy 1 and C4xy2 equal to nc = n/{256 * 54 * 2). For higher temperatures, the 
dipolar couplings are already fully averaged because of rotation around the C4Z 
axis, so it was sufficient to use 16 instead of 256 iterations to save computation 
time. In this case, the number of jump per rotation axes for C4Xyi and C4Xy2 
equals nc = n/{ 16 * 54 * 2).
4.3 Results and discussion
4.3.1 Variable temperature measurements and second moment 
calculations
The linewidths of static XH and 27AI spectra of Na3AIH6 are measured at temperatures 
between 143 K to 313 K. The XH and 27AI linewidths are shown in figure 4.1, and 
a clear low temperature broadening for both nuclei is observed. Previous VT XH 
measurements on Na3AIH5 which were done by Senegas et al. showed a similar low 
temperature effect. 84 Using second moment calculations and the previously described 
model, we calculate the linewidths as function of the number of individual jumps, 
which is converted to a temperature scale using equation 4.1.
A qualitative comparison of the temperature dependence of the linewidths for 
different rotation axes using equation 4.1 (i/0 = 4 x 1010 Hz and £a = 24 kJ/mol) is 
shown in figure 4.1. Using the same model for rotation, the aluminium and hydrogen 
curves can show a different behavior, because of their different position within the 
crystal lattice and symmetry. Our calculations exclude that the motional averaging 
of the dipolar couplings as function of temperature is a single step process consisting 
of a rotation around a single C3 or C4 axis. For higher temperatures, the curve is 
very well described assuming an isotropic rotation around all C4 or C3 axes. For low 
temperatures around 150 K, a plateau is observed. The linewidths at 150 K still do
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Figure 4.1: Experimental and simulated NMR linewidths of 1H and 27AI for different rotation 
axes. {Ea = 24 kJ/mol, i/o = 4 x IO10 Hz).
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Figure 4.2: Experimental and simulated 1H and 27AI line widths for Na3AIH6. A calculation 
(solid lines) is shown representing a fast rotation around one C4 axis and rotations around 
the other two C4 axes with activation barrier Ea = 25.5 kJ/mol (protons), Ea = 24.5 kJ/mol 
(aluminium) and an attempt frequency of i/o = 4 x IO10 Hz. Acceptable fit values for the 
attempt frequency and energy barrier are estimated between i/o = 4x 109 Hz, Ea = 20 kJ/mol 
and i/o = 4 x 1011 Hz, Ea = 30 kJ/mol.
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not correspond to the rigid lattice linewidths of 38.9 kHz and 14.9 kHz as calculated 
in the previous chapter for XH and 27AI, respectively. However, the linewidths of this 
plateau are very close to the linewidths calculated for a rotation around the C4z axis.
Based on these observations, a novel set of calculations is done assuming a fast 
rotation around the C 4z  axis and a slower rotation around the C 4x y i  and C 4x y 2 axes. 
This combined rotation results in the curve in figure 4.2, which nicely reproduces the 
experimental linewidths of 27AI and XH . For the rotations around the C 4x y i  and C 4x y 2 
axes, fitting using equation 4.1 gives a barrier of £a = 25.5 kJ/mol (protons) and 
E a = 24.5 kJ/mol (aluminium), with an average value of 25 kJ/mol. The attempt 
frequency associated with this motion equals v0 = 4x IO10 Hz. It should be noted that 
these values are obtained from fitting the linewidth change as function of temperature. 
The "smooth" S-curve observed experimentally is best represented by the values given 
here. A higher attempt frequency can be partially compensated by a higher activation 
barrier £a but the end result is a steeper transition. Acceptable values for the attempt 
frequency and energy barrier are estimated between i/0 = 4x 109 Hz, £a = 20 kJ/mol 
and i/0 = 4 x 1011 Hz, £a = 30 kJ/mol. Above T > 300 K, the rotational motion 
of the AIH6 clusters is well described assuming fully isotropic tumbling, because all 
dipolar couplings within the clusters are averaged. Since combined rotations around 
all C3 axes show approximately the same isotropic averaging effect as for the C4 axes, 
we can therefore not exclude rotations around C3 axes at high temperatures.
4.3.2 Cryogenic temperatures
As shown in the previous subsection, motional averaging of the dipolar couplings is 
still present at 143 K for Na3AIH5. At this temperature, the experimental XH and 27AI 
linewidths are well-described by a model assuming rotation around the C4Z axes of the 
AIH5 clusters. To complete the rotational model of Na3AIH5, NMR measurements 
at cryogenic temperatures of 5-293 K are performed. The result of the single pulse 
27AI spectra is shown in figure 4.3. Two resonances are observed. The Na3AIH5 
resonance is detected at -44.1 ppm. This resonance broadens at lower temperatures, 
as expected based on the previous measurements. A second resonance is present at 
58 ppm and corresponds to an impurity, which consists of a tetrahedrally coordinated 
aluminium oxide. This is most likely due to oxidation which described in more detail 
in chapter 7. This aluminium oxide is possibly formed during transport or because of 
a reaction of Na3AIH5 with the glue. In the static XH spectra it is unfortunately not 
possible to exactly identify this impurity. Because of the low resolution, we were not 
able to distinguish between signals of this impurity and Na3AIH5. The XH spectra are 
therefore not used for further analysis.
The FWHM-values of the 27AI lineshapes corresponding to Na3AIH5 are manually
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Figure 4.3: Static 27AI spectra of Na3 AIH5 at 5 and 293 K and a simulation of the expected 
lineshape for a rigid crystal lattice. The resonance at -44.1 ppm corresponds to Na3AIH6 and 
the resonance at 58 ppm corresponds to an impurity most likely due to oxidation.
T (K)
Figure 4.4: FWHM of the 27AI lineshapes as function of temperature, at 143-313 K (Nijme­
gen) and 5-293 K (Southampton). Remarkably, at 5 K no rigid crystal lattic is observed.
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determined and plotted in figure 4.4 as function of temperature. At temperatures 
between 143 K to 313 K, these values are in agreement with the values measured 
in the previous series, which are plotted in the same figure. At temperatures below 
143 K, remarkably, no further broadening of the 27AI lineshape of Na3AIH5 is observed 
and even at 5 K the crystal lattice is not rigid. This is illustrated in figure 4.3, 
where also a simulation of the expected rigid lattice lineshape (FWHM = 14.9 kHz) is 
shown. This linewidth is mainly dominated by the six protons of a AIH5 cluster. The 
measured XH linewidth with a magic sandwich echo is 34.0 kHz, while the rigid-lattice 
linewidth equals 39 kHz for Na3AIH5. Despite of the possibly presence of hydroxides 
in the sample, which most likely overlaps with the XH resonance of Na3AIH5, this XH 
linewidth is still significantly less than the rigid-lattice linewidth.
We conclude that there is still atomic motion present at 5 K for Na3AIH5. This 
motion is a rather slow process with hopping rates below 105 s-1. Based on these 
results, it is difficult to exactly identify the origin of the atomic motion observed at
5 K. However, it should be of a type that the XH atoms still experience a residual 
dipolar coupling, like the previously described rotational motion around the C4z axis. 
Another explanation could be a diffusion of hydrogen atoms over specific positions in 
the crystal lattice or the atomic motion could originate from the diffusion of hydrogen 
vacancies. Quantum-mechanical tunneling of hydrogen atoms between specific sites 
could be the dominant process of the hydrogen motion at the very low temperatures. 
Also combinations of these processes may be present.
4.4 Conclusions
A broadening of the XH and 27AI lineshapes of Na3AIH5 is observed upon lowering the 
temperature. The FWHM of these lineshapes are fitted as function of the temperature 
using a model assuming thermally activated rotational jumps of AIH5 clusters. The 
origin of the motion is probably a transition from a rotation around the C4Z axis to 
an isotropic rotation around all C4 axes. An activation energy of £a = 25 kJ/mol and 
an attempt frequency of v0 = 4 x 1010 Hz is found for the rotation around the C4Xyi 
and C4Xy2 axes.
Even at 5 K, no rigid crystal lattice is observed and still atomic motion is present. 
Measurements at temperatures below 5 K would be necessary to fully understand 
the hydrogen dynamics in Na3AIH6 and quantify the activation barrier and attempt 
frequency for this low temperature hydrogen mobility.
Chapter 5
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Abstract
The exact role of catalysts like titanium, scandium or cerium, in improving the hydrogen kinetics in 
NaAIH4 is not completely understood. We studied the local structure of scandium and the formation of 
different species in ScCI3-doped NaAIH4 by 23Na, 27AI and 45Sc NMR. The 27AI and 23Na solid-state 
NMR spectra of ball-milled ScCI3-doped NaAIH4 mainly show resonances corresponding to NaAIH4, 
Na3AIH6, Al and NaCI. The three decomposition products are formed by partial dehydrogenation 
and reaction with the dopant. The 45Sc NMR spectrum shows resonances corresponding to distorted 
ScCI3, a Sc-AI solid solution and ScH2. After cycling eight times with hydrogen, the Na3AIH6 and Al 
intensities increase. This can be explained by an incomplete rehydrogenation which is attributed to 
a partial reversibility of the first desorption reaction. After cycling with hydrogen, the NaCI intensity 
strongly increases. This indicates that the doping reaction is not completed after ball-milling. The 
45Sc spectra now mainly show the presence of a distorted ScAI3 phase, and a smaller contribution 
attributed to a distorted ScCI3 phase. After partial dehydrogenation at room temperature, metallic 
Al and Na3AIH6 are observed. The static 45Sc CPMG experiment again indicates the presence of 
a distorted ScAI3 phase. The present NMR observations are consistent with the model where the 
catalytic role of Sc (and T i) is due to the fact that ScAI3 acts as a grain refiner for the metallic Al 
that forms under decomposition of NaAIH4.
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5.1 Introduction
Many experimental and theoretical studies have been reported on the elucidation of the 
catalytic effect and the local structure of the titanium dopant in NaAIH4. Nevertheless 
the exact role of titanium to improve hydrogen kinetics in NaAIH4 is still not completely 
understood. Various studies report the formation of Ti-AI species in titanium catalyzed 
NaAIH4. Baldé et al.27 studied the local structure of Ti after dehydrogenation at 
different temperatures using EXAFS. As the desorption temperature is increased Ti 
is first incorporated in the Al surface, then amorphous Ti Al 3 is formed and finally 
crystalline TiAl3 is formed.
Leon et al. 15 observed significant differences in the local Ti structure for differ­
ent precursors using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. TiCI3 reacts with the alanate 
after very short periods of ball-milling, whereas T i i3 • 6THF nanoparticles react with 
NaAIH4 only during the first rehydrogenation cycle. After several de- and rehydro­
genation cycles, for both precursors similar Ti-AI clusters are formed. This phase is 
not stoichiometric TiAl3 because it differs significantly from the alloy phase and lacks 
long-range order. Cerium is a good catalyst too, and when a Ce-based precursor is 
used, XAS measurements by Leon et al. 24 suggest the formation of CeClx species 
instead of Cei_xAlx.
Unfortunately, titanium is a difficult nucleus to study directly by solid-state NMR 
as the two NMR active isotopes 47Ti (/=5/2, 7.28%, 7  = -1.5105 x 107 rad/T ) and 
49Ti (/=5/2, 5.51%, 7  = -1.51095 x 107 rad/T ) have a low natural abundance and 
low 7  values. This results in a low sensitivity which is aggravated by the quadrupolar 
interaction leading to relatively large linewidths. 45Sc (/ = 7/2, 100%) abundance, 
6.5087973 x 107 rad/T) is a much easier accessible nucleus for solid-state NMR and 
also acts as a good catalyst for hydrogen dehydrogenation/rehydrogenation. 23
It is not clear which compounds form upon doping NaAIH4 with Sc. One can 
speculate that Al-Sc alloys are formed, similar to the formation of Ti-AI clusters 
in Ti-doped samples. 15,27 Al-Sc alloys have been studied by Bastow and Celotto et 
al.85-87 using 45Sc and 27AI NMR, providing reference material for the present study. 
Clear differences in resonance positions of the Sc-AI solid solution and clustered ScAI3 
were observed. This makes it possible to identify possible Sc-AI phases by solid-state 
NMR in Sc-doped NaAIH4.
This chapter describes the changes in the local structure of scandium and the 
formation of different species after ball-milling and cycling with hydrogen using 23Na, 
27AI and 45Sc NMR.
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5.2 Experimental Section
5.2.1 Sample preparation
All sample preparations were done in a glove box filled with argon. The H20 and 0 2 
concentrations were below 1 ppm. Commercially available NaAIH4 (Albemare 96%) 
and ScCI3 (Sigma-Aldrich 99.99%) were used as received. NaAIH4 was mixed with
6 mol% ScCI3. This mixture was ball-milled for 16 hours in a high-energy planetary ball 
mill using Si3N4 vial and balls. The sample was eight times de- and rehydrogenated. 
The desorption was done in an autoclave at 150 °C starting in vacuum and resulting 
in a H2 pressure of 0.5 bar after desorption. The absorption of hydrogen was done at 
125 °C and 100 bar H2. After absorption, the samples were cooled in the hydrogen 
atmosphere, the pressure was released and the reactor was evacuated to start the 
next desorption.
5.2.2 NMR experiments
Solid-state NMR experiments were performed on a 600 MHz/ 14.1 T and 850 MHz/ 
20 T Varian VNMRS spectrometer using 2.5 mm HX MAS and 1.6 mm HXY MAS 
probes. All experiments were performed in a flowing dry N2 environment because of 
the 0 2/H20 reactivity of the samples. On the 600 MHz spectrometer, 23Na and 
27AI single pulse excitation (SPE) spectra were obtained using a short hard pulse of 
0.20 ¿us at an effective RF-field strength of 140 kHz. 45Sc single pulse excitation 
spectra were obtained using a short hard pulse of 0.10 ¿us at an effective RF-field 
strength of 120 kHz. A MAS speed of 10 kHz was used.
On the 850 MHz spectrometer, 23Na and 27AI single pulse excitation spectra were 
obtained using a short hard pulse of 0.20 ¿us at an effective RF-field strength of 
160 kHz. A MAS speed of 35 kHz was used. An airflow of cold nitrogen gas was 
applied to avoid a sudden release of hydrogen gas caused by frictional heating of the 
sample. A temperature calibration using the 207Pb resonance of lead nitrate88 showed 
that a cooling gas temperature of 0 °C and a MAS speed of 35 kHz resulted in an 
actual sample temperature of 20 °C.
A static CPMG experiment89 was performed for 45Sc in the eight times de/ re­
hydrogenated sample using an RF-field strength of 30 kHz and 90° and 180° pulse 
lengths of 8 and 16 ¿us. The delay between the series of 180° pulses was r a = 100 ¿us. 
The complete time domain signal was Fourier transformed to enhance the signal to 
noise ratio, resulting in a splitting of the static lineshape into a manifold of spin-echo 
sidebands separated by l / r a.
High field single pulse NMR measurements were performed in a 30 T resistive 
magnet90 for 45Sc in the eight times de/ rehydrogenated sample. A home-build probe
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and spectrometer were used. An short single pulse of 1 ¿us was used at an RF-field 
strength of approximately 100 kHz. A MAS speed of 40 kHz was applied.
The 23Na, 27AI and 45Sc NMR spectra were referenced with respect to aqueous 
solutions of NaCI, AI(NOs)3 and ScCI3, respectively. All data processing was done 
using matNMR.82
5.3 Results and discussion
5.3.1 27AI and 23Na NMR
27AI single pulse excitation NMR spectra are measured for Sc-doped NaAIH4 after 
ball-milling and subsequent eight times de- and rehydrogenation. The result is shown 
in figure 5.1. In these spectra, a strong resonance at 96.1 ppm corresponding to 
NaAIH4 is observed. The resonance at -42.3 ppm corresponds to Na3AIH6 and that 
at 1640 ppm to metallic aluminium.
23Na single pulse excitation spectra of the same samples are shown in figure 5.2. 
In both spectra, a strong resonance for NaAIH4 at 9.2 ppm is observed. The peak 
at 23.3 ppm corresponds to one of the two 23Na sites Na3AIH5. The second site of 
Na3AIH6 is expected around -9.8 ppm and overlaps with the NaAIH4 resonance, since 
there is only 0.5 ppm difference in chemical shift between NaAIH4 and Na3AIH5. The 
resonances at 7.3 ppm in both 23Na spectra correspond to NaCI.
The presence of metallic Al, Na3AIH6 and NaCI is explained by a partial decompo­
sition and a chemical reaction of the dopant with NaAIH4. Therefore, we will assume 
that the doping reaction of ScCI3 with the alanate proceeds in a way similar to that 
proposed for TiCI3:20
ScCI3 + 3NaAIH4 ++ ”Sc” + 3AI + 3NaCI + 6H2, (5.1)
were "Sc" corresponds to zero-valent scandium. After eight times de- and rehydro­
genation, the intensity of the NaCI resonance increases significantly. This indicates 
that the doping reaction is not completely finished directly after ball-milling. The 
formation of Na3AIH6 and metallic Al is attributed to partial dehydrogenation. The 
peak intensity of metallic Al and Na3AIH5 increases after cycling with hydrogen and 
indicates an incomplete rehydrogenation. No NaH is detected and therefore this de­
crease of hydrogen storage capacity is mainly attributed to an incomplete reversibility 
of the first desorption reaction of NaAIH4 to Na3AIH6 and Al. Similar behavior was 
observed by Bogdanovic67 et. al. for Ti-doped samples.
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Figure 5.1: 27AI single pulse spectra (14.1 T , 10 kHz M AS) of Sc-doped NaAIH4 (a .) just 
after ball-milling and (b .) after eight times de- and rehydrogenation.
ppm
Figure 5.2: 23Na single pulse spectra (14.1 T , 10 kHz M AS) of Sc-doped NaAIH4 (a .) just 
after ball-milling and (b .) after eight times de- and rehydrogenation.
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5.3.2 45Sc NMR
A 45Sc single pulse spectrum of the catalyst precursor ScCI3 is measured and the result 
is shown in figure 5.3a. One single peak at 221 ppm, accompanied by a set of spinning 
sidebands originating from the satellite transitions, is observed. This corresponds to 
the single site in the crystal lattice of ScCI3.91 Using SIMPSON simulations92, the 
quadrupolar parameters of Sc in ScCI3 are determined. The experimental spectrum 
and fit are shown in figure 5.4. We find a quadrupolar coupling constant of C q  =  
1.73 MHz and a quadrupolar asymmetry parameter of r]Q = 0.
The 45Sc spectra of ball-milled and rehydrogenated ScCI3-doped NaAIH4 sam­
ples show a large difference in the local structure of scandium as illustrated in figure 
5.3. After ball-milling, most of the signal intensity is located around the position of 
ScCI3, but strongly broadened compared to stoichiometric ScCI3 . This result sug­
gest the presence of a poorly defined, possibly dispersed, ScCI3 phase. The increase 
in linebroadening is attributed to a possible interaction with the surface of the alanate 
particles, an increase in disorder and/or the presence of defects. These effects result 
in a distribution in chemical shift and/or quadrupolar parameters for scandium. The 
presence of a dispersed ScCI3 phase is in line with the previously observed incom­
plete doping reaction after ball-milling, leading to a large increase of the NaCI signal 
intensity after cycling with hydrogen.
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Figure 5.3: 45Sc single pulse spectra (14.1 T , 10 kHz M AS) of (a .) ScCI3, (b .) Sc-doped 
NaAIH4 just after ball-milling and (c .) Sc-doped NaAIH4, which was eight times de- and 
rehydrogenated.
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Figure 5.4: 45Sc single pulse spectra (14.1 T , 10 kHz M AS) of ScCI3 and a fitted 
spectrum calculated using S IM PSO N 92 and the following quadrupolar coupling parameters: 
C q  =  1.73 MHz and = 0.
Around 1700 ppm, a small resonance is observed that can be assigned to a di­
lute solid solution of Sc in metallic Al, based on the characterization of ScAl alloys 
by Celotto et al.87 They found that the solubility of Sc in Al is very low (0.21% at 
the eutectic point) which explains the relatively low intensity for this signal. The 
resonance around 625 ppm is assigned to ScH2.93 No signal for metallic Sc is ob­
served. Apparently the Sc metal formed in the doping reaction partly dissolves in the 
aluminium whereas the remainder absorbs H2 which is formed during the reaction.
It is difficult to assign the resonance around 0 ppm. It certainly does not correspond 
to an Sc20 3 impurity that might have formed due to partial oxidation. This phase is 
known to have two sites with isotropic chemical shifts of 108 and 128.2 ppm. 94
After eight times cycling with hydrogen, two resonances are observed in the scan­
dium spectra as shown in figure 5.3. Some of the distorted ScCI3 phase remains visible 
in the spectrum. The resonance with the highest intensity shows a shift of 1000 ppm. 
This suggests the formation of a ScAI3 phase. ScAI3 has a cubic point symmetry for 
Sc, therefore for a well defined bulk phase C q  and r]Q are expected to be zero.
Bastow et al.,85 probed the local symmetry and electronic structure of trialu- 
minides by NMR and observed a rather narrow line of approximately 5 kHz for ScAI3 
in 45Sc MAS NMR measurements at 9.4 T. The static line width amounts to 15.7 kHz. 
As the dipolar interaction for 45Sc was computed to be 8.6 kHz in this material, the 
remaining linewidth is attributed to a Knight shift dispersion, assuming a negligi­
ble second order quadrupolar broadening. This was confirmed by a measurement at 
14.1 T.
Our 45Sc experiments at 14.1 T, employing a spinning speed of 10 kHz, show a
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FWHM of approximately 30 kHz, which is substantially broader than the result of 
Bastow et al.85. Relatively broad resonances were observed for ScAI3 in dilute Al-Sc 
alloys after solution treatment and quenching. In the method followed, continuous 
precipitation takes place. Therefore first Sc atoms cluster and subsequently tiny 
precipitates in the nm regime form continuously95. In the NMR work of Celotto and 
Bastow86,87 this is observed as an initial disappearance of the 45Sc of Sc dissolved in 
Al followed by the reappearance of a broadened ScAI3 resonance which narrows upon 
aging of the samples at varying aging time and temperature.
The initial line broadening is attributed to a distribution of atomic environments 
around the Sc atom resulting in quadrupolar broadening and a Knight shift dispersion 
which is expected for nanoscopic particles. Although the samples in this study are 
prepared under totally different conditions as those described by Bastow and Celotto, 
the large 45Sc line width observed underlines that a strongly disordered ScAI3 phase 
is formed after cycling with hydrogen, possibly due to a high surface area.
No Sc dissolved in Al is observed anymore after cycling with hydrogen, indicating 
that that the material is fully converted to ScAI3. A further remarkable observation is 
that no indication of the presence of a ScAI3 alloy, which has an isotropic Knight shift 
of 756 ppm,85 is seen in the 27AI spectra. A similar observation was made by Celotto 
et al.87, who only observed metallic aluminium in the 27AI spectra of dilute Sc-AI 
alloys (0.29 mol% Sc). This corroborates the existence of a nanoscopic and/or highly 
disordered, strained phase causing a large variation in Knight shift parameters96 and 
possibly quadrupolar interaction parameters for these aluminium sites. In that case the 
signal intensity of ScAI3 will be strongly broadened compared to the narrow resonances 
of NaAIH4, Na3AIH5 and metallic Al and therefore smeared out over the baseline of 
the spectra. An alternative explanation can be found in very short relaxation time for 
aluminium the Sc-AI alloys as a result of atomic mobility of Al and/or Sc in ScAI3 
complexes.
To summarize, just after ball-milling, the scandium is mainly present in a disordered 
ScCI3 phase and with smaller fractions of Sc dissolved in Al, ScH2 and a unknown 
resonance around 0 ppm. After eight times cycling, most of the scandium is converted 
to a highly disordered ScAI3 phase.
5.3.3 20 T  and 30 T  NMR measurements
To gain further insight in the dominating linebroadening mechanisms for 27AI and 45Sc 
in the ScAI3 phase, the experiments for the 8 times cycled sample were repeated at 
external field strengths of 20 T and 30 T and much higher spinning speeds of 35 to 
40 kHz. These spectra are shown in figure 5.5. For a half-integer quadrupolar spin in a 
powdered sample, the central transition is broadened by the second-order quadrupolar
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Figure 5.5: Single pulse 45Sc spectra of Sc-doped NaAIH4, which was eight times de- and 
rehydrogenated and partly dehydrogenated at room temperature. Measurements at 20 T , 
36.5 kHz MAS and 30 T , 40 kHz MAS are shown. The peak maxima are set to 0 kHz.
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Figure 5.6: 45Sc CPM G spectrum (20 T , no M AS) of Sc-doped NaAIH4, which was partly 
dehydrogenated. A Fourier transform of the complete time domain signal was done and this 
results in a splitting of the static 45Sc lineshape into a manifold of spin-echo sidebands.
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interaction. When the spinning is less than the residual MAS linewidth, the spinning 
sidebands and the central line overlap which greatly complicates the spectral interpre­
tation.49,97 At 20 T a 45Sc a linewidth of approximately 24 kHz is observed for the 
ScAI3 resonance, whereas the 30 T give a linewidth of about 30 kHz. This relatively 
small variation in line width as a function external field strength can only be explained 
if we assume a combined linebroadening due to a second-order quadrupolar interaction 
which is inversely proportional to the field and a distribution in Knight shift which is 
proportional to the external field strength. These two contributions can compensate 
each other at different fields.
Additionally a static QCPMG experiment was performed at 20 T. The QCPMG 
sequence is a popular sequence to obtain wide line spectra with sufficient signal to 
noise ratio.89 By Fourier transforming the complete echo train in the time domain 
the static line shape splits into a manifold of spin-echo sidebands. The envelope of 
these spikes roughly represents the static powder spectrum. The 45Sc spectrum of 
the 8 times cycled Sc-doped sample NaAIH4 is shown in figure 5.6. A broad resonance 
around 1000 ppm is observed, consistent with a disordered ScAI3 phase. A number of 
intense spin-echo sidebands are seen in the center of the line underlining the additional 
linebroadening of the central transition due to second-order quadrupolar interaction. 
The total pattern extends over a width of approximately 200 kHz. This either reflects 
the presence of a very wide distribution in 45Sc Knight shifts or represents the effect 
of the quadrupolar interaction through the excitation of the satellite transitions. Note 
that such a broad component is also seen in the spectrum in figure lb by Celotto et
The 20 T 27AI and 23Na spectra are shown in figure 5.7 and figure 5.8 and overall 
confirm the observations made at 14.1 T. The aluminium spectrum shows mainly 
metallic Al and Na3AIH5. Despite the significantly higher field and spinning speed, 
which would facilitate the observation of sites experiencing large quadrupolar inter­
actions, no signal is observed for the ScAI3 phase. As the sample was stored for a 
couple of months it unfortunately partly decomposed during that time. 20 The sodium 
spectrum shows NaCI, Na3AIH5, NaAIH4 and a very small amount of NaH. NaH forms 
when the Na3AIH5 decomposes into NaH and Al at room temperature. A novel fea­
ture in the spectrum is the little shoulder observed at the metallic Al resonance. This 
could correspond to metallic Al with Sc dissolved in it. 98 This phase was observed in 
the 45Sc spectrum of the sample just after ball-milling (see 5.3b). Considering the 
very low intensity of the shoulder in the Al spectrum we do not expect to observe this 
signal in the scandium spectra of the sample after storage as the Sc concentration in 
Al is very low.
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ppm
Figure 5.7: 27AI single pulse spectrum (20 T , 35 kHz M AS) of Sc-doped NaAIH4, which was 
eight times de- and rehydrogenated. After cycling, this sample was partly dehydrogenated at 
room temperature.
ppm
Figure 5.8: 23Na single pulse spectrum (20 T , 35 kHz M AS) of Sc-doped NaAIH4. The 
sample was eight times cycled with hydrogen and partly decomposed at room temperature.
5.3.4 Catalytic effect of scandium
An important question remains with respect to the exact role of the observed scandium 
species in the enhancement of the de- and rehydrogenation of NaAIH4. After ball- 
milling, a disordered ScCI3 phase, ScH2 and some Sc dissolved in Al are observed. No 
effect on the spectra of NaAIH4 and Na3AIH5 is observed, however. Therefore, it is 
likely that the scandium species are dispersed at the surface of the crystallites and/or 
located at grain boundaries and are not penetrated in the bulk alanate. Most of the 
intensity of 45Sc is attributed to ScCI3 and ScH2, and only little Sc is reduced to the 
zero-valent state and dissolved in metallic Al. This means that after ball-milling, for
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most of the material, the proposed doping reaction is incomplete.
After cycling with hydrogen, mainly ScAI3 species are formed, with a small remain­
ing fraction of disordered ScCI3. Apparently after cycling most of the Sc is reduced 
to a zero-valent state. In addition, the intensity of NaCI strongly increases. The pro­
posed overall doping reaction is therefore valid for most of the material after cycling 
with hydrogen. The spectral signature of the ScAI3 phase indicates a very disordered 
structure. From X-ray of bulk ScAI3 as a function of temperature nearly perfect order 
was obtained up to the melting point suggesting a very low antisite (switching of Al 
and Sc in the lattice) concentration", whereas it was concluded from the work of 
Sano et al. 100 that ScAI3 has a very narrow composition range. The 45Sc of the ScAI3 
phase in our samples shows a distribution in Knight shift and additional quadrupo­
lar broadening, however. Moreover, its 27AI signal is broadened beyond detection. 
This can only be explained if for a sample that is nanoscopically fine dispersed and 
disordered.
Previous studies report that Ti Al 3 acts as a grain refiner. In studies on the solid­
ification of liquid aluminium, small Ti Al 3 crystallites enhance the nucléation of solid 
aluminium and their presence keeps the Al grains small. 101,102 For Ti-doped samples 
it was shown by Singh et al. 32 that both T ixAlx_x and NaCI act as a grain refiner for 
Al and NaH, respectively. Upon desorption and reloading of TiCI3-doped NaAIH4, the 
particle sizes generally remain small. For NaAIH4 without catalyst, significant particle 
growth was observed. Since ScAI3 is a known grain refiner for metallic Al too 103,104, 
Sc may play a similar role in the enhancement of de- and rehydrogenation kinetics 
of NaAIH4. ScAI3 will keep the particle sizes small and enhance the nucléation of 
metallic Al. This is corroborated by our observation that the ScAI3 phase in our sam­
ples is finely dispersed. Mass transfer during loading and reloading will be more easily 
facilitated compared to bulk samples with larger crystallites. It is not clear where the 
remaining ScCI3 is located and whether it plays a role as catalyst.
5.4 Conclusions
27AI and 23Na spectra of ScCI3-doped NaAIH4 after ball-milling show mainly NaAIH4 
and smaller fractions of Al and NaCI because of a chemical reaction of ScCI3 with 
NaAIH4. Na3AIH5 is present because of a partial decomposition of NaAIH4. 45Sc 
NMR shows different species: a disordered ScCI3 phase, ScH2, some Sc dissolved in 
Al and a unknown resonance arond 0 ppm. No effect of the doping on the resonances 
of NaAIH4 and Na3AIH6 is observed, which indicates that the scandium species are 
not penetrated in the bulk alanate.
After eight times cycling with hydrogen, the Sc spectra are dominated by a 
nanoscopically fine dispersed and disordered ScAI3 phase, and a smaller contribution
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of a distorted ScCI3 phase. After eight times cycling with hydrogen the NaCI inten­
sity increases, indicating that the doping reaction is not completed after ball-milling 
only. Larger quantities of Al and Na3AIH5 are observed after cycling with hydrogen 
showing that the first decomposition reaction is not completely reversible. A possible 
explanation for the enhanced hydrogen kinetics is based on the fact that ScAI3 acts 
as a grain refiner for the metallic Al that forms under decomposition of NaAIH4. This 
effect facilitates mass transfer during loading and reloading because the crystallite are 
kept small.

Chapter 6
Solid-state NMR studies of the local 
structure of NaAIH4/C  
nanocomposites.
Abstract
Structural properties of NaAIH4/C nanocomposites were studied using 23Na and 27AI solid- 
state NMR. The samples were synthesized by melt infiltration of a highly porous carbon 
support, with typical pore sizes of 2-3 nm. Physical mixtures of high surface carbon with 
alanates in different stages of hydrogen desorption show somewhat broadened resonances and 
a small negative chemical shift compared to pure sodium alanates. This is most likely caused 
by a susceptibility effect of the carbon support material, which shields and distorts the applied 
magnetic field. After melt infiltration, 23Na and 27AI spectra show a small downfield average 
shift. The spectra are broadened due to a chemical shift distribution, which is explained by 
a larger disorder in the nanoconfined materials and a possible charge transfer to the carbon. 
Our measurements show that the local structure of the nanoconfined alanate is similar to 
bulk alanate because a comparable average chemical shift and quadrupolar coupling constant 
is found. In contrast to bulk alanates, in partly desorbed nanocomposite samples no Na3AIH6 
is detected. Together with a single release peak observed by dehydrogenation experiments, 
this points towards a desorption in one single step. 23Na spectra of completely desorbed 
NaAIH4/C and NaH/C nanocomposites confirm the formation of metallic sodium at much 
lower temperatures than observed for bulk alanates. The structural properties observed with 
solid-state NMR of the nanoconfined alanate are restored after a rehydrogenation cycle. 
This demonstrates that the dehydrogenation of the NaAIH4/C nanocomposite is reversible, 
even without the presence of a metal-based catalyst.
M. H. W. Verkuijlen, J. Gao, P. Adelhelm, P. J. M. van Bentum, P. E. de Jongh, A. P. M. 
Kentgens, J. Phys. Chem. C, 114, 4683-4692, 2010.
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6.1 Introduction
As described in chapter 1, an alternative way to improve the kinetics in metal hy­
drides is to decrease the particle size to the nanometer range using a highly porous 
carbon support material by solution impregnation 10_12'37'38 or melt infiltration. 13'40,41 
For nanoconfined NaAIH4 materials, this results in a large improvement of the H2 
absorption and desorption characteristics compared to bulk NaAIH4, even without the 
addition of a metal-based catalyst. In this chapter, a structural study of NaAIH4/C 
nanocomposites at different stages of hydrogen desorption and rehydrogenation us­
ing 23Na and 27AI single pulse and MQMAS NMR experiments is described. These 
samples were synthesized by melt infiltration of NaAIH4 on a carbon support material 
with a relatively small pore size (mainly 2-3 nm). Contrary to a previously reported 
NaAIH4/C nanocomposite formed by melt infiltration in carbon aerogels with a typical 
pore size of 13 nm13, no X-ray crystallinity was observed after melt infiltration. This 
limits the usability of X-ray and other techniques that require long range crystalline 
order. Solid-state NMR is a valuable technique to study these nanocomposite mate­
rials, since NMR spectra are mainly determined by the local structure. We observed 
nanoconfined NaAIH4, with a larger disorder compared to bulk NaAIH4, which is re­
versible after rehydrogenation. Full details of the hydrogen sorption properties and 
characterizations of these nanocomposites using X-ray diffraction, high pressure DSC 
to monitor phase transitions and nitrogen physisorption to study the pore filling are 
published by Gao et. al.105.
6.2 Experimental Section
6.2.1 Sample preparation
All samples are based on bulk NaAIH4 (>90%, Aldrich) as received and are summarized 
in table 6.1. No impurities in the starting material were detected with XRD, 23Na and 
27AI solid-state NMR.67 For the carbon support material, high purity porous carbon 
HSAG-500 (500 m2/g, 0.65 cm3/g with a broad pore size distribution with a maximum 
around 2-3 nm) was obtained from Timcal Ltd. Switzerland. Before synthesis, this 
support material was dried under an argon flow at a temperature of 500 °C for 4 
hours. During synthesis, all samples were handled in an argon glove box (MBRAUN 
Labmaster 130, 2 ppm H20 and <1 ppm 0 2).
A number of bulk sodium alanate samples were used as a reference for the NaAIH4/ 
C nanocomposites. A Na3AIH5/AI mixture was synthesized by heating NaAIH4 in a 
tubular oven under 1 bar argon pressure to 258 °C (5 °C min-1, 45 min dwell time). 
A NaH and Al mixture was made in a similar way by heating NaAIH4 to 265 °C (5 °C
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Table 6.1: Samples
NaAIH4 100 % NaAIH4 as received
Na3AIH5/AI 33.3% Na3AIH5 after the 1st decomposition step
66.7% Al
NaH/AI 50% NaH, 50% Al after the 2nd decomposition step
20NaAIH4/C 80% C, 20% NaAIH4 physical mixture
20Na3AIH5/AI/C 80% C physical mixture
20% Na3AIH5/AI
20NaH/AI/C 80% C, 20% NaH/AI physical mixture
ml00NaAIH4 100% NaAIH4 after melting
mi20NaAIH4/C 80% C, 20% NaAIH4 after melt infiltration, 80 % H2 3
mi20NaAIH4/C d68 80% C, 20% NaAIH4 partially desorped, 68 % H2
mi20NaAIH4/C d47 80% C, 20% NaAIH4 partially desorped, 47 % H2
mi20NaAIH4/C dO 80% C, 20% NaAIH4 completely desorped, 0 % H2
mi40NaAIH4/C dO 80% C, 40% NaAIH4 completely desorped, 0 % H2
mi33NaH/C dO 67% C, 33% NaH completely desorped, 0 % H2
mi20NaAIH4/C rh200 80% C, 20% NaAIH4 rehydrogenated, 200 bar, 42 % H2
mi20NaAIH4/C rh55 80% C, 20% NaAIH4 rehydrogenated, 55 bar, 62 % H2
mi20NaAIH4/C rh40 80% C, 20% NaAIH4 rehydrogenated, 40 bar, 40 % H2
a The percentage released H2 during a TPD  measurement while heating to 400 °C (5 °C min 1, 20 min 
dwell time) is scaled to the hydrogen content of the alanate in a 20NaAIH4/C physical mixture.
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min-1, 2 h dwell time). For all bulk samples, NaAIH4, Na3AIH6/AI and NaH/AI, a 
physical mixture with 20 wt% alanate and 80 wt% carbon support material was made 
by mixing and grinding it in a mortar for approximately 1 minute.
For the NaAIH4/C  nanocomposites, a physical mixture of 20 wt% NaAIH4 and 
80 wt% carbon was used as starting material. Melt infiltration was conducted in an 
autoclave (Parr 4836) by heating this sample under H2 atmosphere, first to 150 °C 
(3 °C min-1, 15 min dwell time) and then to 180 °C (1 °C min-1, 15 min dwell 
time). At 180 °C, a 170-190 bar hydrogen pressure was reached in the autoclave. 
The pressure was released after cooling to room temperature. The autoclave was 
transferred back to the glove box to collect the melt-infiltrated sample. The same 
procedure was used to synthesize a reference sample consisting of bulk NaAIH4 after 
melting without a carbon support.
To obtain completely decomposed nanocomposite samples, the melt-infiltrated 
sample was placed in a flash-dried alumina cup (20 x  20 x  50 mm) and transported 
under an argon atmosphere to a tube furnace (Thermolyne 79300). To avoid evap­
oration, the sample cup was placed in a narrow alumina tube (0 3 0  x  60 mm) inside 
the quartz tube for 5 h with an argon flow of 50 ml/min. The samples were heated 
to 325 °C (5 °C min-1  and 5 h dwell time). After cooling to room temperature, 
the sample was transferred to the glove box under argon atmosphere. The same 
equipment was used for partial decomposition of melt-infiltrated samples. For sample 
mi20NaAIH4/C  d68 and mi20NaAIH4/C  d47, the melt-infiltrated NaAIH4 was heated 
in the tubular oven under 1 bar argon pressure to 130 °C and 160 °C at 5 °C/min, 
respectively. Rehydrogenation was performed in the autoclave at 40 bar for 15 h at 
160 °C, at 55 bar for 12 h at 150 °C and at 200 bar for 12 h at 150 °C. Temperature- 
programmed desorption (T P D ) using a Micromeritics AutoChem II 4 equipped with a 
T C D  detector was performed to determine the remaining H 2 content of the alanate 
in the various samples that could be desorped while heating to 400 °C (5 °C min-1, 
20 min dwell time). The H2 content is indicated as the relative percentage compared 
to the original physical mixture in % H2 and summarized in table 6.1.
6.2.2 NMR experiments
Solid-state NMR experiments were performed on a 400 MHz and 600 MHz Varian / 
Chemagnetics Infinity spectrometer using a 2.5 mm HX MAS probe. All experiments 
were performed in a flowing dry N2 environment because of the 0 2/H 20  reactivity 
of the samples. 23Na and 27AI single pulse excitation spectra were obtained using a 
short hard pulse of 0.20 ¿us at an effective RF-field strength of 140 kHz. Z-filtered 
MQMAS 27AI and 23Na experiments were performed. 52'53,106 For 27AI, 10 kHz MAS 
was applied. An RF-field of 180 kHz for the high power pulses and 18 kHz for the soft
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pulses was used. In addition, for 23Na, a 280 kHz RF-field for the high power pulses 
and 15 kHz for the soft pulses was used and again 10 kHz MAS was applied. After 
a 2D Fourier transform, a shearing transformation was done using a shearing factor 
of 7/9 for 23Na (/=3/2) and 19/12 for 27AI (/= 5/2). Different conventions are used 
in literature for the scaling of the F\ dimension. 54 In this work, the vertical axes ( F i )  
of the MQMAS spectra were multiplied by a factor of 9/34 and -12/17 for 23Na and 
27AI, respectively. For a hypothetical resonance without a quadrupolar interaction this 
results in an equal chemical shift value in ppm in the F i and F2 dimension. 55
Because of the conductive nature of the carbon support material, the applicable 
spinning speed is limited due to eddy currents. Also higher spinning speeds were 
avoided to prevent hydrogen release induced by frictional heating. For all samples, 
a spinning speed of ~ 10 kHz was used, except for sample mi40NaAIH4/C  dO and 
mi33NaH/C dO where stable spinning speeds of only 3.2 kHz could be obtained, 
most likely caused by the presence of extended conduction networks after complete 
desorption.
The 23Na and 27AI NMR spectra were referenced with respect to aqueous solutions 
of NaCI and A I(N 0 3) 3, respectively. All data processing was done using matNMR . 82
6.3 Results and discussion
6.3.1 Pure sodium alanates and physical mixtures with carbon
23Na and 27AI single pulse NMR spectra of bulk NaAIH4, Na3AIH5/AI, NaH/AI and 
physical mixtures of these materials with the carbon support are shown in figure 6 . 1 ,
6.2 and 6.3. Both 23Na and 27AI have a single unique site in the crystal structure of 
NaAIH4, giving a single resonance for the spectra of NaAIH4. The Na3AIH5 spectra 
show two resonances for 23Na and one resonance for 27AI corresponding to the number 
of unique sites in the structure. NaH and Al have a single sodium and aluminium 
site, respectively. The observed chemical shift values for the different materials, as 
summarized in table 6.2, are all in agreement with previous NMR measurements. 67 
In the physical mixture of NaAIH4 and carbon, there was a weak resonance present 
around 74 ppm, attributed to minor oxidation of the sample. This assignment is 
in accordance with the typical chemical shift ranges for aluminium oxides, where 
tetrahedral A I0 4 chemical shifts are located between 50 and 80 ppm.43 Since these 
materials are very reactive with H20 / 0 2, the oxidic compound was probably formed 
during transport of the sample.
In the physical mixtures, an upfield shift, with respect to the bulk alanate samples, 
of approximately 1 — 2 ppm is observed for all materials. This effect is attributed to 
the average magnetic susceptibility of the carbon support, which shields the magnetic
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Figure 6.1: 27AI (left) and 23Na (right) single pulse spectra (600 MHz, 10 kHz MAS) of
(a) bulk NaAIH4, (b) a physical mixture of this material with the carbon support and (c) the 
mixture after melt infiltration.
27 Al ppm 23 Na ppm
Figure 6.2: 27AI (left) and 23Na (right) single pulse spectra (600 MHz, 10 kHz MAS) of (a) 
bulk Na3AIH5/AI and (b) a physical mixture of this material with the carbon support.
field resulting in a shift to lower frequencies. Approximately the same chemical shift 
difference was observed for all compounds, indicating that the alanate material was 
homogenously mixed with the support material.
Apart from deviations in chemical shift values, differences in linewidths were de­
tected. In general, there are several effects which result in a broadening of the central 
transition of a quadrupolar nucleus under magic angle spinning. No single rotation 
angle is capable of averaging the second order quadrupolar broadening and therefore 
under very rapid magic angle spinning a residual line broadening will be present, which
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Figure 6.3: 27Al (left) and 23Na (right) single pulse spectra (600 MHz, 10 kHz MAS) of (a) 
bulk NaH/AI and (b) a physical mixture of this material with the carbon support (b).
is described by:
where CQ equals the quadrupolar coupling constant, 7  the gyromagnetic ration, B 0 
the main magnetic field strength and a constant C\ = ^  for nuclear spin quantum 
numbers / = § ,§ ,  respectively. 49 The quadrupolar coupling constant CQ is dependent 
on the electric field gradients at the position of the nucleus and can therefore give in­
formation about the local structure. In addition, the homonuclear dipolar interaction, 
which corresponds to the interaction of individual nuclear spins in close proximity 
to the same isotope, is only partly averaged under magic angle spinning. When a 
sufficiently fast spinning speed is applied, the heteronuclear dipolar interaction be­
tween spins corresponding to different isotopes is completely averaged. In contrast to 
the second order quadrupolar broadening, dipolar broadenings are independent of the 
magnetic field strength. Furthermore, magnetic field inhomogeneities, for example 
caused by susceptibility effects will lead to a distribution of the resonance frequencies. 
Finally, a larger disorder in a material, caused by for example small variations in bond 
lengths and angles can lead to distributions of chemical shift values and quadrupolar 
interaction parameters resulting a broadening of the resonance.
After making a physical mixture with the carbon material, the 23Na and 27AI 
resonances of NaAIH4, Na3AIH6, Al and NaH are clearly broadened compared to the 
pure materials. This is most likely caused by the anisotropic magnetic susceptibility 
of the carbon, which leads to local distortions of the magnetic field, resulting in a 
broadening of the resonances. The FWHM of the linewidths for the central transitions 
of the 23Na and 27AI spectra are shown in table 6.3. It is difficult to choose a proper 
fit function because most of the lineshapes cannot be described by for example a
( 6 .1)
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Figure 6.4: Single pulse spectra of the 27AI central transition of NaAIH4 (a) without and with 
(b) 1H decoupling (400 MHz, 20 kHz MAS, continuous-wave low-field XH decoupling) and (c) 
the Simpson simulation based on the known quadrupolar parameters for NaAIH4. (jiq =  0 
and C q  =  3.1 MHz for 27AI in bulk NaAIH4, 0.2 ß s  pulse, RF-field strength of 140 kHz)
simple Gaussian/Lorentzian. Therefore, these FWHM were manually obtained by 
determining the width of the resonance at the two positions corresponding to the 
peak maximum divided by two.
To determine the origin of the linebroadening of 23Na and 27AI in pure NaAIH4, 
the linewidths are measured on a 400 MHz and 600 MHz magnet at the same MAS 
speed of 10 kHz. These measurements are compared with S IM PSO N 92 simulations 
for 23Na and 27AI, at 400 MHz and 600 MHz, assuming a short single pulse of
0.2 /as pulse and a RF-field strength of 140 kHz, which are the same values as in the 
experiments. For 27AI (r]Q = 0 and C q  = 3.1 MHz for 27AI in bulk NaAIH476'77,107), 
the central transitions of the simulated SIMPSON spectra resulted in linewidths for 
the FWHM of 0.73 kHz and 0.51 kHz for 400 MHz and 600 MHz, respectively. This 
is in agreement with the expected ratio of 400/600, because the residual linewidth of 
the second order quadrupolar broadening scales inversely proportional to the magnetic 
field strength according to equation 6 . 1 .
For the experimental 27AI spectra, the observed linewidths were 1.59 kHz (600 
MHz) and 1.74 kHz (400 MHz) using a MAS speed of 10 kHz. These are much 
broader than the calculated values and do not scale with a ratio of 400/600 indi­
cating that the second order quadrupolar coupling is not the dominant factor for 
the line-broadening. Applying an exponential linebroadening of 1.4 kHz to the sim­
ulated F ID ’s reproduced the experimental FWHM for both magnetic field strengths 
(400/600), indicating that the linebroadening in bulk NaAIH4 is mainly dominated by
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the incomplete removal of dipolar couplings by MAS, since residual dipolar couplings 
are independent of the applied magnetic field. Indeed, increasing the MAS speed to 
15 kHz resulted in a narrowing for the 27AI resonance, confirming this observation. 
Clearly, a spinning speed of 10 kHz is not sufficient to average the Al-H couplings, 
because of a static dipolar linewidth of 15.7 kHz107, which is mainly determined by 
hetero-nuclear dipolar couplings.
Under these experimental conditions, the central transitions did not show a typical 
quadrupolar lineshape. However, the expected quadrupolar features of the central 
transition became visible when low-field proton decoupling was applied at MAS speed 
of 20 kHz at a field of 400 MHz. This effect is illustrated in figure 6.4 and confirms 
the incomplete removal of Al-H couplings at lower MAS speeds. In addition, sharp 
satellite transitions are observed in the static 27AI spectrum of NaAIH4 as illustrated 
in figure 3.4. Calculations of the quadrupolar lineshape show that these would already 
have been smeared out in the case that the linebroadening of the experimental MAS 
spectrum with XH decoupling would be determined by a distribution in quadrupolar 
parameters.
For 23Na, a SIMPSON simulation (r]Q = 0.1 and CQ = 154 kHz for 23Na in bulk 
NaAIH476’77’107), results in a FWHM for the central transition of 7.5 Hz at 400 MHz 
and 5.3 Hz at 600 MHz were found, in agreement with equation 6.1 showing that the 
second-order quadrupolar interaction is too small to influence the linewidth. Experi­
mental linewidths of 0.39 kHz (600 MHz) and 0.42 kHz (400 MHz) are observed. As 
the linewidths are almost identical at both fields we attribute the linebroadening to 
residual dipolar couplings not removed by MAS. It should be noted, however, that an 
increase of the spinning speed to 15 kHz hardly affected the linewidths meaning that 
significant higher speeds are needed to efficiently remove these interactions.
6.3.2 Structure of NaAIH4/C  nanocomposites
23Na and 27AI single pulse NMR spectra of the physical mixture of NaAIH4 and carbon 
after melt infiltration (mi20NaAIH4/C ) are shown in figure 6.1 . 23Na and 27AI spectra 
of the melt infiltrated sample (mi20NaAIH4/C ) show clear differences with the physical 
mixture (20NaAIH4/C ) and the melt infiltration procedure appears to have the same 
spectral effect for both 23Na and 27AI spectra. The lines of the melt infiltrated 
sample are substantially broader than the spectra of the physical mixtures and the 
FWHM of the spectra are shown in table 6.3. The maxima, 23Na : ^8.0 ppm and 
27AI : 98.0 ppm, show a small positive change in shift compared to both the physical 
mixtures and the bulk samples. Because the chemical shift values are approximately 
the same, we conclude that the local structure of the NaAIH4 cluster is preserved. 
This result is in line with first principle calculations performed by Berseth et al. 38
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Table 6.2: Observed peak maxima (ppm) at a 600 MHz magnet and corresponding assign­
ment between parentheses.
sample 23Na 27AI
NaAIH4 -9.3 ± 0.2 ppm (NaAIH4) 95.6 ± 0.2 ppm (NaAIH4)
ml00NaAIH4 -9.4 (NaAIH4) 95.3 (NaAIH4)
20NaAIH4/C -10.9 (NaAIH4) 93.4 (NaAIH4)
mi20NaAIH4/C -8.0 (NaAIH4) 98.0 (NaAIH4)
1637.1 (Al)
Na3AIH5/AI -9.8 (Na3(l)A IH 6) -42.6 (Na3AIH6)
23.2 (N a 3 (2)A IH 5) 1639.7 (Al)
20Na3AIH5/A I/C -1 1 .1 (Na3(l)A IH 6) -43.9 (Na3AIH6)
22.0 (N a 3 (2)A IH 5) 1638.3 (Al)
NaH/AI 18.4 (N aH ) 1639.7 (Al)
20NaH/AI/C 16.9 (N aH ) 1638.2 (Al)
of one NaAIH4 cluster supported on a carbon nanotube, C 50 fullerene and graphene, 
where almost identical bond distances were observed compared to an isolated NaAIH4 
cluster, indicating that the carbon support does not chemically react with the alanate.
A remarkable feature is that the 23Na spectra of the pure material and physical 
mixture show clear spinning sidebands at ±10 kHz, originating from the first order 
quadrupolar broadening of the satellite transition, whereas these have disappeared 
in the spectrum of the melt-infiltrated samples. This could mean that there is a 
distribution in quadrupolar coupling constant present, which is so broad in the melt- 
infiltrated sample that the sidebands are completely smeared out over the baseline. 
However, it could also point to a specific mobility of the sodium ions in the melt- 
infiltrated sample which is not present in the physical mixture. 108 In the 27AI spectrum, 
spinning sidebands due to the second-order quadrupolar broadening of the central 
transition are visible in both the spectra of the physical mixture and the melt-infiltrated 
samples.
To be sure that the broadening and the positive chemical shift originate from 
the decrease in particle size and the contact with the conductive carbon, and not 
from the melting procedure itself, we measured 23Na and 27AI spectra of molten 
NaAIH4 without carbon (m l00NaAIH4). The 27AI spectrum is shown in figure 6.5 
and compared with the sample after melt infiltration. It mainly consists of a NaAIH4
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Table 6.3: Observed FWHM of the different lineshapes (kHz) measured at a 600 MHz magnet 
and a MAS speed of 10 kHz.
sample 23Na 27AI
NaAIH4 600 MHz 0.39 ± 0.05 (NaAIH4) 1.59 ± 0.05 (NaAIH4)
NaAIH4 400 MHz 0.42 (NaAIH4) 1.74 (NaAIH4)
0.41 (NaAIH4) 3 0.64 (NaAIH4) 3
20NaAIH4/C 0.71 (NaAIH4) 1.94 (NaAIH4)
100mNaAIH4 0.44 (NaAIH4) 1.78 (NaAIH4)
mi20NaAIH4/C 2.77 (NaAIH4) 3.28 (NaAIH4)
1.44 (Al)
mi20NaAIH4/C  d68 3.70 (NaAIH4) 4.52 (NaAIH4)
1.67 (Al)
mi20NaAIH4/C  d47 3.78 (NaAIH4) 3.69 (NaAIH4)
1.57 (Al)
mi20NaAIH4/C  dO 7.28 (NaAIH4) 2.14 (Al)
mi20NaAIH4/C  rh200 3.35 (NaAIH4) 5.21 (NaAIH4)
1.39 (Al)
mi20NaAIH4/C  rh55 3.39 (NaAIH4) 6.15 (NaAIH4)
1.41 (Al)
mi20NaAIH4/C  rh40 2.45 (NaAIH4) 6.59 (NaAIH4)
1.43 (Al)
Na3AIH5/AI 0.35 (N a 3( l)A IH 6) 0.43 (Na3AIH6)
0.36 (N a 3(2)A IH 5) 0.58 (Al)
20Na3AIH5/A I/C 0.60 (N a 3( l)A IH 6) 0.69 (Na3AIH6)
0.56 (N a 3(2)A IH 5) 0.72 (Al)
NaH/AI 0.55 (N aH) 0.56 (Al)
20NaH/AI/C 0.72 (N aH) 0.77 (Al)
a For th is measurement, a MAS speed o f 15 kHz instead o f 10 kHz was used.
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of single pulse 27AI NMR spectra (600 MHz, 10 kHz MAS) of (a) 
sample mlOONaAIHz), molten NaAIH4 without carbon support and (b) mi20NaAIH4/C, the 
same sample after melt infiltration on the carbon support.
resonance at 95.3 ppm and a very small peak at ~1640 ppm corresponding to metallic 
Al. The melt-infiltrated sample also shows metallic Al at 1637.1 ppm, because during 
melt infiltration the sample slightly decomposed. This comparison shows that melting 
of NaAIH4 under comparable conditions does not result in broadening of the resonance 
lines and/or distinct chemical shift differences. This proves that the line broadening 
and shift in the melt-infiltrated samples are real effects of the decrease in particle size 
and contact with the carbon. In addition, it also demonstrates that all sodium and 
aluminium atoms are in close contact with the carbon, since no larger crystallites are 
observed, which would have been present as sharp resonances on top of the broadened 
features.
The metallic 27AI resonance in the melt infiltrated sample shows an increase in 
linewidth compared to bulk samples as well. It is present in a crystalline phase, since 
it is detectable by XRD  in contrary to the nanoconfined alanate. 105 Therefore the 
line broadening is most likely caused by stronger distortion of the local magnetic 
field by a susceptibility effect of the carbon, giving a smaller average particle size 
and closer average distance of the metallic aluminium to the carbon in comparison 
with the physical mixtures. This susceptibility effect also explains the shift to lower 
frequencies by a shielding of the main magnetic field.
The increase in linewidth of the nanoconfined alanate is much larger than for 
metallic aluminium, and also shows a positive shift instead of a negative one. This 
small downfield shift, with respect to the resonances in the bulk samples is difficult 
to explain by a susceptibility effect of the carbon support material because this leads
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to an upfield shift, which was observed for the physical mixtures. This would mean 
that there is a second effect which causes a net positive shift for the nanoconfined 
alanate, like a change of electron density in the alanate induced by binding to the 
carbon. This charge transfer would be again in line with calculations by Berseth et al. 
and the lowering of the hydrogen desorption energy is explained by the donation of 
the electron of Na to the carbon support resulting in weakening of the Al-H bond. 38
The increase in linewidth for 23Na and 27AI in nanoconfined NaAIH4 after melt 
infiltration could originate from a disordered crystal structure, giving a distribution in 
chemical shift and/or quadrupole coupling. To study the origin of this line-broadening, 
we did an 27AI MQMAS experiment as is shown in figure 6 .6 . This experiment can also 
reveal oxides that possibly overlap with the broadened lineshape. No significant quanti­
ties of oxides are observed. However, the line shape indicates that the line-broadening 
mainly originates from a distribution in chemical shift and less in quadrupolar coupling 
parameters.
The average size of the quadrupolar coupling constant is determined from the 
27AI MQMAS spectrum by taking the center of gravity in the and F2 direction. Its 
value equals 3.0 ± 0.3 MHz, which is in agreement with bulk NaAIH476J7'107. The 
quadrupolar coupling constant is dependent on the electric field gradients at the posi­
tion of the nucleus. Therefore this again indicates that the local structure of the bulk 
alanate is preserved after melt infiltration, since the average value of the quadrupolar 
coupling constant remains equal. The chemical shift distribution is explained by a 
higher disorder in material and/or distortions of the local magnetic field homogeneity 
because of the magnetic susceptibility of the carbon support. The susceptibility effect 
is expected to be much smaller than the chemical shift distribution. Additionally, local 
variations in the charge transfer for different sizes of alanate clusters could play a role 
in the line-broadening. One can envision that the possible charge transfer varies with 
the distance to the support material, particles sizes of nanoconfined alanate and the 
local curvature of the carbon.
The distribution in chemical shift and quadrupolar parameters were estimated by 
comparing the MQMAS experiment with a simulation (using M A T LA B 83) of the line­
shape assuming a distribution of electric field gradients in amorphous solids which has 
been developed by Czjzek et al. 50,51 and including a Gaussian distribution in chemical 
shift. The result is shown in figure 6.7. An average quadrupolar coupling constant 
for the nanoconfined NaAIH4 of C q = 3.0 MHz was used. The calculations show a 
Gaussian distribution in chemical shift with a FWHM of 14 ppm along the diagonal. 
A Czjzek distribution with a power factor n = 3, which corresponds to the degrees 
of freedom for the distributions in the electric field gradient tensor values, gave the 
best agreement with the experiment. The power factor n gives information about the 
(dis)order in a material and n = 3 indicates that the local structure is not completely
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Figure 6.6: 27AI sheared MQMAS spectrum (600 MHz, 10 kHz MAS) of sample 
mi20NaAIH4/C, a mixture of 20 wt.% NaAIH4 and the carbon support after melt infiltra­
tion. The F i dimension is scaled with a factor -12/17 to get an easy interpretable ppm 
axis. 0
50
80
110
140
140 110 80 50
F 2(ppm)
Figure 6.7: Simulation of the experimental 27AI MQMAS lineshape (600 MHz) of 6.6 using 
< C q  >= 3.0 MHz, a Gaussian chemical shift distribution with FWHM = 14 ppm, a Czjzek 
distribution for the quadrupolar parameters with n =  3 and a Gaussian line broadening of 
250 Hz/750 Hz in the F2/ F 1 dimension. A shearing transformation is applied and the F\ 
dimension is scaled with a factor -12/17 to get an easy interpretable ppm axis.55
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random. 109 An additional Gaussian line broadening of 250 Hz and 750 Hz in the F2 and 
Fi dimension was applied to correct for the incomplete removal of dipolar couplings. 
The applied line broadening was three times larger in the F\ dimension compared to 
the F2 dimension because the experienced dipolar coupling strength increases with a 
factor 3 during the triple quantum coherence pathway of the MQMAS experiment. 
The FWHM of the distribution in Cq  based on this model was 2.8 MHz giving a 
distribution of the quadrupolar coupling constant of 3.0 ± 1.4 MHz. We could not 
exactly reproduce the experimental lineshape because depending on the local struc­
tures, specific correlations between chemical shift and quadrupolar coupling constants 
might be present. More research is needed to fully elucidate the effect of the local 
structure on these parameters in the nanoconfined alanates.
To obtain quantitative information about the amounts of the different phases, we 
determined the intensities of different aluminium species in nanoconfined alanate to 
compare it with the amount of H2 released during a T P D  measurement. Several 
effects have to be taken into account. 27AI is a quadrupolar nucleus with I = 5/2, 
giving six energy levels corresponding to five transitions. For metallic Al, Cq  equals 
zero, and all five transitions have the same energy difference. Bulk NaAIH4 has a CQ of
3.1 MHz. Because a comparable quadrupolar coupling constant for the nanoconfined 
alanate is found, the intensity of the metallic Al resonance should be multiplied by 9/35 
to compare it with the central transition of the alanate. 67-110 The metallic Al still shows 
spinnning sidebands, most likely because of homonuclear dipolar couplings, and the 
intensities of these peaks are included in the calculation. The influence of strong off- 
resonance excitation is estimated by a SIMPSON 92 simulation assuming a short single 
pulse of 0.2 ¿us pulse at 140 kHz rf-field strength. The intensity difference between 
27AI, with Cq  = 0, on resonance and 1640 ppm off resonance is approximately 2 % 
and is therefore neglected. This was additionally checked by comparing the intensities 
of metallic Al with pulses on-resonance and off-resonance after re-tuning of the probe. 
The intensities differed by approximately 5 %. The nanoconfined NaAIH4 /  metallic 
Al ratio was calculated assuming that the alanate completely decomposes to Na and 
Al. For the sample, just after melt infiltration 88 ± 5 wt% NaAIH4 and 12 ± 5 wt% 
Al was found, in agreement with the T P D  experiment were 80 ± 5 wt% NaAIH4 was 
found. For lower loadings, the values for Al were lower than expected based on T P D  
measurements, which was also observed by Bogdanovic et al. 67 for bulk alanates.
Partly decomposed samples 27AI and 23Na NMR spectra of two partly desorped 
samples with different hydrogen contents (mi20NaAIH4/C  d68 and mi20NaAIH4/C  
d47) are shown in figure 6 .8 . From T P D  measurements, the samples contain 6 8% 
and 47% H compared to the original physical mixture. Again, like in the sample just 
after melt infiltration, for both samples in the 27AI spectra a broadened line shape with
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Figure 6.8: 27AI (left) and 23Na (right) single pulse spectra (600 MHz, 10 kHz MAS) of 
partly and completely dehydrogenated samples, (a) mi20NaAIH4/C d68, (b) mi20NaAIH4/C 
d47 and (c) mi20NaAIH4/C dO.
a chemical shift of 98 ppm is observed. Also a strong signal of metallic aluminium 
was detected, as expected. The 23Na spectra of these two samples show both a broad 
distribution around 0 ppm. In general, the chemical shift range for 23Na is relatively 
small (~  30ppm) which makes it difficult to distinguish the different compounds. 
However, spectra of bulk crystalline Na3AIH5 and NaH consist of well-defined sharp 
lines, which were not observed in these partially desorbed samples, and therefore a 
large disordered 23Na fraction is present, likely in close contact with the carbon support 
material. The linewidth of both 23Na and 27AI spectra increase with desorption, as 
shown in table 6.3, which could be caused by an increase in disorder in the material, 
e.g. resulting from a finer dispersion of the compounds over the support.
It is surprising that in these two samples, and also in the other measured nanocon­
fined alanates, Na3AIH5 is not observed, while the hexahydride has been easily ob­
served in partially desorbed Ti-catalyzed bulk alanates by solid-state NMR . 67,107 In 
the nanoconfined samples, the hexahydride is not observed as a bulk crystalline phase, 
showing a narrow well-defined line, and also no broadened resonance at around the 
usual chemical shift position, ^40 ppm was measured. However, a large fraction of 
Na3AIH5 would be expected to be present based on the decomposition reactions of 
bulk alanates, as both samples are approximately halfway decomposed, like in the par­
tially decomposed bulk NaAIH4 sample. This would imply that the desorption takes 
place in one single step without the formation of Na3AIH5 in nanoconfined alanate. In 
addition, in T P D  measurements by Gao et al. 105 only a single hydrogen release peak 
was observed. These effects are explained by a change in kinetics and/or thermody­
namics, in such way that the two decomposition steps become very close in desorption 
temperature, where the hexahydride is formed, but it immediately decomposes. The
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process of fast disappearance of Na3AIH5 was observed by in situ X-Ray diffraction 
in NaAIH4 in nanoporous carbon aerogels as well. 13 However, it should be mentioned 
that their particle sizes and carbon support pores were larger than ours, 13 nm vs. 
2-3 nm, and their alanate was present in a crystalline phase.
Completely dehydrogenated samples A completely dehydrogenated sample was 
studied by 27AI and 23Na NMR and the spectra are shown in figure 6.8 and 6.9. 
Two 27AI resonances are observed, one originates from metallic Al, as expected. The 
second, small resonance at ~ 70 ppm is a tetrahedral aluminium oxidic compound indi­
cating minor oxidation. The 23Na spectrum shows a broad resonance and this would 
signify that the decomposition products containing sodium are most likely largely 
disordered materials. The metallic 27AI resonance shows an even larger linewidth 
compared to the sample just after melt infiltration and the partly decomposed sam­
ple. This would imply a decrease in average particle size and indicates a more finely 
dispersed aluminium over the carbon than for the sample just after melt infiltration.
Additionally, 23Na and 27AI NMR spectra were measured for two samples of 
alanates with higher loadings. First, melt-infiltrated 40 wt% NaAIH4 on a carbon 
support after complete decomposition was analyzed. For this sample it was very dif­
ficult to apply MAS. This is explained by the higher loading with alanate, giving the 
material a higher density and the presence of metallic particles, which makes it more 
difficult to obtain stable sample spinning. For this sample, we could only reach an 
acceptable stable MAS speed of 3.2 kHz. The 27AI spectrum shows, as expected, 
metallic Al at 1639 ppm. The 23Na spectrum is shown in figure 6.9 and the reso-
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Figure 6.9: 23Na single pulse spectra (600 MHz, 3.2 kHz MAS) of completely dehydrogenated 
samples, (a) mi40NaAIH4/C dO and (b) mi33NaH/C dO
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nances are assigned to metallic Na at «  1030 ppm111, a very small amount of Na20  
at 53 ppm112 and a broad line shape around 0 ppm. These measurements show that 
metallic sodium is formed under conditions that are relative mild compared to bulk 
NaAIH4 and confirms earlier results. 39,113
The same experiment was performed for 33 wt% NaH after melt infiltration in 
a carbon support. For this sample, we also had stability problems for MAS, limiting 
the spinning speed to 3.2 kHz. These stability problems can also be explained by 
intercalation of sodium in the carbon, which was observed before for this material. 39-113 
Intercalation of chemical species generally gives in an increase in electric conductivity 
of the carbon material because of a charge transfer114 and therefore results in larger 
eddy currents when applying MAS. The sodium spectrum, in figure 6.9, shows metallic 
Na and a broad distribution around 0 ppm.
The metallic sodium appeared to be very reactive, after storing approximately 
one week in a glovebox, the metallic sodium resonance disappeared, and only a broad 
resonance around 0 ppm remained. The metallic aluminium was still completely intact, 
without any formed aluminium-oxides. The time delay between synthesis and NMR 
experiment would also explain why the metallic sodium is not observed in the 20 wt.%  
completely desorbed sample, while T P D  measurements indicated that the material is 
completely decomposed to metallic Na.
From our NMR data, it is difficult to determine the exact origin of the broad reso­
nances around 0 ppm in all samples, because of the relative small chemical shift range 
of sodium compounds. It could for example originate from adsorbed or intercalated 
sodium39, a reaction product of the metallic sodium with carbon material and/or the 
formation of oxidation products. Also a relative low spinning speed was used, which is 
probably insufficient to average the dipolar and second order quadrupolar interactions. 
Therefore, the linewidths can not directly be compared with the samples measured at 
a higher spinning speed around 10 kHz. However, it is clear, that it corresponds to 
a highly disordered phase and this disorder seems to increases with further dehydro­
genation. All sodium is most likely in close contact with the carbon material, since 
no larger crystallites corresponding to narrow resonances are visible.
Rehydrogenated samples To study possible structural changes after rehydrogena­
tion, we compared the sample just after melt infiltration (mi20NaAIH4/C ) and after 
one rehydrogenation cycle at 40 bar/160 °C, 55 bar/150 °C and 200 bar/150 °C. The 
27AI NMR spectra are shown in figure 6.10. The same characteristics are observed for 
the alanate after melt infiltration. We see again a positive chemical shift compared to 
the physical mixture and a broadened line shape. These measurements indicate that 
after rehydrogenation the same nano-sized structured alanate is formed and remains 
confined inside the pores instead of forming larger bulk-like crystalline particles. On
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Figure 6.10: Comparison of single pulse 27AI NMR spectra (600 MHz, 10 kHz MAS) of 
mi20NaAIH4/C, (a) the sample just after melt infiltration and the same sample but after one 
full desorption and rehydrogenation cycle at (b) 40 bar/160 °C, (c) 55 bar/150 °C and (d) 
200 bar/150 °C.
F 2(ppm)
Figure 6.11: 27AI sheared MQMAS spectrum (600 MHz, 10 kHz MAS) of the rehydrogenated 
(40 bar, 160 °C) alanate sample, mi20NaAIH4/C rh40. The F\ dimension is scaled with a 
factor -12/17 to get an easy interpretable ppm axis.55
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Figure 6.12: 27AI sheared MQMAS spectrum (400 MHz, 10 kHz MAS) of the rehydrogenated 
(40 bar, 160°C) alanate sample, mi20NaAIH4/C rh40. The F i dimension is scaled with a 
factor -12/17 to get an easy interpretable ppm axis.
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Figure 6.13: 23Na sheared MQMAS spectrum (600 MHz, 10 kHz MAS) of the rehydro­
genated (40 bar, 160 °C) alanate sample, mi20NaAIH4/C rh40. The F\ dimension is scaled 
with a factor 9/34 to get an easy interpretable ppm axis.55
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the right side of the resonance, a little shoulder is present around ~ 80 ppm com­
pared to the sample just after melt infiltration and the linewidths are shown in table
6.3. This could be explained by an even larger disorder of the alanate structure upon 
rehydration or the presence of an oxidic compound with tetrahedrally coordinated 
aluminium.
To elucidate this, a 27AI MQMAS experiment of the rehydrogenated sample at 
40 bar is shown in figure 6.11. Again a broad chemical shift distribution is observed, 
comparable to the sample just after melt infiltration. An additional resonance is 
observed around 80 ppm, which most likely originates from an oxidic compound with 
tetrahedrally coordinated aluminium. This is probably formed by some oxidation during 
transport or synthesis. A 27AI MQMAS spectrum of the nanoconfined alanate after 
rehydrogenation obtained at a lower field of 400 MHz again confirms the presence 
of mainly a distribution in chemical shift because it shows a comparable lineshape 
as the MQMAS spectrum measured at a higher field of 600 MHz. It should be 
mentioned that slightly more aluminium oxide was present is this sample compared to 
the spectrum recorded at 600 MHz in figure 6 .6 , which was confirmed by single pulse 
measurements. The aluminium oxide was most likely formed during storage, because 
there was a delay of 2 weeks between the two measurements at different fields.
In all nanocomposite samples, a broad resonance around 0 ppm was observed for 
23Na, which remains difficult to assign. To investigate if it is possible to distinguish 
between different compounds containing sodium in this broad distribution, we took a 
23Na MQMAS spectrum of the rehydrogenated sample at 40 bar, which is shown in 
figure 6.13. Again a largely broadened single resonance is observed, confirming that 
sodium is present as a highly disordered phase, where it is difficult to determine its 
exact origin as discussed before.
As expected, a large fraction of metallic aluminium was present because of an 
incomplete rehydrogenation, which was also concluded from T P D  and XRD  measure­
ments. 105 The metallic 27AI resonance shows a similar linewidth to the sample just 
after melt infiltration which is smaller than after a complete desorption. This could 
indicate that the average particle size and average distance to the carbon of Al in­
creased compared to the completely rehydrogenated sample. This might explain the 
incomplete rehydrogenation because of the formation of larger particles of metallic 
aluminium, which was also observed in bulk alanates by Singh et al. 32 Possibly, these 
larger aluminium particles are already formed by the partial decomposition during 
melt infiltration, since the same metallic aluminium linewidth is observed in a rehy­
drogenated sample and just after melt infiltration. Only the smaller particles formed 
during a full dehydrogenation, with a corresponding larger linewidth, will now be re­
hydrogenated. Another explanation of the partial reversibility would be the formation 
of oxides. In the aluminium spectra, only a very small fraction of oxidic compounds
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Figure 6.14: (a) Phase diagram for bulk NaAIH4 based on the results of Bogdanovic et a l.7, 
(b) Indicative phase diagram for nanoconfined NaAIH4. 105 The presence of NaAIH4 and the 
absence of Na3AIH6 were measured with NMR at rehydrogenation temperatures and pressures 
of 40 bar/160 °C, 55 bar/150 °C and 200 bar/150 °C which are indicated with markers.
is observed. Th is would imply that mainly the (metallic) sodium species react with 
0 2/H 20 , which is in line with the disappearance of the metallic sodium after some 
time in the completely dehydrogenated samples. Alternatively, the formation of a 
surface^oxide layer on the metallic aluminium might prevent complete rehydrogena^ 
tion.
The pressure-temperature relations for bulk alanates determined by Bogdanovic et 
al.7 would suggest the formation of Na3AIH6 in the rehydrogenated samples at 40 bar 
/160 °C and 55 bar/150 °C as illustrated in figure 6.14. However, instead of Na3AIH6, 
nanoconfined NaAIH4 is observed by solid-state NMR. Differential scanning calorime^ 
try (D SC ) measurements under 120 bar H2 pressure did not show an indication of 
the NaAIH4/Na3AIH6 phase transition because no heat effects in the temperature 
range up to 250 °C were observed. 105 This together with the NMR data gives that 
a strong change in thermodynamic properties is present, because the stability region 
of NaAIH4 is increased at the expense of the Na3AIH6 stability region. An indicative 
phase diagram for the nanoconfined NaAIH4 is shown in figure 6.14. A more detailed 
study of the effect of nanoconfinement of NaAIH4 on the stability of the structures 
and the kinetics of hydrogen release is described by Gao et al. 105 Thermodynamic 
changes in nanocomposites of NaAIH4 and microporous carbon fibres were observed 
by Lohstroh et al. too. 115
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6.4 Conclusions
Using solid-state NMR, structural properties of NaAIH4/C  nanocomposites are stud­
ied. 23Na and 27AI NMR spectra of melt infiltrated NaAIH4 with estimated particle 
sizes of 2-3 nm on a highly porous carbon support were compared with a physical 
mixture of the same material. Because a very similar average chemical shift as for 
bulk alanates is observed and the same average quadrupolar coupling constant, it 
is concluded that the local structure of the alanate cluster is preserved after melt 
infiltration. The same spectrum of nanoconfined NaAIH4 is observed for the rehy­
drogenated nanoconfined alanate. This shows in combination with hydrogenation 
experiments105 that the dehydrogenation in nanoconfined alanates is reversible, even 
without a metal-based catalyst, and the alanate remains confined in the pores. The 
formation of nano-confined alanate at lower pressures and temperatures than ex­
pected for bulk NaAIH4 together with DSC experiments by Gao et al. 105 shows a 
change in thermodynamic properties. A possible explanation of the partial reversibi­
lity is the formation of larger metallic aluminium clusters and possible oxidation of 
metallic sodium. The formation of metallic sodium at relative lower temperatures is 
confirmed. A surprising observation is that no Na3AIH5 is detected by solid-state NMR 
in the partly dehydrogenated samples, but also not in any of the other nanoconfined 
alanates samples. These NMR measurements together with a single release peak in 
T P D  measurements105 show the desorption of the alanate in one single step. Melt 
infiltrated NaAIH4 shows strongly broadened 23Na and 27AI resonances with a small 
positive chemical shift compared to a physical mixture of alanate and carbon. No 
signatures of (large) crystallites of NaAIH4, Na3AIH5 and NaH were observed in any 
of the spectra of melt-infiltrated samples. We conclude that the positive shift and 
line broadening are caused by a close contact of all sodium and aluminium atoms with 
the support material. This broadening is mainly caused by a distribution in chemical 
shifts, confirmed by MQMAS experiments, indicating a higher disorder in the ma­
terial and possibly a charge transfer to the carbon. The exact nature of sodium in 
the nanoconfined materials after partial desorption and rehydrogenation remains un­
clear. A broad distribution around 0 ppm suggests a close contact to the carbon with 
possible intercalation effects.

The oxidation products of NaAIH 4
Chapter 7
Abstract
The oxidation products o f NaAIH4 are studied using solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance 
experiments combined w ith  X-ray d iffraction (X R D ) experiments. We study the coordina­
tion o f aluminium w ith  oxygen using single pulse 27AI experiments. 27A I- {1H } rotational 
echo double resonance (R E D O R ), 23N a -{27A I } /  27A I- {23N a} transfer o f population in dou­
ble resonance (T R A P D O R ) and combined 27A I-23Na T R A P D O R -M Q M A S  experiments are 
used to  get qualitative inform ation about Al-H and Al-Na proximities. These NM R experi­
ments show th a t the interm ediate oxidation product is a sodium aluminum hydroxide w ith  
Al in a tetrahedral coordinated site. The end product is mainly octahedral coordinated alu­
minium hydroxide. A 27AI m ultip le-quantum  magic angle spinning (M Q M A S ) experiment 
shows d istributions o f chemical sh ift and quadrupolar coupling parameters. Therefore, the 
material is probably highly disordered and m ultip le compounds may be present. XRD  mea­
surements show th a t this phase indeed lacks long-range order. In the end product, crystalline 
aluminium hydroxides, consisting o f Gibbsite and Bayerite, and sodium carbonate hydrates, 
Na2C 0 3-H20  and Na3(C 0 3) 2-2H20  are observed by XRD  measurements. O ur results show 
th a t relatively harmless and non-toxic compounds are formed. However, the materials should 
be handled carefully because o f the strong basicity o f compounds like sodium carbonate.
M. H. W . Verkuijlen, R. de Gelder, P. J. M van Bentum and A. P. M. Kentgens, J. Phys. 
Chem. C, 2010, subm itted.
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7.1 Introduction
An unfavorable property of NaAIH4 is that the material is very reactive towards 0 2 
and H20 . NaAIH4 rapidly oxidizes in ambient air and needs to be stored in an inert 
atmosphere. Very little is known about the exact oxidation products of NaAIH4. It 
is important to get insight into this oxidation process, because it will influence the 
performance of the materials. Moreover, for safety reasons in practical applications, 
it is good to know which possible hazardous compounds are formed upon oxidation. In 
addition, a detailed description of the oxidation products may be helpful to interpret 
experimental data and detect possible impurities.
A couple of studies of the oxidation products of NaAIH4 have been performed 
before. Using XAN ES spectroscopy, Baldé et al. 27 have shown that completely ox­
idized NaAIH4 mainly consists of octahedral coordinated Al-oxides or Al-hydroxides. 
Dedrick et al. 116 conducted a thermal decomposition analysis to study the reactiv­
ity of sodium alanate with 0 2, H20  and C 0 2 using simultaneous thermogravimet- 
ric modulated beam mass spectrometry (STM B M S) and X-ray diffraction methods. 
These results show that even low concentrations of oxidants result in a significant 
destabilization of sodium alanate. Mosher et al. 117 performed standardized tests for 
burning rate, spontaneous ignition, self-heating, water immersion and dust explosion 
on NaAIH4 catalyzed with 2 mol% T iC I3 for different decomposition states. Lohstroh 
et al. 118 investigated Ti-doped NaAIH4 mainly focussing on safety aspects using a 
small-scale tank failure test.
In solid-state NMR experiments, the isotropic chemical shifts of 27AI nuclei in 
oxides are generally strongly dependent on the A I-0 coordinations. For example, 
A I0 5 octahedra show isotropic 27AI chemical shifts between —10 and +15 ppm, 
AIO5 pentahedra of 30 — 40 ppm while A I0 4 tetrahedra shifts resonate between 50 
and 80 pm. 43 Several solid-state NMR studies on sodium alanates report the presence 
of aluminium oxides impurities in these materials. In bulk materials, the formation of 
Al20 3 was observed, which likely originates from a possible coordination of 27AI with 
the oxygen atom from added tetrahydrofuran. 119-120 In nanoconfined sodium alanates, 
the formation of small quantities of aluminium-oxides was observed, most likely due 
to impurities121 or due to limited air exposure of the materials. 105,122
In this chapter, a systematic study of the oxidation process of NaAIH4 and the 
local structure of the formed species is described. The local structure of 23Na and 
27AI of the intermediate and final reaction products are characterized by single pulse 
magic angle spinning (M AS), 27A I-{1H } rotational echo double resonance (R ED O R ), 
23Na-{27A I}, 27A I-{23Na} transfer of population in double resonance (T R A P D O R ), 
multiple-quantum magic angle spinning (M QM AS) experiments and a combined MQ­
MAS and 27A I-{23Na} TR A P D O R  experiment. X-ray diffraction (X R D ) experiments
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are performed to identify crystalline materials in the intermediate and final reaction 
products.
7.2 Experimental section
7.2.1 Samples
Commercially available NaAIH4 (Sigma-Aldrich) was used as received. The material 
was checked for impurities by 27AI and 23Na MAS NMR and no significant amounts of 
impurities were found. A partly oxidized sample was made by tightly packing NaAIH4 
in a regular 2.5 mm NMR rotor. The rotor cap had a very small hole with a diameter 
of approximately ~ 0.1 mm. The rotor was taken out of the glovebox, so the sample 
was slowly exposed to air. After different time intervals, the various oxidation products 
were investigated. A completely oxidized sample was made by exposing NaAIH4 to 
ambient air for at least a couple of days. For longer oxidation times no significant 
differences in the 27AI NMR spectra were observed. The completely oxidized sample 
was dissolved in water. The insoluble compounds, which are completely oxidized and 
reacted with H20 , were extracted using a paper filter.
7.2.2 NMR experiments
All solid-state NMR experiments were performed using Chemagnetics Infinity/Varian 
400 MHz/9.4 T  and 600 MHz/14.1 T  spectrometers and 2.5 mm double resonance 
MAS probes.
27A I/23Na single pulse excitation spectra were recorded on the 400/600 MHz 
spectrometer using a short single pulse of 0.20 ¿us, an effective RF-field strength of 
160 kHz taking pulse rise and decay times into account, and a sample spinning speed 
of 15 kHz.
A z-filtered 27AI MQMAS experiment52-53-106 was done on the partly oxidized 
sodium alanate sample at the 400 MHz spectrometer using high power pulses of 
214 kHz and low power pulses of 25.8 kHz. A sample spinning speed of 10 kHz was 
applied. After the 2D Fourier transform, a shearing transformation was applied using a 
shearing factor equal to 19/12 for 27AI (/ = 5/2 ). Different conventions are reported 
in literature for the scaling of the dimension. 54 We multiplied the vertical axes 
(F i )  of the MQMAS spectrum by a factor of —12/17 for 27AI, resulting in an equal 
chemical shift value in ppm in the F x and F2 dimension for a hypothetical resonance 
without a quadrupolar interaction. 55
For a 27A I- {1H } RED O R experiment63 performed at 14.1 T , RF field strengths 
of 10 kHz for the 27AI selective echo pulses and 90 kHz for the 180° XH pulses were
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Figure 7.1: Combined z-filtered and TRAPD O R pulse sequences and corresponding co­
herence transfer pathways: A. MQMAS-ti-TRAPDOR: The lengths of the pulses <pi, 
<p2 and 04 correspond to optimized pulses for a z-filtered MQMAS experiment and $3 
to a strong 180° pulse. The same 144-step phase cycle, as used by Pruski et al. 123 
in the 3Q-ti-REDOR experiment, was applied on the I channel: <p\ = (0° ) i44; $2 =
(0°, 30°, 60°.......330°)12; <Ps =  [(0 °)12, (60°)12........ (300°)12]2; <p4 =  (0 °)72,180°)72; <Prec =
[(0°, 180°)6, (180°, 0° )6]3 , [(180°, 0°)6, (0°, 180°)6]3. By acquiring a complementary set of 
144 FID's with <pi =  30° a hypercomplex data set was obtained. B. MQMAS-t2-TRAPDOR: 
The lengths of the pulses <pi, $2 and $3  correspond to optimized pulses for a z-filtered MQ­
MAS experiment and <p4 to a selective 180° pulse. The same 96 steps phase cycle, as 
used by Fernandez et al. 124 in the 3Q-t2-REDOR experiment, was applied on the I channel: 
fa  = (0 °)96; 0 2  = (0°, 60°, 120°, 180°, 240°, 300°)i6; = (0 °)24, ( 9 0 ° ) 2 4 , ( 1 8 0 o ) 24,  
(270°)24; 04 = [(0°)6, (90°)6, (180°)5, (270°)5]4; <Prec = [(0 °,180°)3, (180°, 0 °)3]2, 
[(270°, 90°)3, (90°, 270°)3]2, [(180o,0 ° )3, (0°, 180o)3]2, [(90°,270°)3 , (270°, 90°)3]2. By 
acquiring a complimentary set of 96 FID's with <pi = 30° a hypercomplex data set was ob­
tained. For all pulses on the S channel, the TRAPD O R sequence, a constant phase of 0° was
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used. The sample spinning speed was 15 kHz.
The 400 MHz spectrometer was operated in a normal three channel configuration 
for a 27A I-{23Na} TR A P D O R  experiment64,65. However, since 23Na and 27AI are very 
close in frequency, a splitter/combiner was used to allow a single amplifier to be used 
for both nuclei on the X-channel of the probe.125. The X-channel of the probe was 
tuned to 105.003 MHz, in between the resonance frequency of 23 Na (104.219 MHz) 
and 27AI (105.790 MHz). A disadvantage of this approach is that the maximum 
available RF-field strength is limited. For 27AI, an RF-field strength of 18 kHz was 
used for the 90° and 180° pulses of the selective echo, while for the 23Na TR A P D O R  
pulse 75 kHz was employed. A sample spinning speed of 5.1 kHz was applied.
On the 600 MHz spectrometer, a 23Na-{27A I} T R A P D O R  on partly oxidized 
NaAIH4 was performed using an RF-field strength of 15 kHz for the 23Na spin echo 
pulses and 60 kHz for 27AI with the sample spinning speed at 15 kHz. A 23Na- 
{ 27A I} T R A P D O R  experiment on the completely oxidized NaAIH4, was recorded on 
the 400 MHz spectrometer. RF-field strengths of 15 kHz for the 23Na spin echo 
pulses and 83 kHz for 27AI were used, spinning the sample at 3.7 kHz.
Analogous to the M Q M AS-ti-RED O R and M QMAS-t2-RED O R methods by Fer­
nandez et a l.123,124, T R A P D O R  and MQMAS experiments were combined on the 
partly oxidized sodium alanate sample. We adapted the approach of Fernandez et 
a l.123,124, by replacing the RED O R sequence on the I spin by a T R A P D O R  se­
quence, while keeping the pulses on the S  spins the same as the original MQMAS- 
t r RED O R/M Q M AS-t2-RED O R experiments. The pulse sequence is shown in figure
7.1. Again, the two channels for 23Na and 27AI were combined on one single amplifier. 
For the 27A I-{23Na} experiment, an RF-field of 90 kHz for strong 27AI pulses, 14 kHz 
for soft 27AI pulses and 75 kHz for the 23Na TR A P D O R  pulses were used.
All 23 Na and 27 Al NMR spectra were referenced to aqueous solutions of NaCI 
and A I(N O s)2, respectively. Data processing was done using matNMR . 82
7.2.3 X-Ray diffraction experiments
X-ray powder diffraction measurements were performed using a Bruker AXS D8 Ad­
vance X-ray Diffractometer. The diffractometer was equipped with a Johansson type 
monochromator with a focusing curved Ge 111 crystal. A VÂN TEC-1 detector was 
used with an effective angular region of 3°. The data were collected in reflection ge­
ometry using monochromatic Cu K a radiation (wavelength 1.54060 Â) using a zero 
background silicon wafer as sample holder. Irradiated length: 12 mm; current: 40 
mA; voltage: 40 kV; start angle (20): 2°, end angle (20): 50.0°; scan step width:
0.01688°; scan type: continuous; scan step time: 2.0 s.
To identify the different intermediate species formed during the oxidation of NaAIH 4,
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the sample was sealed under Scotch tape in a normal sample holder. The Scotch 
tape gave a very broad background signal, which could clearly be distinguished from 
the sharp signals of NaAIH4 and the oxidation products. The Scotch tape was not 
completely air-tight. In this way, the material was slowly exposed to air and the 
intermediate compounds could be studied.
7.3 Results and discussion
7.3.1 27AI single pulse experiments
27AI single pulse MAS spectra of NaAIH4 are shown in figure 7.2. The sample is stored 
in a regular NMR rotor with a small hole exposed to normal air and measured after
1, 2, 3, 4 and 10 weeks. Measurements of pure NaAIH4, the starting material, show
27Al ppm
Figure 7.2: Oxidation of NaAIH4 observed by 27Al MAS NMR. A short single excitation pulse 
was used. The experiments were conducted at 9.4 T  with the sample spinning at 15 kHz. 
Spectra are shown for NaAIH4 as received (a) and after storing NaAIH4 inside the rotor with 
a very small hole for 1(b), 2 (c ), 3(d), 5(e) and 10(f) weeks in normal air. The dotted line of 
(f ) shows a fit of the lineshape using a genetic algorithm (see text).
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mainly a resonance at 93.5 ppm corresponding to NaAIH4 in agreement with previous 
observations by Bogdanovic et al. 67 An additional low-intensity resonance is detected 
at 13.1 ppm, which most likely corresponds to an octahedral coordinated aluminium 
oxide. This might be formed during transport of the rotor from the glovebox to 
the magnet. After exposure to air, our spectra show the formation of aluminium in 
two different coordinations with oxygen. First, NaAIH4 converts into an oxide with 
aluminium in a fourfold coordination at 72.5 ppm. This compound finally converts 
to an oxide with aluminium being exclusively sixfold coordinated at 7.8 ppm. After 
10 weeks, the speed of the oxidation reaction decreases and almost no differences in 
the spectra are observed. This is most likely caused because the oxidation products 
blocked the hole of the rotor and a gradient of compositions is present inside the 
rotor.
The lineshapes of the different 27AI fractions are fitted using an evolutionary al­
gorithm126 to deconvolute the signals and determine the intensity of the different 
oxidation products as function of time. Quadrupolar subspectra are calculated using 
SIMPSON simulations92 and used as library spectra. The spectra are fitted by Czjzek 
distributions in combination with additional Gaussian linebroadening to describe resid­
ual dipolar couplings and/or chemical shift distributions. 50,51 The experimental data 
are very well reproduced and enable us to get quantitative information about the pres­
ence of the different phases. The result for the different Al species is shown in figure
7.3. Clearly, a decrease in NaAIH4 signal intensity is observed in time. The tetrahedral 
coordinated aluminium oxide first increases in intensity and later decreases slightly. 
For the whole time period an increase of the octahedral coordinated aluminium oxide 
is observed. This again confirms that the tetrahedral coordinated aluminium oxide
t (weeks)
F ig u re  7 .3 : 27Al NMR line intensities as function of time for the different reaction products 
in figure 7.2.
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is an intermediate product of the oxidation reaction of NaAIH4. Proton spectra are 
measured at the same time as the aluminium single pulse experiments. Unfortunately, 
no resolved spectra are obtained, but the total proton intensity stays approximately 
the same. This indicates the formation of hydroxides and/or the presence of absorbed 
water, since for the formation of pure oxides, a decrease of the total proton intensity 
would be expected.
The 27AI single pulse experiment is repeated for a completely oxidized sodium 
alanate sample exposed to normal air for at least a couple of days. This sample is 
rinsed with water and filtered to analyse the insoluble materials and to remove the 
soluble compounds. The two single pulse 27AI spectra are compared with the partly 
oxidized sample in figure 7.4. For the completely oxidized materials, the NaAIH4 has 
disappeared and only a octahedral coordinated aluminium oxide remains at 9.3 ppm. 
This final oxidation product is in agreement with previous observations by Balde et 
a l.27. The higher observed resonance position compared to the previous measurements 
is due to a different quadrupolar induced shift because a different magnetic field 
strength was used.
No fourfold coordinated aluminium oxides are observed in the final oxidation prod­
ucts, proving that these belong to an intermediate product. The aluminium containing 
oxidation products are hardly affected by exposure to water. This shows that the ox­
idation reaction is already completely finished by exposure to air. These results show 
that solid-state NMR can be used as a quick quality check for NaAIH4 and contami-
27Al ppm
Figure 7.4: Partly and completely oxidized NaAIH4 observed by 27Al MAS NMR at 14.1 T  
with the sample spinning at 15 kHz. A short single excitation pulse was used. Spectra are 
shown for the completely oxidized NaAIH4 sample (a ), the insoluble components of dissolved 
and filtered NaAIH4 (b) and the partly oxidized sample, after 4 months exposure to normal 
air inside a rotor with a very small hole (c ).
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nation of the material is easily identified.
7.3.2 27AI MQMAS experiment and simulations
For the partly oxidized material, after 8 weeks exposure to air, a z-filtered MQMAS 
experiment is performed. The result is shown in figure 7.5a. Both the octahedral 
and tetrahedral coordinated aluminium are present as single resonances showing a 
distribution in chemical shift and quadrupolar parameters. This indicates that no 
resonances with a distinct difference in quadrupolar coupling constant are present. 
Both resonances in the MQMAS experiment are compared with simulations (using 
M A TLA B 83) of the lineshapes assuming a Gaussian distribution in chemical shift 
parameters and a distribution of electric field gradients for amorphous solids which 
has been developed by Czjzek et a l.50,51. Possible incomplete removal of dipolar 
couplings are modelled using additional Gaussian line broadening. The dipolar line 
broadenings used are three times larger in the Fi dimension compared to the F2 
dimension because the dipolar coupling strength increases with a factor 3 for the 
triple quantum coherence pathway in the MQMAS experiment.
The simulated MQMAS spectrum for the tetrahedral and octahedral coordinated
F2(ppm) F2(ppm)
a. Experiment b. Simulation
Figure 7.5: a. 27AI sheared z-filtered MQMAS (9.4 T , 10 kHz MAS) of partly oxidized 
alanate after storing the rotor with a very small hole for 6 weeks in an oxidizing atmosphere. 
The F i dimension is scaled with a factor -12/17 to get an easy interpretable ppm axis.55 
b. Simulation of the experimental 27AI MQMAS lineshapes (9.4 T )  of the tetrahedral and 
octahedral oxides compared with the experiment using the parameters of table 7.1.
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Table 7.1: NMR parameters for tetrahedrally and octahedrally coordinated Al of figure 7.5 
(measured at 9.4 T ,  10 kHz M AS). 5¡so corresponds to the isotropic chemical shift, 5qis to 
the quadrupolar induced shift, Cq  to the average quadrupolar coupling constant, ACS to the 
linewidth of the chemical shift distribution, n to the power factor of the Czjzek distribution and 
Ib l/lb2 to the applied Gaussian linebroadening in the first and second dimension, respectively.
<5/so(ppm) <5(?/s(ppm) Cq (M Hz ) ACS(ppm) n Ibi lb2(Hz)
1 : 27AI(V I) 11.9 ^ 8.8 3.4 5.0 5 600 200
II : 27AI(IV ) 78.0 -1 3 .8 4.5 6.0 5 900 300
aluminium oxide is shown in figure 7.5b. The quadrupolar parameters and isotropic 
chemical shifts retrieved from this fit are compiled in figure 7.1. An average quadrupo­
lar coupling constant of Cq  = 4.5 MHz is found for the tetrahedral coordinated site. 
This value is in agreement with the typical values found for various tetrahedrally coor­
dinated aluminium atoms in aluminium oxides. 43 A Gaussian distribution in chemical 
shift with a FWHM of 6.0 ppm (A I(IV )) along the diagonal was obtained. This indi­
cates that the material is amorphous or has a partly disordered atomic arrangement 
e. g. containing a random distribution of vacancies, which results in a large number 
of possible environments for each aluminium nucleus. This disordered character is 
confirmed by the fact that the NMR lineshapes can be fitted with Czjzek distributions 
with a power factor of n = 5. This factor corresponds to the degrees of freedom 
for the distributions in the electric field gradient tensor values and gives information 
about the (dis)order in a material, n = 5 indicates a distribution in environments for 
aluminium randomly varying throughout the samples. 109
The octahedrally coordinated 27AI resonance of the ID  spectra could not be fitted 
satisfactorily with a single Czjzek distribution, although such a simulated spectrum is 
shown in figure 7.5. This indicates the presence of more than one contribution to 
the local field gradient. The shape of the flank on the right-side of the resonance of 
the ID  single pulse spectra suggest the presence of at least two different structural 
sites. This is most pronounced for the data obtained at 9.4 T , as shown in figure 
7.6. If indeed multiple sites are present, this expected to be more clearly visible at
14.1 T . However, these spectra were not measured at the same time. The 14.1 T  
spectrum was measured after 4 months of oxidation, while the 9.4 T  spectrum was 
measured after 10 weeks. The intensity ratio between the possible different octahedral 
aluminium oxide sites may have changed, resulting in a decrease of intensity in the 
flank compared to the other phases.
The 27AI MQMAS result shows that the line broadening for both aluminium ox­
ides is dominated by distributions in quadrupolar parameters. Single pulse spectra
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are simulated for the 27AI single pulse spectra from figure 7.2 and figure 7.4 using 
M A TLA B 83 and the parameters in table 7.1. The result is shown in figure 7.6, which 
compares the simulated and experimental results for different field strengths of 9.4 T  
and 14.1 T . The FWHM of these lines are manually determined and shown in table
7.2. For the A l( IV) site, the simulated and experimental linewidths are in agreement 
for both the 9.4 T  and 14.1 T  data. For the A I(V I) site, differences are observed in 
the experimental linewidths and the simulated linewidths. These differences may be 
caused by the presence of multiple components as described before. Nevertheless, the 
linewidth becomes smaller at a higher magnetic field, as expected for a quadrupolar 
distribution. These data at different magnetic field strengths confirms that the line 
broadening in the oxides indeed mainly originate from a distribution in quadrupolar 
parameters, since the presence of a distribution in chemical shift parameters would 
have resulted in equal linewidths in ppm at 9.4 T  and 14.1 T .
7.3.3 27AI-{1H } REDOR
For a qualitative analysis of the composition of the oxidation products, 27A I-{1H} 
RED O R experiments63 are performed. The result is shown in figure 7.7. In this 
figure, the difference in intensities between the 27AI signal with (/) and without(/0)
27Al ppm
Figure 7.6: Experimental and simulated single pulse 27Al NMR spectra at different field 
strengths, (a.) Simulation 14.1 T , (b.) Experiment 14.1 T , (c .) Simulation 9.4 T , (d.) 
Experiment 9.4 T . These simulations are for the oxides based on the parameters 7.1 and for 
NaAIH4 based on C q  =  3.1 MHz, t ¡q  =  0 and a exponential linebroadeing of 1.4 kHz.107,122 
The octahedral site in (d) is not satisfactorily described by an single Czjzek distribution, 
because its shape (indicated by *) suggest the presence of multiple contributions.
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Table 7.2: Li newidths of the experimental and simulated 27AI NMR spectra of figure 7.6 at 
9.4 T  and 14.1 T . The FWHM of the resonances are manually determined.
Magnetic field strength FWHM AI(IV ) FWHM A l(V I)
9.4 T  experiment 17.5 ± 0.3 ppm 7.3 ± 0.3 ppm
9.4 T  simulation 17.4 ± 0.3 ppm 11.5 ± 0.3 ppm
14.1 T  experiment 10.3 ± 0.3 ppm 5.8 ± 0.3 ppm
14.1 T  simulation 11.3 ± 0.3 ppm 7.8 ± 0.3 ppm
180° pulses on protons divided by the signal intensities without (/0) 180° pulses is 
plotted as function of the total echo time r .  I / I0 depends on the 27AI-1H dipolar 
coupling strengths. For an isolated spin pair, this curve can be quantitatively analyzed 
to determine the dipolar coupling constant. However, for the alanates and oxidation 
products, we expect many more coupled spins and most likely no unique fit for the 
dipolar coupling constants exists. Therefore, we use double resonance experiments, 
RED O R and T R A P D O R 64,65 as a qualitative experiment to determine which spins 
are close together to get information about the composition of formed compounds. 
When 180° pulses are applied on the proton channel, a very strong dephasing effect
x(^s)
x 10
Figure 7.7: 27A I-{1H } REDOR curves of NaAIH4, partly oxidized NaAIH4, completely ox­
idized NaAIH4 and the insoluble compounds of completely oxidized NaAIH4. ( Iq — I ) / Iq is 
plotted as function of the total echo time r .
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as function for the total echo time r  is observed of the 27AI signal of NaAIH4. This 
is indeed expected because of the strong dipolar interaction between Al and H in 
the AIH4 tetrahedra. 107 For the oxidation products a dephasing effect is observed, 
which indicates that aluminium hydroxides are formed instead of pure A l20 3. This is 
in line with the observation that no decrease of the total intensity of ^  spectra is 
present during partial oxidation. No significant differences in REDO R curves for the 
octahedral coordinated Al in the partly and fully oxidized material are found. This 
indicated that these aluminium hydroxides have a similar crystal structure.
7.3.4 27AI and 23Na TRAPDO R
27AI-23Na TR A PD O R  27A I-{23Na} and 23Na-{27A I} TR A P D O R  double resonance 
experiments are performed to qualitatively study the 27AI-23Na dipolar couplings in 
the aluminium hydroxides. 23Na is a quadrupolar nucleus and therefore 180° pulses 
will not completely invert the spin system to prevent full refocussing of the dipolar 
interactions. In the TR A P D O R  sequence, the 180° pulses are replaced by continuous 
RF irradiation in combination with magic angle spinning. The spectra with and without 
RF irradiation on the sodium channel are shown in figure 7.8. For the 27A I-{23Na} 
TR A P D O R  experiment, a strong decrease in intensity with increasing echo times is
27«.Al ppm
Figure 7.8: 27AI-23Na TRAPD O R experiments for different echo times of 195.5, 586.5, 
977.5 and 1368.5 ßs. The 9.4 T  magnet was used and a spinning speed of 5.1 kHz. The 
spectra measured without the TRA PD O R sequence are plotted in black, while the spectra 
with TRAPD O R are plotted in blue.
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observed for the tetrahedral coordinated Al site. This indicates that it is in close 
proximity to sodium. For the octahedral peak only a very small effect is observed. 
Therefore, the TR A P D O R  experiments indicate that the tetrahedral aluminium site 
originates from a sodium aluminium hydroxide, while the end product, containing the 
octahedral aluminium site, is mainly aluminium hydroxide and separate sodium oxides.
23Na-27AI TR A P D O R  Many forms of sodium oxides and their hydrates are known 127 
and for some forms, NMR reference data are available. 43 However, we mainly focus 
on 27AI NMR experiments because of the broader chemical shift range of 27AI com­
pared to 23Na. In order to get qualitative information about the atomic proximities of 
23Na, the T R A P D O R  experiment is repeated but the sodium and aluminium channel 
are interchanged, giving a 23Na-27AI T R A P D O R  experiment. For the partly oxidized 
sample, we find a strong decrease of the 23Na resonances corresponding to the ox­
ides. This is illustrated in figure 7.9 and confirms the formation of sodium aluminium 
hydroxide. The NaAIH4 resonance at 9.2 ppm experiences a strong decrease of signal 
intensity too, as expected. In figure 7.10, for the completely oxidized sample almost 
no decrease in intensity of the 23Na signal is observed. This is consistent with the 
27AI-23Na T R A P D O R  experiment and confirms the formation of separate aluminium 
and sodium oxides.
27AI-23Na combined TRA PD O R-M Q M A S Similar to the RED O R sequence, the 
dephasing effect of the T R A P D O R  sequence becomes stronger with longer echo 
times, but the total signal intensity becomes less because of T 2 relaxation. In T R A P ­
DOR experiments, an adiabicity parameter, which equals:
a  = v I / v r Cq (7 .1)
where i/i equals the RF-field strength, v R the sample spinning speed and CQ the 
quadrupolar coupling constant of the coupled nucleus, larger than 1 is required. This 
induces a complete transfer of populations and therefore a maximum dephasing effect. 
The values of v i and i/r can be tuned in the experiment. As the RF-field strength 
is limited, the sample spinning speed is reduced to increase the dephasing effect 
of the 23Na pulses. However, this reduces the T 2 values as well. The octahedral 
coordinated aluminium peak has a relative short T 2. It was not possible to observe it 
properly for longer echo times, as illustrated in figure 7.8. For echo times longer than 
approximately 1000 ¿us, the resonance disappears.
To solve this T2 problem in the TR A P D O R  experiments and to be able to record 
a 2D double resonance experiment, the z-filtered MQMAS experiment is combined 
with the TR A P D O R  sequence. There are two options to include a spin echo in 
the z-filtered MQMAS sequence. It can be applied during ti or t2 evolution, giving a
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Figure 7.9: 23Na-27AI TRAPD O R experiment on a partly oxidized NaAIH4 sample for an 
echo time of 1368.5 ßs. The 14.1 T  magnet was used and a spinning speed of 15 kHz. 
(without the TRAPD O R sequence in black, with TRAPD O R in blue)
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Figure 7.10: 23Na-27AI TRAPD O R experiment on a completely oxidized NaAIH4 sample for 
an echo time of 200 ßs. The 14.1 T  magnet was used and a spinning speed of 3.7 kHz. 
(without the TRAPD O R sequence in black, with TRAPD O R in blue)
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M Q M AS-ti-TRAPD O R and M QMAS-t2-TR A P D O R  experiment, respectively. These 
are illustrated in figure 7.1. The dipolar couplings between 27AI and 23Na are enhanced 
by a factor of 3 for the triple quantum coherence as compared to the single quantum 
coherence. This larger dipolar coupling will result in a stronger dephasing effect when 
the TR A P D O R  sequence is applied during ti evolution instead of t2 evolution.
The result of a comparison of the M Q M A S-ti-TRA PD O R and M QMAS-t2- T R A P ­
DOR is shown in figure 7.11. Two ID  spectra are recorded using = 1 ¡j,s. For 
M Q M AS-ti-TRAPD O R, a spectrum is shown with an echo time of 250 /¿s and for 
MQMAS-t2-TR A PD O R  a spectrum with an echo times of 1500 /¿s is shown. Com­
parison for the different echo times shows that the M Q M A S-ti-TRA PD O R is indeed 
superior to MQMAS-t2-TR A P D O R , with respect to its TR A P D O R  effect. The res­
onance corresponding to the octahedrally coordinated aluminium oxide is still clearly 
visible for an echo time of 250 /¿s, while for 1500 /¿s its intensity decreased very 
strongly and disappeared in the baseline. The observed dephasing effect on the tetra­
hedral site measured using the M QM AS-tr TR A P D O R  and an echo time of 250 /¿s 
is approximately the same compared to MQMAS-t2-TR A PD O R  and an echo time 
of 1500 ¡j,s. Therefore, this confirms the formation of separate sodium oxides and 
aluminum hydroxides in the final oxidation product.
Using the same echo time, for M Q M A S-ti-TRA PD O R approximately 4 times 
less signal is observed than for MQMAS-t2-TR A P D O R . Pruski et al. observed a 
comparable decrease in signal intensity for a combined REDO R/M Q M AS experiment, 
namely approximately 5 times less. 123 This effect is caused by the more complex 
coherence pathway of M Q M A S-ti-TRA PD O R and relatively inefficient 180° pulse for 
±3 —»■ +3 pathway. In addition, we were not able to use the maximum available RF 
power because of the not optimal tuning of the probe chosen for combining Al and 
Na on one single amplifier.
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Figure 7.11: 27AI-{23Na} M QM AS-ti-TRAPDOR and MQMAS-t2-TRAPD O R experiments 
for different echo times of 250 ßs and 1500 ßs for the t\ and t2 sequence, respectively. The 
9.4 T  magnet was used and a spinning speed of 8.0 kHz. (without the TRAPD O R sequence 
in black, with TRAPD O R in blue)
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Figure 7.12: 2D 27AI difference spectrum of a MQMAS-t2-TRAPD O R experiment with and 
without 23Na RF irradiation, measured at the 9.4 T  magnet using a sample spinning speed of 
10 kHz. A shearing factor was applied and the F i dimension is scaled with a factor -12/17.
We recorded a full 27AI 2D by using the M QMAS-t2-TR A P D O R  sequence. The 
M Q M AS-ti-TRAPD O R would give a stronger dephasing effect, but it gives much 
lower signal intensity and and was in fact too time-consuming to record a full 2D. 
The subtraction of the 2D spectra with and without 23Na RF irradiation gives the 
difference spectrum, which is shown in figure 7.12. At the position of the tetrahe­
drally surrounded aluminium hydroxide, a clear peak is observed, confirming that the 
intermediate product is a sodium aluminium hydroxide.
7.3.5 X-ray diffraction
With solid-state NMR, we determined the local structure of the different species 
formed after a partial and complete oxidation of NaAIH4. In addition, XRD  exper­
iments are performed to study the formation of crystalline compounds during and 
after oxidation. To detect the presence of possible intermediate crystalline com­
pounds, some NaAIH4 is placed at a zero background silicon wafer as sample holder. 
It is loosely covered with some Scotch tape. In this way it was slowly exposed to air 
like in the NMR experiments. The signal of the Scotch tape itself is very broad and 
does therefore not interfere with the observation of crystalline compounds.
The XRD  pattern of the starting material NaAIH4 is in agreement with previous 
studies128 and no impurities are observed. After this measurement, the diffraction
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peaks of NaAIH4 slowly disappear. They are completely gone after a couple of days 
and only a broad background signal of the Scotch tape is detected. This means 
that an intermediate compound is formed, which is amorphous according to XRD  
measurements because its lacks long range order. This is therefore most likely a 
highly disordered compound corresponding to the tetrahedrally coordinated sodium 
aluminium hydroxide, which is observed in the NMR experiments.
After exposing the NaAIH4 under the Scotch tape to air for several weeks, again 
an XRD  pattern is measured, as shown in figure 7.13. The broad resonance around 
20 degrees correponds to a background signal originating from the Scotch tape. 
Furthermore, the diffraction peaks are assigned to the aluminium hydroxide gibbsite 
(A I(O H )3, space group P 2 i/ n 129) and sodium carbonate monohydrate (Na2C 0 3-H20 , 
space group P ca2 !130). The XRD  pattern of a completely oxidized sample shows 
again Gibbsite and sodium carbonate monohydrate, but also the aluminium hydrox­
ide Bayerite (A I(O H )3, space group P 2x/a129) and sodium sesquicarbonate dihydrate 
(Na3 (C 0 3) 2-2H20 , space group 12/a131).
After the removal of the soluble compounds in H20  only the aluminium hydroxides 
Gibbsite and Bayerite remain in the XRD  pattern, because sodium carbonates dissolve 
well in H20 . In Gibbsite and Bayerite, the oxygen-aluminium coordination is exclusively 
octahedrally coordinated, in agreement with the NMR data. The XRD  patterns show 
in the final oxidation products separated sodium and aluminium oxides, in agreement 
with the double resonance NMR experiments. However, with XRD  only the crystalline 
compounds are observed. Possibly some of the final oxidation products detected by 
NMR correspond to additional highly disordered fractions which are amorphous in the 
X RD  experiments.
These results are relevant for the short term oxidation of sodium alanate under 
ambient conditions. It should be noted, however, that factors such as air humidity 
were not controlled or varied systematically. Furthermore considering the complex 
mixture of compounds much slower processes might be present. For example, in an 
oxidized NaAIH4 sample which was stored for a few years instead of a few weeks, in 
addition to Gibbsite and Bayerite, some N aA IC0 3 (0 H ) 2 was detected by XRD .
7.4 Conclusions
We performed solid-state NMR and XRD  experiments to study the different oxidation 
products of NaAIH4. During oxidation, first a sodium aluminium hydroxide is formed 
with aluminium tetrahedrally coordinated with oxygen. Because XRD  only shows an 
amorphous background and the 27AI MQMAS experiment showed a distribution in 
chemical shift and quadrupolar parameters this intermediate is most likely a highly 
disordered compound. The final oxidation product consists of aluminium and sodium
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Figure 7.13: XRD pattern of a. completely oxidized NaAIH4, b. insoluble compounds of 
completely oxidized NaAIH4 c. Partly oxidized NaAIH4 and simulated XRD pattern of Gibbsite, 
Bayerite, Na2C 0 3.H20  and Na3(C 0 3)2.2H20 .
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oxides in separated phases. Aluminium is exclusively octahedrally coordinated with 
oxygen with an indication that at least two aluminium hydroxides are present. This is 
corroborated by XRD  experiments, where crystalline phases of Gibbsite and Bayerite 
are detected. NMR indicated that sodium segregates into separate phases and indeed 
sodium carbonate monohydrate and sodium sesquicarbonate dihydrate are detected 
with XRD . In view of practical applications, relatively harmless and non-toxic com­
pounds are formed after oxidation of NaAIH4. However, the oxidation products should 
be carefully handled because of the strong basicity of some of the compounds such 
as sodium carbonate.
Summary
One of the main issues to be solved in order to establish a hydrogen driven economy 
is H2 storage for mobile applications. A promising method is the use of complex 
metal hydrides. Within this class of materials, the model compound NaAIH4 com­
bines a relatively high gravimetric hydrogen content of 7.4 wt% H 2 with reasonable 
thermodynamical properties. Its de- and rehydrogenation reactions consist of three 
steps:
3NaAIH4 ^  Na3AIH6 + 2AI + 3H2 
Na3AIH6 +± 3NaH + A l+  3/2H 2 
NaH +± Na + 1/2H2
The release/absorption and reversibility of H2-storage in NaAIH4 is greatly enhanced 
by T i doping or nanoconfinement. However, no detailed insight in the underlying 
effects causing these improvement exists.
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NM R) is a versatile tool to study the structural and 
dynamical properties of these materials. In this work, solid-state NMR spectroscopy 
is used to study hydrogen storage materials based on NaAIH4. 1H, 27AI and 23Na are 
all 100 % naturally occuring isotopes which are easily accesible by NMR. In addition 
to local structure, atomic motions can be studied and no long range crystalline order 
is required.
To study hydrogen dynamics, static linewidths of 1H, 23Na and 27AI spectra of 
NaAIH4, Na3AIH5 and T iC I3-doped NaAIH4 are measured. These results are compared 
with second moment calculations of the dipolar broadening based on the van Vleck 
equations. These calculations confirm that NaAIH4 has a rigid crystal lattice. On the 
other hand, for Na3AIH5, a narrowing of the lineshapes is observed, indicating a fast 
rotational motion of AIH5 clusters at room temperature. To study this atomic motion 
in more detail, XH and 27AI linewidths of Na3AIH6 are measured for temperatures 
ranging from 5 K to 313 K. The line shapes broaden with decreasing temperatures. 
This process is successfully described using thermally activated rotational jumps of 
AIH5 clusters, assuming a fast rotational motion around one single C 4 axis and a 
slower rotation around the other two C 4 axes of the AIH6 cluster. Remarkably, even 
at 5 K, no rigid crystal lattice is observed for Na3AIH5 and atomic motion is present.
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The exact role of titanium to improve the hydrogen kinetics in NaAIH4 is still not 
completely understood. Titanium is a relative insensitive nucleus for solid-state NMR. 
However, scandium plays a similar role as a catalyst and has good NMR sensitivity. 
We therefore studied the local structure of 45Sc and the formation of different species 
in ScCI3-doped NaAIH4. The 45Sc NMR spectra shows different species, a largely 
broadened resonance at the position of ScC I3, a Sc-AI solid solution, ScH 2 and an 
unknown resonance at 0 ppm. After cycling with hydrogen, the NaCI intensity largely 
increases. This indicates that the doping reaction is not completed after the synthesis 
by ball-milling. The 45Sc spectra mainly show a distorted ScA I3 phase, and a smaller 
contribution consisting of a distorted ScC I3 phase. The "catalytic" effect of Sc could 
be explained by the effect that the ScAI3 phase acts as a grain refiner for metallic 
Al. As a result, diffusion lengths are kept short, leading to improved kinetics and 
reversibility.
The structural properties of NaAIH4/C  nano composites, synthesized by melt in­
filtration on a porous carbon support, are studied by 23Na and 27AI NMR. NMR is the 
method of choice for this type of materials, because the material is amorphous and the 
particle sizes are too small to detect with X-Ray diffraction. After melt infiltration, 
the local structure of NaAIH4 is preserved because a comparable chemical shift and 
average quadrupolar coupling constant as bulk NaAIH4 are found. A larger disorder 
is present in the materials since a distribution in chemical shifts is present for 23Na 
and 27AI. In partially decomposed samples, no Na3AIH5 is detected. Together with 
a single release peak which is observed by dehydrogenation experiments, this points 
towards decomposition in one single step, in contrast to bulk alanates. The dehydro­
genation of the NaAIH4/C  nanocomposite is reversible, even without a (metal-based) 
catalyst, as the structural properties observed with solid-state NMR are restored after 
one rehydrogenation cycle.
An unfavorable property of NaAIH4 is that it reacts violently with 0 2/H 20 . Be­
cause of safety issues and efficiency, it is important to obtain insight in this oxidation 
process. Double resonance and MQMAS NMR experiments of the oxidation products 
show the formation of an intermediate phase, which consists of a sodium aluminium 
hydroxide with Al in a tetrahedral hydroxide coordination. The final products mainly 
consist of aluminium hydroxide, with octahedrally coordinated aluminium, and sodium 
oxidic compounds. The intermediate phase is not detectable by XRD  and is therefore 
most likely highly disordered. In the end product, crystalline aluminium hydroxides, 
consisting of Gibbsite and Bayerite, and sodium carbonate hydrates, Na2C 0 3-H20  
and Na3 (C 0 3) 2-2H20  are observed by XRD  measurements.
In summary, this thesis describes the structural analysis of NaAIH4-based hydrogen 
storage materials using solid-state NMR. We demonstrate that solid-state NMR is a 
relevant technique to generate insight in the structure of sodium alanates, related
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dynamic processes like hydrogen mobility, effects of a catalyst, nano-structuring and 
oxidation of the material.

Samenvatting
Eén van de grote problemen met betrekking tot de grootschalige toepassing van 
waterstofgas als energiedrager is het vinden van een efficiënte opslagmethode. Een 
veelbelovende techniek is de opslag van waterstof in de vorm van metaalhydriden. Van 
deze materialen bevat het modelsysteem natriumalanaat, NaAIH4, een relatief hoge 
H2 concentratie van 7.4 gewichts %, gecombineerd met geschikte thermodynamische 
eigenschappen. De chemische reactie die plaatsvindt bij het laden en ontladen van 
NaAIH4 met H2 bestaat uit drie stappen:
3NaAIH4 ^  Na3AIHö +  2AI +  3H2 
Na3AIH6 +± 3NaH +  A l+  3 /2 H 2 
NaH +± Na +  1 /2H 2
De reactiesnelheiden en reversibiliteit nemen sterk toe wanneer een kleine hoeveelheid 
van een op titaan gebaseerde katalysator wordt toegevoegd of wanneer de deeltjes­
grootte van NaAIH4 sterk wordt verkleind. Op dit moment is er nog geen complete 
beschrijving van de exacte werking van deze twee methodes.
Kernspinresonantie (NM R) is een methode waarmee de structurele en dynamische 
eigenschappen van deze materialen onderzocht kunnen worden. 1H, 27AI en 23Na 
zijn isotopen die erg geschikt zijn voor NMR experimenten. Met NMR kunnen ook 
bewegingen van atomen in het kristalrooster bestudeerd worden en kan zelfs informatie 
over de structurele eigenschappen van wanordelijke systemen worden verkregen.
Om de mogelijke dynamica van waterstof te bestuderen zijn de statische lijn- 
breedtes van 1H, 23Na en 27AI in NaAIH4, Na3AIH5 en met T iC I3 gekatalyseerd NaAIH4 
gemeten. Deze experimenten zijn gecombineerd met tweede momentberekeningen 
van dipolaire lijnbreedtes gebaseerd op de van Vleck vergelijkingen. Deze methode 
bevestigt dat NaAIH4 een statisch kristalrooster heeft. In tegenstelling tot NaAIH4, 
heeft Na3AIH5 geen kristalrooster met alle atomen gefixeerd op een positie, om­
dat de lijnvormen smaller zijn dan wordt verwacht op basis van deze tweede mo­
mentberekeningen. Dit wordt veroorzaakt door een gedeeltelijke uitmiddeling van 
de dipolaire koppelingen. Dit effect kan worden beschreven door snelle thermische 
geactiveerde rotaties rond een van de C 4 symmetrieassen van de AIH5 clusters en
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langzamere rotaties rond de andere twee C 4 assen. Wanneer de temperatuur verlaagd 
wordt, verbreden de lijnvormen omdat de mobiliteit lager wordt. Opvallend is dat 
bij extreem lage temperaturen van 5 K de waterstofatomen in het kristalrooster van 
Na3AIH5 nog steeds bewegen.
Hoe titaan de de- en absorptie reacties in NaAIH4 versnelt is nog niet tot in detail 
begrepen. Helaas is titaan een relatief ongevoelige kern voor NMR experimenten. 
Scandium heeft echter vergelijkbare katalytische eigenschappen als titaan en is wel 
erg geschikt voor NMR experimenten. We hebben 45Sc NMR experimenten gebruikt 
om de vorming van verschillende verbindingen in NaAIH4, dat gekatalyseerd is met 
ScCI3, te bestuderen. Hierbij zijn wanordelijk ScC I3, een Sc-AI oplossing, ScH 2 en een 
onbekende stof met een resonantie rond 0 ppm te zien. Na acht keer ontladen en laden 
met waterstof neemt de intensiteit van NaCI, dat tijdens de reactie van NaAIH4 met 
ScCI3 gevormd wordt, sterk toe. Dit betekent dat ScC I3 nog niet volledig gereageerd 
is tijdens de synthese van het gekatalyseerd materiaal. Na laden en ontlaten laten de 
scandium spectra vooral een ScAI3 fase zien met een hoge wanorde en een kleinere 
bijdrage van ScCI3. Een bekende eigenschap van ScAI3 is dat het werkt als een verfijner 
voor de korrelgroottes van metallisch aluminium. Hierdoor worden diffusielengtes klein 
gehouden en dat resulteert in een versnelde kinetiek en een betere reversibiliteit.
De structurele eigenschappen van NaAIH4 nanodeeltjes, die gemaakt zijn door het 
insmelten van NaAIH4 in poreus koolstof, zijn bestudeerd met 23Na and 27AI NMR. 
Omdat deze niet zichtbaar zijn met röntgendiffractie, is NMR een erg geschikte me­
thode om deze amorfe deeltjes te bestuderen. De locale structuur van NaAIH4 blijft 
behouden na het insmelten in het poreuze koolstof, omdat de chemische verschuiving 
en de gemiddelde quadrupool koppeling parameters hetzelfde zijn als in bulk NaAIH4. 
Vanwege een hogere wanorde in deze deeltjes is er een verdeling in chemische ver­
schuivingen aanwezig en zijn de 23Na en 27AI spectra verbreed. Opmerkelijk is dat in 
deels ontladen NaAIH4 nanodeeltjes geen Na3AIH5 aanwezig is. Samen met de re­
sultaten van waterstof desorptie-experimenten betekent de afwezigheid van Na3AIH6 
dat de desorptie hoogstwaarschijnlijk in één stap plaats vindt. De structurele eigen­
schappen veranderen niet na het ontladen en opnieuw beladen. Dit laat zien dat 
het ontladen van NaAIH4 nanodeeltjes zelfs zonder het gebruik van een katalysator 
reversibel is.
NaAIH4 reageert heftig met water en zuurstof. Omdat oxidatie de opslagca­
paciteit van de materialen vermindert, is het belangrijk om inzicht te krijgen in dit 
proces. Het is ook van belang vanwege de veiligheid bij het gebruik van NaAIH4 in 
daadwerkelijke toepassingen. NMR experimenten laten zien dat bij de oxidatie van 
NaAIH4 een tussenproduct gevormd wordt. Dit tussenproduct is een amorf natriuma­
luminiumhydroxide, waarbij ieder aluminiumatoom wordt omringd door vier zuurstof­
atomen. De uiteindelijke oxidatieproducten bestaan onder andere uit aluminiumhy-
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droxides. Röntgendiffractie experimenten laten zien dat hier kristallijne fases van 
gibbsiet en bayeriet gevormd worden, net zoals de natriumcarbonaten Na2C 0 3-H20  
and Na3 (C 0 3) 2-2H20 .
Samenvattend: dit proefschrift beschrijft de structurele analyse van waterstofop- 
slagmaterialen gebaseerd op NaAIH4 met behulp van vaste stof NMR. Met NMR kan 
informatie verkregen worden over de structuur van natriumalanaten. Bovendien kun­
nen we inzicht krijgen in gerelateerde dynamische processen, zoals waterstofmobiliteit, 
effecten van katalysatoren, het verkleinen van de deeltjesgrootte en de oxidatie van 
de materialen.
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